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This appendix to the User Manual for the Streamtube Curvature Analysis
contains the computer program listing. It should be noted that the listing
includes explanatory statements and titles so that the program flow is
readily discernable. The computer program listing is in CDC Fortran
2.3 source language form, except for three subroutines, GETIX, GETRLX,
and SAVIX, which are in Compass 1. 1 language.
ix
UEUK M A I N
OVERLAY(STC»8,0)
PROGRAM STC A (INPUT. OUTPUT , T APES,' TApE6*ouTPUT,
* TAPEl,TAPE2*TAPE4sTAPE2)
COMMON /BCOMMN/ PROG^ , TAP IN ,"T APflT , R£F < 5 ) , PROGSV , F I UN , F ILOT
LOGICAL TAPIMiTAPOT, FILIN,FILOT
EQUIVALENCE C IPROGM, PROGM)
COMMON /AnAMfll/ NAME(6), AODRES(6)iTlTLE<6> • IDENT{6)
COMMON /ADAM62/ E^D JDB • DUM1 ( 2 } • ENDCRD
LOGICAL ENDJOB, ENDCRD
COMMON 'CBITS / BITS, BLANK
EQUIVALENCE < I 3L ANK, BLANK J
COMMON /CGRAV / CG
COMMON /CNTRL / K? ( 8 ) , CARRY , I
L O G I C A L C A R R YCOMMON / I X O R I G / I I D U M C S D . N M , f
COMMON /KEYS / K E Y A U i ) , K E Y B { i i ) i K O D A ( 2 2 >
D I M E N S I O N X K E Y A < I I )
E Q U I V A L E N C E < X K E Y A < I ) , K E Y A < D I
C O M M O N /TROUBL/ E R R ^ E R R M A J I I N E
L O G I C A L E R 9 . E R R M A J , IN6RR.PRERR
COMMON /ADJU^I/ MODE.LFF.MODEO.'LFO
COMMON ^CINNER/ INRCTR.,RDUM^NINNER(16),CNVF(16)
COMMON / CMAX4 / ES2MXi ZMX. RMX» DS2MXi L^UMY










C DSlDMPs DAMPING FACTOR ON DS1, «0 FOR NO DAMPING, sl FOR NOMINAL
C DsiMXAs MAX-BS1
c DSIMXB* MAX CALCULATED osi BEFORE DAMPING
C DSlRMSs RMS 8F THE CALCULATED DS1*S
C ES2MX s MAX 8L POSITION ERROR AS DETERMINED BY THE FLOW BALANCE
c
 NOW STORED IN COMMON / CMAX4 /-
c DS2MX r MAX CALCULATED SL ADJUSTMENT
C . ,\JOW STORED IN COMMON / CMAX4 /-
C NSWP f NUMBER OF LRELA* SWEEPS
COMMON /TAPES / NTAPQINTAPN
DIMENSION AAf8)
COMMON /SELECT/ LENTRY
DATA KA/IHA/K KBDY/3H8DY/, STC/SHSTC/
DATA ITRUE/I.HT/
NTAPO s i '
NTAPN « 2
WRITE (6I7760)
7760 fQ R M AT( lH l f " 22X i28H« « C A R D I N P U T * « / />





7775 READ (5,7778) AA
IF< EOF, 5 > 7781,7776
7776 WRITE <6.7778) AA




looi FORMAT <ix,"6AiO)READ <5,io02i IN*, PKOGM.TAPIN, TAPOT








2 KEYB< i )* IBI.ANK
s FILIN s TAPIN
FII,OT s TAPOT
TAPIN « , FALSE';




4 PROGK ' BITS
8 K5 » KA
GO TO 12






















?oWAT!J;i"tix,-26H ..... J°B TE f tMpNATED
STOP
19 ENDJOB? ,TRU6'.
C INPUT PROCESSING COMPLETE-., BUILD TABLES
20 LENTRYs 2









IF(RESTRT) SO TO 215
LOVER s 3
CALL OVERLAY*3HSTC,3,0,6HREeALV)
IF(ERR) GO TO 15
iF(.NOTiGREFtN) 60 TO 230
MAJCTRS MAJCTR*I
c







IF(ERR) GO TO 15









IF (ERR) GO TO 15
C
C PERFORM FLOW BALANCE, 3EGIN FLOW ADJUSTMENT LOOP
227 LOVER a 2
LENTRY? 4
CALL OVERLAY(3HSTC,2,0,6HRECALL)
IF(ERR) GO TO 15
AES2MX • ABS ( ES2HX )
ES2L1M
 a SG1«EF « TOLINR
FES2LM a CLE8 • TOLES2
IF(MAJCTR'.GE7MAXIT ,OR. ,NOT,GReFIN» ES2LIM * FES2LM
TOLWFU s ioi%r




IF(ERR) GO TO 15 -
228 TWFP s TWF/CG
TERHFP 8 TERWF/CG
IF(TEXI2,EQ;8ITS> GO TO 2303
WRITE (6.1252) MA JCTR» NMi INRCTR'/NSSPTSi NSWP. DS2MX, ES2MX,
1 ES2LlMlZMx,fMX,TEXI2,TWFP.'TERWFP
GO TO 230
2303 WRITE (6, 1252} MAJ.CTR,NMi I NRCTR, NSSRTSiNSWP , DS2MX i ES2MX,ES2L IM.
2 ZMX.'RMX
260 MCTR s M AXO(1,MAJCTR)
IF( INRCTR'.GB'TNlNNE^tMCTR)) GO To 232
>. ES2LIM«CLEN*TOLES2
IF ( INRCTR .EO, 0 .OR, AES2BX .GE, ES2LJM ) GO TO 240
ES2 CONVERGED
IFtMODE'.Eo'.S ;0«; 1AJCTR.EQ; 00 > GO TO 292MODE « i
UENTRy • 3
CALL OVeRLAY*3HSTC,2,0,6HRECALL»
IF ( MODE-2 ) 231,231,232






C ES2 AND FLO* ADJ AR,E CONVERGED
232 lF<MAJCTR'tGB?MAXlT iOR, .SOT.GRBFJN) GO TO 300
GO TO 210
c- M A T R J C SOLUTION240 LOVER » 4
CALL OVBRLAY(3HSTC,4,0)
If(ERR) GO TO 15
c ADJUST STREAMLINES
250 LOVER » 3
LENTRY* 3
CALL OViRLAYt3HSTCi3iOi6HRECAi:Li
IF(ERR) GO TO 15
GO TO 215





IF(ERR) GO TO 15
IF(ENDJOB) GO TO 100
!Fj INS'.EO'.ITRUE ) TAPINsiTRUg;





z o o u F O R M A T (iMi//iOxi26H«»»«»t«#» ENDJOB *•*«»•«««)
ii4o FORMAT < i w o » 5 5 x , ^ SOLUTION HISTORY/
2 2X,l21HREriSEMENT * INNER ITERS * MATRIX SOLUTION * e -
J FLOW BfiLANGE ERROR « . * KUTTA ITERATION/
4 100X,3lHTRAlllNS FLOW FRACTIONAL/
5 IX.lSOMNRE/tN GRID INRCTIJ NSSPTS NSWEEPS MAX.DS2 MAX.
7 cLn LlMiE82 Z R EDGE.XI2 RATE FLOW
' c RROR/
8 30H J.TS /)


















































COMMON /CB / 8(768)
COMMON /CZ / 2(768)
COMMON /CR / R(76Q)











•STCBLK STC BLOCK DATA <STCBLK«
COMMON /ALLCOM/ MACHA,PSA,TSA;PTA,TTA, AXIA.RGA.GAMA,




COMMON /BENDIN/ NBCiv<2)i*CF<2)COMMON /CBIT8 / BITS.BLANK
COMMON /CCRX / CRXSL.CRXOL.'CRXSS.CRXE.CRXC.DCRX
DIMENSION CRX{6)
EQUIVALENCE (CRXiCRXSL)COMMON /CFB2 / PASS:
LOGICAL PASS!
COMMON /CGRAV / ec
COMMON /CIADIN' RHOBAS,RHOAMP;I,
COMMON /CINNBR/ INRCTR, .,,...... ,w ,
COMMON /C lSBdT/ F A R F L D ( 2 ) i F R E E ( 2 ) i P R E S < 2 ) , P S P I S V i N Z P «
& ZPM m ~ "
INTEGER FARFLD,FREE;PRES,PSPISV
COMMON /CIVP / lVP,VPDUM,NRFt2ilINR(2)(XIVP(2)
*• MXLRLX
COMMON /CLINES/ LINES,OMITFK,PT!TLE(6)
COMMON /CMAXfT/ MAXREF, NREP IN..GREF1 N, TL
COMMON/CNORM / RHLiRMiAHL.ARM
COMMON /CPl / PI,™OPl,PfQ2.PiQ4lTODEG,TQHADCOMMON /CPRPUN/ PRPRN
INTEGER PRPRN
COMMON /CPTM8V/ VEL,PO'T| 1 COB,'NODENS,FBASTG
LOGICAL VELPOT




COMMON /CSLC / BRANCH(4>




COMMON /CTE / TOLWF,TOLBFU,TEX 12,TWF,TERWF,JRET
COMMON /CTOLRL/ ToiRl,MAXSWP,CLPNiDTOLRl.TOLES2,NSMP*
COMMON /IXORIG/ LMO.uHE, L8DO,LBDE, LTQ,LTE. LWO,LWE,
a
 LOiLESTA,LSO»LSB,LDUM(6),
* M O » N M »
&
 LEO.UEEi'LROiURi.URDCOMMON
COMMONS NOT PRgSENT IV QE
COMMON /CSENfi / NBCB(2),ANGE(2>;CURVE(2).FB(2)
COMMON /CBOW / BsHocK(DuMBs(8)
LOGICAL BSHQCK




COMMON 'CPRINT/ pp«r6)jCOMMON /LINMAX/ LMAX
DATA MACHA/0877777777777/. PSA,PTA/2«14i696/; TSA,TTA/2«5J8i7/4
* AXIA/'.T*UE;/. RGA/1716;2/, GAMA/1,4/, SCALEA/1,/,
4 TTE/O; / * C H O T S T / . T R U E , /D A T A NBdN/2j2/; A C P / O , , O . /






C GE LINES DELEtEB
DATA PSPISV;I|ZP,NZPI/O,O,O/
c NOTE - AouH^1) is USED TO EXTEND FAR FIBLD BOUNDARY
DATA NRF/I.O/.INR/IIO/I xivp/iiB6»o./i MXLRLX/S/
C G6 LINE DELETED
DATA TL/ilE6/
DATA RN/OV
DATA PI/3.14159265/, TWOPI/6,2831853/, PIQ2/i;57079632/,
* PIQ4/.78539816/, TODEG/57', 295779S/, TQRAD/', 0174532925/
DATA PRPRN/O/
DATA vELPof^/^coB/.i/, NODENS/O/,FBASTG/O:/
D A T A G40/40«0377777777777/ , NSR/l/i
4
 VMGi ;VMf i2 / lOO, , lOO l / f SGB/10,19^0,/, SG21/1,/
DATA BRANCH'«*999,/
DATA SSPML/I/. SSEF/,FALSE',/I SSEANQ/O;/, SSDF/,FALSE;/
* RHOW ;RHOMSS • RHOCI RHOCSS/I ; ;i . i 1 , « i . /
DATA TOLWF/i80^
DATA TOLRL/l?Ei3/, MAXSWP/200/ ; TOLES2/l,E-3/,
* DStDMP;bslDPl/0,,,5/, sGlRiF/Of/i TOLINR/.05/








D A T A ( F A R F L D t I ) , I s l , 2 ) / X O H F F ilOH /
D A T A (FRged J«I*l i2>/10HFREPi **OHFREE2 /
D A T A (PRESdhUl^J/lOHPRESl ilOHPRES2 /
D A T A ADUM/' .25,5«o,/
D A T A <PTITLE/ I ) | I«1 (6)/6H ',"6H STRE,6HAMTUBE,6H C U R V A ,
« 6HTURE Pi'6MROGRAM/
D A T A Q40/40«l'.El5/iVMGl,VMG2/;i; i l /










SUBROUTINE ECUMPSjs TERMISAL BDUMP TEDUMPSI
SUBROUTINE EBUMPS
COMMON /CHDATA/ TA9LES<i),LNEXT<i7iMLB<i>,MUB(97)
COMMON /CB / 8(300)
COMMON /CCURV / cu«v(3oo)COMMON 'cos2 / os2(300)
COMMON /CIDE* / M»J*MU*MD»ISTAG
COMMON /CLiNes/ Ln6s,OMlTFK,PT
L O G I C A L OMITFK
COMMON /CM / JMS<300>
COMMON /CPHII / PHIKSOO)
COMMON /CR / K(300>
COMMON /CRHS / RnS<300>
COMMON /csi / si<300>
COMMON /c$2 / S2(300)
COMMON /CTA9»R/ IlTAB
COMMON /CVM / VM(300)
COMMON /cz / 2(300)
COMMON /ixORio/ LHO.LHE, LBDO^LBDE, LTO.LTE; LHO,LWE* LFO.LFE,
5
 LO,LESTA,LSO,i:SB,LDUM(6),











LINES s 64i9o MA a ML'BCL)
MB B MUB(li)
CALL FHEAD(MB«MA*2)




WRITE (6,i20i> .J.M.MU.MD.ISTAS, SKM),s2(M),z(M)iR(M)<pHii(M),
6 CuRVtM>iVM(M)iB<M)iRHS<M)iDS2<M)
200 CONTINUE
IF(L,LE;LMAX| GO TO 190
1200 FORMAT<37xVl6HFlBLD TABLE DUMB/i28H J M MU MD J Si
« s? z R PHII cURv
«M 8 RHS DS2J
1201 FORMAT < lx • 15,3 f 5,12,2Fll,6;2ri2'. 6,fU,6,Fl2f 7,2F11,3,2F10',5)
19nP P n D u A v « < u k1202 FQRMATdH )
RETURN
END

















































AREA* 96), ARBAOt 96), 01SPt96>.PT< 96), LAMBDA
RHO(96)iSQRtVV(96)»TS<9§>»TT(96)iVMSQ<9«l
VVKQKP(96), .


















LTO.LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE!TCOMMONF/I!!ORTG/!LHO!LHE, LBDO.LBDE,
» LOiLESTA, LDUMi'BTi













LBNEXTs INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
 nefnDf
LBZ1 * INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT <?0 BEFORE
CHANNEL WITH WHICU THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
RELATIVE INDEX OF L'.E7 POINT WHBN LOWER AND UPPER
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME,LBA,LBB«NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY












C Xjj » ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
C X2F a STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SU EMlNATING FROM T,E,
C XiBF a X1-COORD1NATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW Tig,
C XiAF a XliCOORDlNATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T,E,
C SiF a SUBORDINATE OF T'.E, (UPPER SURFACE), THIS ITEM
c is USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA^STAR,
C LFB.LFAalNDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.Ei
C NCHB.NCHAaNUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C LRF a INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LfST FOR THE TtE.
C LRXF e INDEI OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T - E -
C JORDERt o IF TOTAL FLOW AT XlF IS GIVEN
C • 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.El IS GIVEN
C » 1 IF FLOW BELOW T'.E, IS GIVEN
C JORDERr .1 JF FLOW AT XlF IS CHOKED AND SINGLE CHANNEL
DIMENSION x iF 1 < i> iX2F< i ) . x iBF{ i ) i x iAF< i ) ,
1 SlF(l>,NCHB(l)iNCHA<l)iJORDER(l)iVNR(l2)
EQUIVALENCE (LFB, XlBF I,(LFA.'XlAF >, <LRF,NCHB>, (LRXF.NCHA?
DIMENSION LFB(l) ,LFA<1 ) »LRF(l) *LRXF<1»
c S T A T I O N TABLE
c INDEX- LSL'Q.LESTA
C SCHOKEa STATION CHOKE INDICATOR ( ADJWF , QRHS ,'WR I OUT )
C MCL .a SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)









EQUIVALENCE (BDT,XlF,XI>, (LBNEXT,X2F,LNEXT), (LBZl,XlBF,MLB)
EQUIVALENCE (CH^AME.XlAFVMUB). (UP iSlFiPRIM)
EQUIVALENCE (LEDEXi NCHBi TYPE^'B) i ( ZBT. NCHA.NAMELB)
EQUIVALENCE <RBT • JORDER i tLB) ," ( ANGBT .VNR.FLB)
COMMON /CTABRR/ IITAB
WRITE (6»iooJ NAME















190 MA a MLB(L)
MB a MuB(ki)
CALL FHEAD(M8-MA*2)
IF (LINESf.E07(MB-MA*5» WRITE (6,1280)
WRITE U;'i20!>
00 200




IF(L,LE,LMAX) GO TO 190
C tRASEZ DUMP
300 NK = MINO<NK,96>
GO TO (400,'310.33Q,350,360) ,'IGOQMP
310 WRITE (6.1000)
D° 315 lal.'NK












WRITE: (6;iOOt) {AREA(J),Jf i;768';i2e)
335 CONTINUE
W R I T E (6,1005)
DO 340 lal.NH
Ip = 768*1
W R J T E (6,1006) ( A R E M J ) f J ? IP*1248,96>CONTINUEGo TO ADO















WRITE (6.1013) (AREAf J),J>1 ,1824,128)
CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
4000 FORMAT (//2X*40HSi'3RouTiNEs BRHS, FLOBAL. WRIBDY. WRIOUT//
1 llX;4HAREA,8X,5HAREAO,9Xi4HDlSPVilX.'2HPT,7Xi6HLAM8DA;iOXi
2




FORMAT (//2xk17HSUBROUTlNE PTMOVE// l*Xl3nxlL,UX,2HSC,tlX,
1005 FORMAT
*oo6 FORMAT
1007 F O R M A T {//2X*l7MSUB«6iJTiNE «EFINE//2X,3HIA«,16I7/2X,3HIB»,16I7>ioov FORMAT ' — " — - - -
i _ri(i. „„-,.--„,-,
1010 FORMAT {2x^3ii3;3l2l6T4Ei3l5>
1011 FORMAT ' - * '
1 2X,'6WQV =,8E,3,5)
1012 FORMAT (//13X.2HRBillXi2HZB
1 2HBI*2X.dHJ2D0NE,3X;,iou FORMAT <2x.'6ii3;9,2xi2i6)
1202 FORMAT
1201 FORMAT
1200 FORMAT <57X,16HFIEID"TABIE DUMP>i28H""j M ' *MU* "MD'?^ ' Si
* S2 Z
 R PHI1 CURV
«




1150 FoRMAT(/V/ iXl7HSTREArtUINE TABUE;/17x32Hj X2 SUCHN





«ATAN3« ARCTAN FUNCTION MItH REFERENCE ANGLE »ATAN3»
C LIMITS AREi UPI) '.tC'. <ATAN3«ANQR6F) \L^'t UPI)
COMMON /CATA«3/
COMMON /CP! / Pl,TWOPJ
DATA KNAM6/6HATAN3 /
ANQ 8 A T A N 2 ( D Y » O X )
N s 20
50 N s N-l
- IF<N,EQ' ,0 ) CALL ERRORK
DANG B ANG-AMGREr
IF(PUDANO) 60,70,70
60 ANQ <; A-NG*TWOPI
GO TO 50
70 1F(DANG*PI> 60i9fl,90











































s DBLTR-R « RUV*l) .R( ' IV)
s DELT*«Z « Z ( I V * l ) » Z f l V )
« CHOR6 CONNECTING THg ffOlNTS OF THE INTERVAL
* ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE CHORD, POINT.iv
« ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE CHORD, POINT.IV*1
i CURVILINEAR DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS IV,IV*1
U . » . _ _ - U _ n < . n V n l D \









INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT <SQ BEFORE COALLATIO
CHANNEL WITH WHICH THfi BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARYRELATIVE INDEX Of L'.E, POINT WHgN LOWER AND UPPgR SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTEfl
BDNAME,LBA,'LBB«NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY






DIMENSION BDNAME( t ) ,LBAt l J t LBBa)
tBDNAME.ZBT i , ( C B A i R B T ) , (LBB.ANQBT)



























Dx»(i« * ( YPASQ» •5*YPKB*YPBSQ)/l5 » )
15
CC



















AC* DISTANCE BETWEEN BOUNDARY PTS
IN ?H6 GIVEN BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY TABLE
INDEX* LB*LBDO.LBOE
LBNEXTs INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (sQ BEFORE
CHANNEL WITH WHIcH fHg BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
T OR P FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
RELATIVE INDEX or L'.E; POINT WHBN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACECONTOURS ARE coNNECfEO
BDNAME.LBAVli&B'NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY










EQUIVALENCE 18DNAME , ZBT > , (LBA.RBT) (LBB«ANQBT)








































































ROTITED CU9ICS SIMILKTtNG A







X;Y 1 COORllNATES OF
ANG B ESflNATiD ANGLE AT tHB 9IVEN
ANG(l)i ESftHATBD ANGLE AT THE FIRST
N s NUMBER or POINTS
MA B 0 if THE VALUES OF ANGLES ARE NOT ESTIMATED,
« 1 if ESTIMATED ANGLES ARE GIVEN
MB = NO Of ITERATIONS
KD 4 STORAGE INCREMENT OF X*YiANG
KORDERii o IF ERROR! IS TO BE CALLED WHEN PTS ARE OUT OF ORDER
* mi Tel SKIP THE POINT ORDER CHECK
i '.GE;I if RETURS fs TO BE MADE FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
<1F NOT INPUT MA»0, HBal, KD«li AND KORDERaO)
SUBROUTINE BEND MUST BE PROVIDED
,8(1), Atr;







B CALCULATED VALUE or THE CURVE ANGLE; RADIANS
B SLOPE IN ROTATED COORDINATES* LEFT END OF SEGMENT
• SLOPE IN ROTATED COORDINATES* RIGHT END OF SEGMENT
S ANGL'I (RELATIVE TO HORIZONTAL) OF THE LINE SEGMfiNTSi RAPU
B LENGTHS OF THE LINE SEGMENTS BETWEEN THE INPUT POINTS* GHO\ KORDERB INDBI OF 2ND OF ADJACENT OUT-OF.ORDER PTS, NOT«O ON ENTRY
NOTE-COMMON /BRASS/ MUST BE 8*N fN LENGTwi ITS LENGTH MAY BE CHANG
BY A SU9E CAftD WITHOUT PROGRM RECOHPILATlON!
ORDER Of STORAGE IN COMMON /ERXSB/ IS - AU, 3), A < 1»1 > i A < 1, 2 ), 0U I,
YPB<l)i'DA<lJ.ACHD<l),CHDUi. A ( 2,1), A (2, 2), A < 2, 3 ), B ( 2), YPB (2 ), DA (
COMMON /CATAi3/ DANG
COMMON /CBBAM / MA,MB,KD,KORDBR
COMMON /CP! / PI.PIDUMIS)









CALCULATE THB CHORDS CONNECTING THE GIVEN POINTS
AND CALC fHE TURNING ANGLES BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE CHORDS





BCl) e ANG(tf) .
CMO(I)H SORT^SXfSX*SY«SY)
ACHD(I)sAfAN8<SY,SX,ACHD<!M8>J
DA(I) i DANS 17
• Ei!*2!'9 '^D' < A B S ( D A ( m * A B S < D A U M 8 M.GT.PI ,AND,






C SLOPES IN THE ROTATED COORDINATE SYSTEM




y P B t I > « TAN<8(l*8)«ACHDm)
I 9 1*8
1F(1«N8J 160*200*200










c MATCHING ANGLE AND CURVATURE EQUATIONS
_ !F(N-2) 250,300,150
250 I p 9 .
GO TO 260
255 A{J) 0 CHD(I)»a,il,5«rPA<D«YPA<n>
A<I*l)f
B(I> ft •2*,*A(I )*DA<H . A<I*8>«DA<I*8)
1 '1*6
260 IF<I-N8> 255*300.300
c ROUTINE TDSEQ « TRIOUGONAL SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
,nn SOLUTION _TO AX«B, ON RETURN SOLUTION VECTOR X IS STORED IN B300 »•»« ._....
I » 9






312 B(I) * (B(I I«A(I)»9(I.8) J / Xt
I » 1*8
IFCI-N8) 310*320,340SPECIAL UOGIC FOR A<g.N»g)




340 i « MS
350 I • 1-8
IK(l-l) 400.355,360
C SPECIAL LOGIC TOR All,I*
355 8(1) • 8<ii-Atl)«8(l?i
360 8{p • B<i)«Al!»2>»i(!*8>
GO TO 390
C
400 I ? 9
405 YPB< I-8>* B<t>*DA<P
I s 1*8
If(I-NB) 405*405*450
C RETURN FOR ANOTHER ITERATION












c ERROR * OUT OF oRoiR POINTS














*BEND«* END CONDITIONS FOR THE BEAM Fit PBEND*
C ON BNTRY ;
C N • NUMBER 0* JOINTS
C ALSO DBFINBB ON ENTRY = IN CQMMON/CBEND/ "
C NBC(L)« BOUNBARY CONDITION INOICATOR FOR LEFT(L«1> AND RlQHTtUaB)
C f 0." 1« OR 2
C ANGE(L) iANGLC IN DEGREES IF NBC(L>-1
c CORVE(LUCUR«ATURE IF NBG<L>«2
c FBNDCDI RATIO OF SHEAR OF THE END TO NEXT to END INTERVAL, NBCCD
c ON RETURN*
C COEFFICIENTS - A»2>iA<3),B<i) AND A<N8>iA<N8*l),B<N8>
COMMON /CBE^B / N8C(2),ANflE(2J,CURVE(2),FEND(2)
COMMON /CPI / PI,THOPI(PI02;P!04,TODEG;TORAD
COMMON /ERASE / I(3)|B(i)«YpBM^,DAfDiACHD(l),CHD(793)
C INITIALIZE
N S NN






A STRAIGHT LIAE IS USED FOR N=2 fF NBC ( i ) «NBC( 2 > =0
NBCS * NBC<i)«NB6(2)




c CHSCK IF PARABOLA <F«O) SHOULD BE USED




90 FX p O!
F2 • o'
C NBCsQl. Y AND ANGLE SP|C(FIED
C
 m LEFT END
" IF(NBC<1)'.N8?01) GO TO 120
Btl) § fAN( toRAD«ANSE( l )«ACHD( i ) )
RIGHT BND
120 l r(NBC(2) ' ,NE?oU GO TO 210
B TANCTORAD*ANaE(2 ) .ACHB(N8n
C N8CI02, Y AND CURVATURE SPECIFIED
C UE/T END





220 IF(NBC<2j;NS';02) GO TO 316
MN*> • 2
C NBC«0, • YP>P • * • VPPPtOr ADJACENT
C LEFT END
310 lF(NBCtf)'.NE?0) GO TO 320




8 > « Fi»DJUl7»«DXlSQ • D A < 9 ) « D X 2 S Q
GO TO 320
315 A ( 3 ) a 1)
B ( l ) « 0-
c RIGHT END
320 IFINBC(2>' .NE70> 60 TO 900












«CBEND. DAT* FOR /CBEND / *CBEND*





—• BEAU FIT INTERPOLATION »BfI*









c RZONLY* T tf YQDX, RM AND za ONLY ARE TO BE COMPUTED
c






Y/DX» DISTANCE NORMAL TO THE CHORD
R-R(I)
LENGTH OF THE CHORD
ANG-BNGCHD
c CURVM s CURVATURE
c
 SIM s CURVALINEAR DISTANCE FROM POINT-I
C NOTES*
c CHORD ?
 LINE BETWEEN POINTS T AND 1*1







1F<RZONLY> 00 TO 990
DX SQRT<DR«DR*DZ«DZ>




C3 s (n>(Yj»ASQ*YpAB) * YpBSO*TpBSQ)/3,
C4 « ;3;»YPA90 • «i5*YPAB - '"





•CBFI*- BL08K DATA FOR Bfl


















C ADJUST LINE COUNT




 AND *«IMT IDENTIFICATION if
















COMMON /CM / JHS(300>
COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,MU.MD, ISTAG
INPUT«
JMS = ARRAY CONTAINING PACKED INDICES J.'MU ,MD, ISTAG
M s INDEX OF -JMS» ARR«Y
OUTPUT-
J * STREAMLINE NUMBER
MU = M' UPSTREAM
MD s M- DOWNSTREAM
ISTAG = INDICATOR FOR STAGNATION POINT. ETC.
BSSZ 1
SAl M CONTENTS OF M IN Xi
SA2 Xl+JMS-1 JMS(M) IN X2
ss3 o INITIALIZE
SB4 3
SA3 MASK1*B3 LOAD MASK
BX6 X2«X3 AND TO MASK
SA! SHIFT'S3 SHIFT BITS IN xi





JP GETIX TRA FOR RETURN
SUBROUTINE SAVIX
INPUT-
M * INDEX OF JMS ARRAY
J s STUEAMLINE NUMBER
MU s M* UPSTREAM
MD s M* DOWNSTREAM







SA2 B8*J J IN X2SA! SHiFf*B3
SB5 XI
LX2 Xa,B5 SHIFT LEFT




BX6 X5 MOVE TO X6
SA6 xl*JMS-l STORE ilMS<M)






























































































































































MOVE LOW ORDER BITS TO B3
TEST FOR PARTIAL ORTHOGONAL
BRANCH ir MID-POINT
CURRENT MD IN X4
MOVE TO X6
RESET M TO MOVE RIGHT
CURRENT MU IN X4
MOVE TO X6
RESET M to MOVE LEFT
CONTINUE IF ON EXTREME(M2,M6> POINTS
CONTINUE CHECK
MU IN 84 .
MOVE TO *6
SE? UP FOR M3,M5
MOVE TO X6
30
SA4 BJ*MU SET UP M2 POINT
BX6 X4 MOVE TO X6
SA6 Mfl5
TCCT JP LOOP
TEST? SA4 B»*MD SET UP M6 POINT



























COMMON /CIDEK / M.J.MU.MD.ISTAQ
COMMON /CM / jMs<3o6,












SO CALL G E T j x
IQUT<I*1>=MU
l O U T ( I + 2 ) s M O
I F ( I S T A G ;EQ? 0) GO TO 60
I O U T ( I S * 1 ) « M
J O U T < I S * 2 ) ' « ISTAG




? . » N*l









c LBNEXT* INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
c
 LBZl « INCREMENT TO THE FIRST tOUNDARY POINT t«0 BEFORB COALLATIO
C CHNAME« CHANEL WITH WHICH THfi 8OUNDA«Y DATA IS ASSOCIATED
C UP a T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWiR BOUNDARY
C LEDEX a RELATIVE INDEX OF L'.E? POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPiR SURFACEc
 CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
c BDNAME,LBA;L'BB*NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARYc






EQUIVALENCE iBDNAMEiZBT ) . (L'BAiRBT), (LBBiANQBT)
COMMON /IXORlG/ LHO.LHE, LBDO»LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO.LWE^ LFO,LFB»
• LOiLESTA, L'DUM(8),




COMMON /CBITS / BITSIBLANK
SEARCH FOR MATCHING BOUNDARY NAME
LB a LBDO
60 IF(BDT(LB)1E«;BLANK ,OR, LB'.GB'.L'BDE) GO TO 80
IF(BDT(LB),EQ;BDYNAM> GO TO 7fl
LB s LB*IB^EXT(IB)
GO TO 60
70 LBF • LB
RETURN




CDIMENSION X<10),Y<10»'; XCtlO ) , YC( 10 )
- LIST OF COORDINATES DESCRIBING THE INPUT FUNCTION
!NTERPOLAT,ON IS TO BE PERFORMED
NXC = NUMBER OF XC-VALUES
c °YjPUT"» LIST OF VALUES INTERPOLATED AT XC(IO,IC«I,NXC
C TF£SXC IS OUTSIDE OF THE RANGE OF X, THE END VALUE OF Y ISSU
r TOR Y 'C'
C X MUST BE LISTED FROM SMALLEST TO LARGEST,
 M,1MllfTV





C BEGIN INTERPOLATION LOOP FOR XC(ICI,1C«1,NXC
1C « 1
60 XCIC s XCllO
iF(NiGT'.l) QO TO 100
YC('C)sYd)
GO TO 190
100 XQ a X(I*1>"XCIC
IF(XG) 114;il4,l02
102 XF * XClCtX(I)
C F.LT.o; ( IS THE FRACTlONAL POSITION IN THE INTERVAL)






114 I « 1*1
IF(1"N> 100.115,100





c INDEX TO NEXT xcMO
190 IG s ic*1







C IABS< ADDRESS*1B)-ADDRESS<!A> )






*LSPfIT INTEGRATE OR INTERPOLATE ULSPFlT*c
 INTEGRATE OR INTERPOLATE usiNB A PARABOLA WHICH PASSED THROUGH THE
C AND <!*!> POINTS BUT MISSES THE <I*D AND (I*2> POINTS <IF THEY BO
c EXIST) SUCH THAT THE SQUARE or THE DEVIATION is A MINIMUM, NOTE
c THAT i is GENERALLY SELECTED SUCH THAT
c
 „
 r X(l);LB.XC,LT,XU*i>c THE EQUATION FOR THE PARABOLA 19
C Y-Yfl) * 3«<X«X<IM 4 C*(X«X<I ))»«2
D I M E N S I O N x u o > , m o > » X C U O > ; Y C < I O )
C NOTE. THE DIMENSION *10» DOES NOT NEED TO AGREE WITH THE CALLING
C INPUT-
C Xj Y PTS', ON CURVE
C NPTS NO', JF X
C XC LIST OF X AT WHlCb CALC TO BE DONE
C YC(1) INTEfiRATION CONSTANT IF NDi»-l
c
 NXC NO, 8F XC
C ND sQ TO GET COORD, ?1 TO GET 1ST DERIVATIVE,c
 s-i FOR INTEGRATION
c LEND = LINEAR FIT IN END INTERVAL, T OR F
c OUTPUT
C YC COORDINATE OR DERIVATIVE AT XC OR
C YC(IC)« INTEGRAL(Y»DXJ FROM XC(1) TO XC(IC) WHERE IC«2,NXC
C NOTES-
C »X» MAY BE IN EITHER ASCENDfNB OR DESCENDING ORDER,
c FOR INTEGRATION »xc» MUST BE IN THE SAMB ORDER AS *XP; FOR INTERP
c
 NO SPECUU ORDER IS REQUIRED*.





1F(ND.EQ. (il) ) !?1
ISAVE 9 0
SGN B SlGN(l',,X<M*l).X(t»
BEGIN INTERPOLATION LOOP FOR XC(JC» IC«i,NXC
1C « 1
LOCATE APPROPRIATE INTERVAL









F.LT.O; <F fS THE FRACTIONAL POSITION IN THE INTERVAL*
IF(I,EQ,1) GO TO 120





F . i. '•• . o
ID/ ! M y < i » l > '.HE./ 1 > r,-)
IK I , f ,E ' ,N) QB T.o 10
f
- f ) T O lift
M
F.EQ. l lo , ' tHECK r3* I N T E G R A T I O N AND D8U3i.fi ^ C I S * S E f C ^ S .".C
^ lF«ND,EQ'.(«m .n*.', d.SE'.^ ?-*MD. X ( I * 1 ) . E 9 . X ( ! * 2 ) ^3 *C 120
F.GT.1',0114
 IF c f ,EO;N) QO TO 120









124 ISAVE , j
YI s y<n
c
 s o;TOP *
 0;BOT s p;
IF(LEND .AND? (I.E3.1 .OR. I.BO'.N)) GO TO 128




127 I F C I . Q E I N Iflft; fXD,E3.0, , AND.BOT'.NE, 0, M SO TO 128
X4 « X ( I *8)"Xl
X43 a X(I*1)-X(I*1)
Y4 a Y(1*J)-YI
TOP » TOP 4 X4«
80T s BOT t X4«X4»X43«X43»X3
128 IF(BOT;NE;O;| c « -TOP/BOT
B
 8<o!
IF(N.GTifl '.ANOi X3.NE.O.) B » ( Y( 1*1 > "Y! ) /X3 • C»X3




 « (Yl « (8/2, » C/3,*yD)»xD>«XD
JF(WlTHlN) GO TO 135
C »19 IS BEING INCREMENTED TO FIND APPROPRIATE INTERVAL, HENCE;
C CUMULATE THE INTEGRAL OF THE ITH INTERVAL,
SA = SA * si
GO TO 116





C ND«0, INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES
140 YC<!C>» YI * <B « C»XD)»XD
GO TO 150
C N D « I , F I R S T
141 Y C M C > « B * I>0*XD
GO TO l5fl
lt>0 1C « IC + 1
I F ( N X C - I C ) 9 f l0 . l60 i l60











•MBEGlN FINB FIRST FIELD POINT
C FOR A GIVEN STREAMLINE
c INPUT
C J2 » STREAMLINE INDEX
C OUTPUT-
C MBEGlNa FIELD INDEX OF FIRST POINT ON THE SL
COMMON /IXORlG/ LHO,LHEi LBDO.'LBDE, LTO.LTE.' LWO,LWE»
• LOiLESTA, L'DUMl'Bfi




COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,MU,MD,ISTXG
DATA KNAME/AHMBEGIN/
C SEARCH FOR FlUsT POINT ON STREAMLINE J
101 M a 1
iot> CALL GETIX
IF (J.EQ.J2 ?AND. MU,EQ,0) QO TO
110 IF(MiEQiNM) BALL ERRORK(KNAME)








C MINIMUB-MAXMUM SEARCH ROUTINE
C
C THIS PlOCEDURE DETERMINES THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
C FLOATIHG POINT VALUES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE




lF(A(I),QE.AniN) GO TO 10
GO TO 5
10 IF(A(I);UE',AMAX) QO TO 3
A M A X = A < ! >






CMOVE 9... FORTRAN SIMULATION OF MOVE (CDC)
DIMENSION xm>i'n<i>«x2<t>;Y2<i>*X3<i),'Y3u)
DO 100 L^i.NH ,















40 K s 1
lF(NS)40l,'l00.4l
401 K - N
41 IF( (K.LE'.O) '.OR'. (K.GT.N) '.OR', NS.EQ.O ) GO TO 100
GO TO (45,'50,55> , U
45
 Yl(K) s XKKJ
GO TO 80
50 Y2(K> s X2(K*
GO TO 80
55 Y3<K) « X3<«)













-s— FORTRAN SjMijUTlON OF FMPyC (CDC)
DO 300 L*i,'igi»
GO TO (205,:210,'215) , I
205 NS « Nl
GO TO 240
210 NS = N2
GO TO 240
215 NS = N3
240 DO 2Qo Ksi.'NS













































XiYi XJP* QV)QUADRATIC INTERPOLATES ROOT EVALUATION



























X-JURP TO BE TAKEN BETOHE ROOT/MAX IS SPANNED, THE SIGN I
A POSITIVE ERROR
STORAGE FOR EIGHT ElERENT QIRE VECTOR
CTR «0', IFIRS-T ENfRY ONLY)
TOLERANCE ON THE ERROR
ORDIHATE TO BE OBTAINED (OPTIONAL)
ESTIMATE OF SLOPE FOR 2ND QUESS (OPTIONAL)MAXIMUM NO, OF ITERATIONS {925 IF NOT SPECIFIED)
NEXT X ESTIMATE
O; IF YTOl HAS BEEN SATISFIED0. IF MAX PT HAS BEEN FOUND WITHIN YTOL*
AND ABS<E>,GT;VTDL:
X IS THE PRECICTED MAX PT,
.BFT(RIGHT) OF THE PREVIOUSL







ft COEFFICIENT IN THE EQUATION* Y»A*B*X*C»X**2
D12 IN QIRE NOTATION
EXIT VALUE OF QV<5), Nf«4 IF
Ni»**(*5) IF X tS JUST fO THE
PREDICTED 1AX PT, Nl>« IF X IS
OTHERWISE .Ml'N,
ENTRY VALUE OF QVC31SIGN OF M IF ABS(M)*5
SIGN OF THE SLOPE OF THE CURVE
JUMP TO BE TAKEN FROM LAST X
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MAXfMyM JUMP • ABS(XJP)
DISTANCE FROM CENTRAL PT TO MAX/MIN OF PARABOLA, *XMAX«XX(
OR 9 DISTANCE FROM CENTRAL PT To THE ROOT, sXROOT.XX<2)
INPUT <OR LAST) X VALUE
COMMON /co!R6M/ YTOLIYO.DYDX.CTRMAX
COMMON /ERASB / BOT.C.DXDY.E.l.II^N.ISPAN.M^N.RADlCL.SDYDX.SGNt
1 TQP,Xl,Xl3,xlSp;xj|XJA,XM, DX<3),DY<3),QVl(10)
DIMENSION xx(4),YY(4>
BQUjVAl-ENCB (CTR.OVKi)), (Ni.QlNo.QVltS) ),
I (XX»QVi<2)), (YY?QVl(6i)













c S D Y D X • sioigli* ;XJP>c
 (ALTERNATE ol\.t TO CIRCUMVENT COMPILER ERROH>
IFUJP) 4l.'4f,4241 SDYDX . i;
GO TO 43





44 IF<ABS<E)'.LE?YTOL> GO TO 800







C DETERMINE INDEX FOR INSERTING CURRENT X,g INTO XXiYY TABLE WHICH IS
C ORDERED ACCOHDING TO X,
50 IN a 1
iF(N.EQiO) GO TO 90
60 IF(XX(IN);QT;XD GO T0 70
IN P IN*I
IF(lNiLE.N) GO TO 60
GO TO 90





M * II. 1
IFUliNE'.INJ Ga TO 80
NEW POINT
90 N » N*l
XX(IN)a XI
Y Y C l N j s £
C LOCATE INTERVAL WHICH SPANS ROOT
ISPAN s 0
IF(N.EQ'.i) QO TO 200
DO HO U2,N
IF<SDYDX«YY*I>,GT,0, .ANfli SDYDX«YY< lal ) ,LT , 0, ) ISPAN*!
110
 CONTINUE
c REDUCE XX;YY TABLE TO THREE POINTS
IF(N,LE',3)
 f 30 TO 200
l F ( I S p A N i E Q « f l ) GO TO 140
C ( R O O T HAS B.EBN SPANNgD)
122 iFdSPANiEQlN' GO TO 150
I F ( I S P A N , E Q « 8 ) GO TO I*5
' F t A B S C V Y d i r . G T ^ B S f Y Y U D k 00 TO jgfl
GO TO
C (ROOT HAS NOT BEEN SPANNED)




160 YY(I) a YY<t*l)
46
c DELETE FOURTH POINT
175 N . Nil
C SIMPLE X-JUMP PREDICTION
2UU Nl s N
i F d S p A N . Q T i O «o«. D Y D X . N E ' - O - J GO TO 205
C Xj i SDYD*»S!8N<XJA,.E)
C (ALTERNATE CALC TO CIRCUMVENT COMPILER ERROR)
XJ s XJP
l F ( E i L T « 0 - > MJB-XJ
G0 TO 900 j
C CURVE FIT PREDICTIONS
205 !F<N-2> 210,120,300
C ONE POINT PREDICTION BASED ON INPUT VALUE OF DXDY
210 XJ s ;E/D¥DX
GQ TO 900
C TWO POINT STRAIGHT LINE PREDICTION
220 BOT » YY(2)-YYU>
iFC B O T i E Q . o i i GO TO 230
DXDY s (xx<2)-xxm )/BOT
IF(DXDY«SDYDX,GT;O, > GO TO ?4o
c (CURVE SLOPE is WRONG » MOVE TOWARD MAXIMUM POINT)
230 Xj c i3',«8DYDX»XjA
Go TO 900
c (CURVE SLOPE is CORRECT)
240 XJ : i£»DXDY
GO TO 900
C P A R A B O L I C CURVE FIT PREDICT ION
300 D X < 1 > * X X ( 1 ) « X X < 2 )
D X ( 3 ) c X X ( 3 ) . X X < 2 >
D Y < ! ) s Y Y ( l ) - Y Y < 2 )
D Y ( 3 ) f . Y Y ( S U Y Y 1 2 )
BOT • D X ( l l * D Y f 3 ) * D X ( 3 > » D Y < i >
l F ( A B S ( B O T ) i i t T ' , t ^ E « l 2 ) GO TO «08
TOP a D X ( 1 ) » D X ( D « D Y ( 3 ) - D X ( 3 ) « D X ( 3 ) « D Y { 1 )
XM B .5.T8P/BOT
X13 s X X O J . X X U )
1 F ( A B S ( X M ) ' , Q T ; A B S ( 1 ; E 3 « X 1 3 » 80 TO 600
C a B 0 T / < D X < 1 ) » D X < 3 ) » X 1 3 >
IF<RADICL'.LE70;) GO TO 360
SGN « SIGN<I;,'SDYDX«C>
XM « XM * SGN»SQRT(RAniCL>
G0 TO 890
C (IMAGINARY ROOT; HENCE WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE MAXIMUM POINT,
c PREDICT MAX PT IF 1*3, SELECT pfs ON LEFT/RIGHT SIDE OF PREVIOUSLY




364 XJ s .X13/8',
Nl e 5
lr< IN.GTi2) 80 TO 900
XJ e -XJ
Ni « • "5
GO TO 900




C RETREAT TO LINEAR INTERPOLATION
600 iFdSPANlQTiJ) QO TO 122
GO TO 140
C MAXIMUM FOUND
700 QIND 8 o*.
GO TO 930
C SOLUTJON FOUND
800 CTR o o;
GO TO 930
C FINIS






 s A M A X 1 < X X U > - X J A , A M I N 1 £ X 1 , X X < N > * X J A ) }
CTR * CTR*l'.
930 DO 950 I*l«8
950 QVm s QVKt )







•SS5PT SUPBRSONJC 5-PT FORMULA »SS5PT*
c INPUT.
C X(i..4)a POINT SPACING FROM POINT ZERO
C A4FACTB 1 FOB CuBlCi =0 FOR S*ME A4 AS A PARABOLA
C OUTPUT.
C AO,Al,A2,A3,A4s INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR D2Y/DX2 AT X<4>
COMMON /ess / SSFMI,SSEF,SSEANG*SSDF,SSFEND,SSFNDI
1 ;SSDLE,A4FACT,BRL'X,CURRLX,TSiC
INTEGER SSFML
LOGICAL SSEF.' SSDFi SSDLE
COMMON /CSS5PT/ X(4),Y(4), X2t«X3l»X32iX41«X42iX43i AQiAllA27A3fA4
X43 a X(4)»X(3)





Al e (BA4lx(4)«X42*X43 * 2?«(X(4»+X42*X43)
1 (X(1)«X21«X31)
A2 a (*A4*X(4)»X41«X43 » 27«(X<4)*X4i*X43)
1 (X(2)«X21«X32)










c NAME e ARRAY NAME TO BE PRINTED
C A
 8 ARRAY TO BE PRINTED
C NA B NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C NCOL1 a NUMBER OF COLSi TO BE USED IN PRINT FORMAT
C m$S (MAXIMUM s NA )
c IITAB * LOC; OF FIRST ELEMENT IN A TO BE PRINTED
c
COMMON /CBITS / IBITS, BLANK
COMMON /CTABPR/ UTAB
EQUIVALENCE ILSPACE.ASPACB) , UBiBj
DIMENSION FMTU?)
REAL 112
INTEGER HOLI;,HTESTD A T A I B C I / O O I O O O O O O O O O O /





« Fl. F8, F6, 65, BCDi OCT. UJ/
•6HiFl2il. 6HvF12;3, 6H,F12',6. 6H.E12.4, 6H ,6X ,A6 i 6H,8X,04, 4HiU2






45 Ii a UTAB
I s II
12 « 0
C WRITE LINE SPACE
47 WRITE U;iQ01>
C LOCATION OF N6XT LINE SPACE IS GIVEN BY A(I*D
B'l '.OR', tSPACEtCEitBCl >
LSPA6E*l«l
GO TO 110
C BEGIN LOOP TO DEPINE
48 II = 1
C
50 8 « A(D
c SPECIAL
NN 9 NINMSK'.AND.B
IF( NNiEQ.NlNMSK ) GO TO 82
C TEST FOR HOLLERITH (6H-»'*»-
HOi.L a HMA9K',AND,B
IF( HOLL,EO;«TEST ) GO TO 80
c TEST FOR INTEGER <am 36-58BO FOR MAX 435 INTEGER
C FLOATING POjNT NyMgcRS
50
IFl iBiEQ'.lBfT? ) QQ TO 85
1NTGR * iMMASK.ANDt IB
1F( INTQR.EQ.O I GO TO 82REAL NUMBE* -*
8 8 ABS<B)
65 FMTC I I + 1 > » F*
IF( B' .GE.i ' .El > F M T { I I * 1 > ? F 3









85 FM T < I I * l > a OCT




110 IF( I'.GE'.NB * GO TO 990
IF( I.GT'.LSPACE ) GO TO 47
GO TO 48





















C LBNEXTs INCREMENT TO UEXT BOUNDARY
c LBZI x INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT <»o BEFORE COALLATIO
C CHNAMgs CHANNEL WITH wH?cH THg BOUNDARY DATA 1$ ASSOCIATED
C UP s T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
C LEDEX s RELATIVE INDEX OF LIE; POINT WHBN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
c coNTfluRs A^E CONNECTED
C BDNAtfE,LBA,'LBB*NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
C DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
COMMON /CHDATA' BDTtD.LBNExTei i .LBZKi) ,
1 CHMAlE< l ) iUP< l ) . LEDEX< l ) .
2 ZBm>,RBTCl ) ,ANGBTf42)
LOGICAL UP
INTEGER BDTvCHNAHEiBDNANE
DIMENSION BDNAMEU) ,LBA( l i , LB8< l>




COMMON /CBITS / IBITS.IBLANK
EQUIVALENCE
C L,BDYBLsO IF NO BOUNDARY LAYER
C LBDYBLsINDEX OF BOUNDARY I(i BL INPUT TABLE






1 LB & LBFJ8NAMB)
NCOLLBS LBZI^LBI/S
ASSIGN 20 TO LGOASSIGN 4o TO JGO
ASSIGN 140 TO KGO
IBDC « Bot(Us)
IF( NCOLLB ) 5>5»2
SEQUENCE FOR COLLATED BOUNDARIES
2 ASSIGN 10 to LGO
ASSIGN 3 TO KGO
ASSIGN 3 TO 3GO
LBC * LB*3
NCOLUB
LBJTEOiO) GO TO 222




223 ASSIGN 20 fO LGQ
ASSIGN 40 TO JGO
ASSIGN 140 Td KGO
222 NBC B 0
53
-5 IF( NBC'.GE',NCoLBi ) GO TO 40
NBC e N8C*1
LBC l LBC*3
4 IBDC « BDNm<LBC>
5 IBL a -2
6 IBL a IBL*J
IF< lBL8(iBL>;EQ,JBDC > 60 TO LQO,<20ilO>
 A ,
IF( IBL'.G6.9« '.OR. IBLB(IBL).BQIIBITS) GO TO KGO.(140|3)
GO TO 6
10 LBT a LB + LBZ1(I-B)*I.BA{LBC)
IF(LOWER) GO TO 12
LBT * LB*L8Zl(LB>*lBB<lBC>
12 ZBCOL « ZBf(,LBT)
















C M * FIECO PT INDEX
c LR « o rod FIRST ENTRY OTHERWISE LR,NE.°
C OUTPUT-
C LR s STATION TA3LE INDEX
C UPPER a T IF M IS AN UPPER BOUNDARY POINT* «F OTHERWISE
c STATION TABLE
c INDEX, L*L'O«UESTA
C SCHOKEs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR <ADjWFiBRHS»WRIOUT)
c MCL a SHARP CORNER INDICATOR CBLDTBS)
c MCU » FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE <PTMOVE»FLOBAL>
COMMON /CHDATA/ XI{I>»LNEXT(I)IMLB<I)IMUB<II»PRIM<I)I
1 TYPElBU>,NAMeLB<l) ,UB<l»,FLB<l>,SlL8<i ) ,
1 TYPEUB( l> ,NAMgUB<l> , IUB<l> ,FUB<l ) |S lUB<i> ,
* V M B e l ) , D W D V ( l > , x 2 c L ( l > i S L S W I ( l ) , M C L < l > i
& A N G T E < i > i P T T E t i i » P S T E < i ) t F G R T E < l > * R G T E < i > i
ANGEXP<1),BSQ6XP<479>
CRVLE(1>|ANGLE(1>



















120 IF<L,GE',LSTO*) CALL ERRORK(KNA'MB)
IF(MUB<L)'.E07M) GO TO 150
IF<M,GE;ML'B<L> .AND; M.LE.MUBCD) GO TO 160
L s L+LNEXT(L)































SfATlON INDEX FROM Xl AND X2-COQRDINATES
)= XI.COORDINATE
* X2-COORDINATE OF UPPER BOUNDARY (I.E. STATION BELOW THE BO
a X2iCOORDlNATE OF LOWE* BOUNDARY (I,E, STATION ABOVE THE BO
OUTPUT-
LXB a INDEX OF STATION




INDEX- LSLO.LESTASCHOKEs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (APjWFiBRHSiWRI OUT>
MCL * SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL * FiELB INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVEIFLOBAL)COMMON /CHDATA/ xi<i).LNExm)iMLBu)*MuB(i).pRiM<i>»
TY*Ei.8( l ) ,NAM6LBU), I t .B<l) ,FLB(i ) ,SiLB<i) i
TYPEU8< l ) ,NAMeUB< l ) , IUB( l ) ,FUB< l ) ,S lUB< i ) ,


























110 IF(X1(L),NE'.X1FIND> GO TO 120
M a HUB(li)
CALL GETIx











120 L > L*LN6XT(L)
IF(NFOUND',EQ70> 60 TO 130








PROGRAM STCNCOMMON /CTAPOS/ RgSTRT,E«DBDT,8TCFIL|K6SV
LOGICAL RESTRTiENDBDTiSTCPILCOMMON 'SELECT' LENTRY1
 GO TO (5,10) • LENTRY
C READ INPUT
5
 CALL OV6RLAYnHSTC, l | l ,6HRECALLi
GO TO 20
c BUILD TABLES

















CEDUMPN STC EDUMP - INPUT LINK . >EDUMPN»
C COMALL
C CHANNEL INPUT fiATA TABLE
c INDEX. LHaLHO.LHE
DIMENSION C H N A M U ) , L H N f i X t < l ) * W T F | . O W ( l > » T T O U U P T O < l > »
X TSOcn .P .SOuKMAcHOnJ iAOUl .VARYU) .
2 R G < l ) i G A M ( l ) i N R ( l ) « N C ( i ) i T A B ( 6 ) i








c LBNEXTS INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARYc
 LBZI * INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (so BEFORE COALLATIO
C CHNAMEa CHANEL WITH WHJcH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
C Up a T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
C LEDEX 9 RELATIVE INDEX OF L'.E*,' POINT WHBN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACEc
 CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
C BDNAMEiLBAt'L'BBsNAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
c
 DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLAjEDDIMENSION BDT<D,iBNExTii i ,LBziU),
1 CHNAMEUJ.UPdlVLEDEXd) !




EQUIVALENCE (BDN AME • ZBT ) • (L'BAiRBT), (L8B.ANGBT)
C TABtE OF CONV6CTED PROPERTIES
c INDEX. LTBLTO.LTBc
 CH s CHANNELNAME
c LTNEXTB INDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT ,CHANNEL
c
 LPSI B RELATIVE LOCATION OF PS! LIST
c
 NPT B NO, 8F PSIi TTi PT AND RCU VALUES
c
 LTT B RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
C LPT a RELAflVB LOCATION OF PT LIST
C LRCU s RELATIVE LOCATION OF RCjj LIST
DIMENSION CH<i)iLTNEXi<i)iNPTfl)iL'PSI<l),LTTU)«LPT<ll»
1 LRCU( l ) i
2 CRGtn.CPGJdJ.CZCPU^QGAMlD.FGTm.FGPd);
^ F G R < D , A R E A T B ( 4 8 5 )
DIMENSION XCH<I>
EQUIVALENCE tcH.XCH)
c TABLE OF WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS




c SUBTABLE ARRANGEMENT is»
C X2W,LWNEXT(*2*2N)i S1W<1), SlW(8 > \\, .SiWfN), DSTd ) iDST(2 ) i ', ',DST(N)
C X2W s STRSSMLINE COORDINATE
C Sxw a DIST4NCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM T'.E,
C DST = WAKS DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF
C FLOW ADJUSTMEST TABLE
C INDEX. LFsLFO.'LPB
C NFCOLSs 8






















X2F = STREAMLINE COORDINATE Of SL EMJNATING FROM T.E,
X1BF s X1-COORDINATE OF CHOKg STATION OF FLOW BELOW T,E.
XlAF a Xl-COORDlNATE OF GHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T'.E,
SlF = SiiceiORDlNATE OF T'.E. <UPPER SURFACE), THIS ITEMis USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR MAKE DELTA-STAR,
LF8,LFA*INDIGES OF STATIONS BflLQW AND ABOVE T,E',
NCHB-»NCHAsNUM8ER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.Ei
LRF = INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T « E t
LRXF E INDEX OF L*ST CHASNEL BELOW THE TiE.
JQRDER? 0 IF TOTAL PLOW A? XlF iS GIVEN
s 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T'.E'. IS GIVEN
8
 1 IF FLOW BELOW TiE; IS GIVEN








SCHOKEs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADjWFjBRHS/WRlOUT)
= SHARP CORNER INDICATOR CBLDTBS)


















A N G T E ( l ) i P T T E ( l ) » P S T E ( l ) . F G R T E ( l ) » R G T E ( D «
A N G E X P ( l ) . B S Q e X P ( 4 7 5 >
C R V L E ( D , A N G L E ( p( S C M O K E i D W D V ) . ( C R V L E . A N Q T E ) . ( ANGLE .PTTE)
PRlMiTYPELB. 'TYPEuBiSCHOKEU)( C H N A M , B D T , C H , X 2 W . X 1 F | X 1 )
( L H N E X T , L B N E X T , L f N E X T , L W N E X T , ' X 2 F , L N E X T >
"
CPGJ
( T T O ^ C H N A M E . L P S I . X l A F i M U B J i ( P T O . U P . L T T . SlFi PRIM}
<TSO,IEDEX.LPT;NCHB,TYPELB)
(PSO.ZBTfLRCUiNCHA.NAMELB)
(HACHO,RBT,CRQ, JORDER, ILB) , ( AO , ANGBT
<VA*YiC2CP«SlLB).' (RG'QGAMi TYPEuB)
(GAH,FGT,NAMEUB)V (NR.FQP, lUB) , (NC.FGR.FUB)
<TAB<D, ARE ATB,S1UB),<BB, ANQTE)
(TABC4)fX2CL)»(tAB(5)iSLSWI}i(TAB(6),HCLli


















C O M M O N / C M
Z ( 3 0 0 )












c TABLE OF INDB* LIMITS
COMMON /IXORtG/ LHO,LHE» LBDO»'LBDEi LTO.'LTE." LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE*
•• LOiLESTA,l,SO»L"Si.LDO,tDj,LDUM<4>,
• MOiNM* NJtNPCQLSi MAXNJ,MAXOL•MAXNM.MAXLE•
• LEOitEEi LROiCRBiURD
DIMENSION LIMITS(24)
C TABLE OF LEADING EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE POINTS
C INDEX. LE«LEQ.LES.10
c NLE«NTE»NO. SF LtE, AND T.E', COINCIDENT PTS." RESPECTIVELY
c CHL.CHU=NAME OF CHANNEL ABOVE AND BELOW PTI RESPECTIVELY
C BDLiBDU«BOUN8ARY NAMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE POINTS
C NUSED a COUNT OF TIMES THAT POINT USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF /ORTCHN/
COMMON /LEfEPT/ XE {1), YE< D.'ANGBd),NLE( 1) ,NTE(1),
i CHL f i >, CHU (i) ;BDL (i), BDU a) ,'NUSED (49i >
INTEGER CHLiCHUiBDLVBDU
C TABLE OF CHANNELS EMBRACED BY EACH QRTHOQONAL
c INDEX. LR=LRO.LRBIIRD
C LRD « NUMBER OF CHANNELS PLUS ONEi LR INDEX INCREMENT
C LEDGE = INDEX OF THE ORTHOGONAL POINT IN THE LETEPT-TABLE
C LRPREVs POINTER OF LINE OF UPSTREAM CHANNELS





















( L H M E X T I L B N E X T » L T N E X T , I W N E X T V X 2 F , L N E X T )
{TTO»CHNAMS«L'PS!iXlAFiMUB)» ( PTO»UP»LTT
( TSO , LEDEX , LPT .NeHBi TYPELB )
(PSO.ZBTiLRCUiNCMAiNAMELB)
(MACMO.RBT.CRG.'JQRDER, ILB)i ( AO, ANGBT.CPGJi VNR»FLB )
(VA*YiC2CpiSiLB)i <RGiQGAM«TYPEuB)
t6A^(FGT,NAMEUB)'; <NR,FGP,IUB) , (NC.FGR.FUB)
{TABti>,AREATB;SiUB>, (TAB(2» ,VMB> , (TAB(3) ,DWDV )
BITS, BLANK
D S 2 ( 3 0 0 )













/CSEGME/ U<10), I B < 1 0 > , ! M A U O ) , IHBUO>,JTYPE<10) ,
N.NSEGi NIiNlB
COMMON /CSMOOB/ XA(ioo),yA(iOd)';DEVi(iOti)
COMMON /CSMOflC/ DuMK200 ) iANGHd07 iDUM2(4001»DEVaOO> ( CURVB( iOO)
COMMON /BLBDY / 19^8(60)
D A T A T X A / 2 H X f c / , T Z A / 2 H Z A /






1100 FORMAT(///iXJ6HCHAW6L INPUT B*tA TABLE, /CHDATA/ .)
WRITE (6,UOfl)
UTAB * LHONcx s NC
I F ( N C X , L T ' . 3 ) NCX*5
CALL TABPRf(BLANK,CHMAM,tHE,'NCXj









IFUEE;LT;LBO> so TO 140
1130 FoRMATt///iX125nORDERED.LlST OF UPSTREAM BQUNDARV PNTS, L,E, PNTS,






140 iF^LP-EiLT'.LRO) GO TO 150
FORMAT<///1X$8HTAB'JLATION OF CHANNELS EMBRACED BY THE ORTHQGONALS
•WHICH PASS THROUGH THE ABOVE POINTSI /ORTCHN/
W R I T E <6,U40>
UTAB s LRQ
CALL TABPRT<BLANK,IEDGEILRE;LRPJ
1150 FORMAT<///1X17HSTREAMLINE TABLEi/l7X32Hj X2 ' SLCHN
* W/(U8,"Fi2;6,6X,A6,F12;6,},i
150 WRITE (6.1158) { J, X2(J) , SLCHN «JJ , W(J) ,J,1,NJ)










CALL TABPRT (BLANK, xiF,LFE»NFCOLS>
1160 F 0 R M A T < / / / l X a 5 H S T A T I O N TABLE, /STATAB/ .)
WRITE C6.il6fl)
UTAB a LO
CALL TABPRTt f lLANK.x i .LESTA.S)
: PRINT OVERALL D A T A
CALL TABPRf<6HALLCOM,MACHA,20,e i
62
lf( iBLBdKfteio ) CALL TABPRT<5HBUBDY,iBl.8.60,3>
IF( LDEiEo lB ) 00 TO 1321I ITAB e LDOITA
CALL TABPRt(SHBLTA3,CHNAM,LDE;3)1321 CONTINUE





190 MA c MLB(L)
CALL FHEAD(MB-MA*2)








lr(L,LE',LMAXj GO TO 190
1200 FORMAT(57x.l6HFlBLD TABLE DUMP/128H J M MU MD I Si





ir( iGGo.EQ'.a ) RETURN
LSTQP s 5





•HEDBLK RED!NP BLOCK DATA *REDBLK§
COMMON /SPACER/ MAXLH,MAXLT;MAXL'F,MAXLW
COMMON /cuwoavx LWOSV






SUBROUTINE DBSRTK F,M,iNTRi,iNtR2iA,N,ii >
•DBSRTI
C DATE Or THIS VERSION • SEPTEMBER 28,1965
C SINGLE PRECISION DOUBLE BACK SUBSTITUTION SUBROUTINE USED «ITH
C LRMDSl SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE SiMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
DIMENSION F< n,i) , A( 1 1 , 1 n , INTRI<I)
NMI»NN»I
If(lNTRKl)) 10,140,10



















IF(NN,LE,1) 60 TO 140
100 DO 130 Jsi,'»lM
IF(F<NM 1* 1;JJ> 110,130,110







CISOHT*-. CDC VERStON --MOVE COLUMN DATA TO ARRAYS
COMMON /CBIT8 / BlTSiBUNK
DIMENSION XU).Y(l).ZU), B<U
c INPUT.
C **Y,Z « NEW COLUMNS OF DATA
c B
 » LOCATION OF COLUMN DATA TO BE RELOCATED
c LB « B»COLUMN LENGTH
GO TO ( 10,30 ) • KGO
10 IF< B(I).EQ',6lTS > GO TO 20
MK> = B(t)
Y(K) a B( f*l)
Z(K) = 8(1*1)
20 I s 1+3
* = K*l
IF( I.LT.LB i GO TO 10
GO TO 50
30 IFtBtn'.EQ'.BlTS) GO TO 40
X ( K ) B B C I )
YCK) P B(I*1)
40 I = U2







C THJS SUBROUTtNE IS USED 8V SUBROUTINE LRMDS1
DIMENSION Ad>,aU)





•DECK LRMDSlSUBROUTINE Li»MD8i(A,N,iNTRi;i«TR2 lDETiirACTR;iin
•LRMDS1
C DATE Op jH-Is VERSION »- SEPTEMBER 20il965
c SINGLE PRECISION LEFT RIGHT MATRIX DECOMPOSITION SUBROUTINE
C DETERMINANT s DBT«(2', 0»«IFACfR)


















MODIFICATION TO SELECT THE PIVOT ELEMENT AS 1,0 IF PRESENT..,
DAVE FERGUSON 10/18/66















. GO TO 60
8
10 DO 11 J«?KMl«JSTOP.IOIM
A ( J ) S A ( L J >























IF(ABS(D);QT?l'.0) GO TO 54
^5 CONTINUE .
IPACTRalFAC















SUBROUTINE BF ACESt X, Y, ANG,CURV,E, S,KA.KB>
«BFACBS BEAH FIT EVALUATION Of ANGLEi CURVATUREi *BFACES»
c
 E AND S
DIMENSION X<10>,*<10),ANGUfl);CURV(lO)»BUO>,S<lO>
c INPUT.
c X«Y * COORDINATES
c ANG - ANGLE IN RADIANS HF M»«l)
C A-NG(l)e ESTIMATED ANGLE AT THfi FIRST POINT (MAsO)
c KA,KB « FIRST AND LAST INDEX or VARIABLES X,Y,ANG,CURV,E AND s
c KD STORAGE INCREMENT OF X;Y,ANG,CURV,E, AND s
c KORDER? o IT ERRORI is TO BE CALLED WHEN PTS ARE OUT OF ORDER
C . « NON lERO IF RETURN IS To BE MADE FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
C OUTPUT-
C ANG • ANGCE IN RADIANS
C CURV » CURVATURE
C E APPL'tED FORCES a F/El (UNITS ABE i:/L**2)
c s a ARC LENGTH ALONG THE OURVEI <D
c KORDERS INDEM OF ?ND OF ADJACENT OUT-OP-ORDER PTS» NOT*O ON ENTRY
COMMON /CBEAM/
COMMON /ERASE / A(3>,B(l>iYPB<li»DAtl)iACHD<l),CHD(793>
NK e KB
CALL BEAM<X<KA),*<KA)IANG<KA>;<KB«KA+KD)/KD»
IF<KORDER',NE70> GO TO 800
C (KsKA)
I ? 1







65 E(K> B 6'.%(l:B(I)*YPB(n>/(CHD(i>«CHD(I)>
I - tB(l«B),YPB|I*Bl>/teHDtI-B)*CHDci-B)))
C (KsKA*l,KB)

















•fcULIP ELLtP AND OTHER SMOOTH DUMMY SUBROUTINES
C SUBROUTINE TO FIT AN ELLIPSE GIVEN TWO POINTS AND THE ORIENTATION
ENTRY ELLIPT
C SUBROUTINE TO FIT AN ELLIPSE WHOSE ORIGIN AND DIMENSION ARE GIVEN IN
C A ROTATED AND TRANSLATED COORDINATE SYSTEM
ENTRY XTRUNCC FUNCTION TO TRUNCATE XX TO AN EVEN MULTIPLE OF DX
ENTRY
C SUBROUTINE FOR AUGMENTED TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX REDUCTION
ENTRY BAD
C SUBROUTINE TO DELETE BAD DATA BY ADJUSTING DATA LISTS
ENTRY CUBER
C SUBROUTINE TO CftLCULATE YPP IN TBRMS OF Y FOR CUBIC SPLINE EQUATIONS
C WITH ARBITRARY END CONDITIONS
ENTRY SMULTI








SUBROUTINE RELOx¥(ii,i2, NPTS, !M*,,iM2)
•RELUXY RELOCATE x,Y,ANG.ANGB.6URV,SiFQK »RELOXY»
c INPUT-
c
 U,i2 « INDEX RANGE or SEGMENT DATA IN XA,YA» ARRAYS
C NPTS c
 N0 or PTS REQD FOR SEGMENT DEFINITION IN X,Y»ARRAYSc
 IMI « INDEX OF FIRST POINT or THE SEGMENT IN XIY«ARBAYS
C IM2 • INDEX OF LAST POINT OF THE SEGMENT IN X,Y. ARRAYS
C NIM * LENGTH OF X.Y-ARRAYS
C N s SEGMlNT INDEX
C OUTPUT.
C IM2 = INDEX OF. LAST POINT IN RELOCATED X,Y. ARRAYS
C RELOCATED X •¥ • . ,«ARRAYS
c ADJUSTED IMA*IMB INDEX LIMIT VALUES
COMMON /CSEGME/ I A U O > I IB<IO>;IMAUO). iMB(io),jTYPE<io)i
1 N.NSEG', NI.NI8
COMMON 'CDS2 / X ( 100 ) , Y ( JOO ) ^ #G( 100 ) ,
 ANQD( 100) , CURV ( 100 } ,
l
^rtu „ S(100)»FOK({Ofl)'.DEV<100).CURVB(lOO)
COMMON /TROUBL/ ERR( ERRMAJ, INfiRR.PRiRR
LOGICAL BRR.ERRMAJ.INERRiPRERR




lF(NADDiGE',0} NMOVE = -NMOVENIM = NIM+SADD




1030 fORMAT(/iX67HSORRY - THE NO*, OF OUTPUT PTS, EXCEEDS THE ALLOCATED
"STORAGE (200JJ)





4 C U R V < I F J , C U R V < l T ) , N M O V E , l i
5
 S ( I F ) , S ( I T ) , N M O V B | 1 )
CALL M O V E ( 3 i F O K U F > i F Q K ( I T ) i S M O V E i l i
7
 D E V U F ) | D E V ( I T ) i N M O V E i l i
e
 8
 CURVBdD.CURVBdTJ, NMOVE, i>
50
 IM2 a IMI * NPTS-1
I F ( I M 2 , L T ' . I M 1 ) QO TO 70
DO 60 miMlt '112
DEVID? 0'.
60 FQKJ \)S o'.
70 IMB(N)> IM2
NP1 = N*l
lF(NPi;GT',NSEG) GO TO 900
DO »o NNsNPKNSES
'MA(NN)=lMA(SN)*NADD





SUBROUTINE siRSi<xi,n, xz.ya; A>
• SEHSl.
 NAC* SERIES-1 COkJL CQNtOUR »SiRSl»
c INPUT-
C XI,yl s COORDINATES AT HIGHLlTE
C X2iY2 a COORDINATES ON C08L SORFACE
C A . x/X iilMIT POINT
C OUTPUT,
c CALC VALUES or X,Y,ANG,ANGD,CURV',S
COMMON /CBENB / N B C < 2 > i A N G E ( 2 J . C U R V E ( 2 ) , F E N D ( 2 )
COMMON /CPl / P I , T W O P J ( P I 0 2 ; P I 0 4 I T O D E G , T O R A D
COMMON 'CSEQBE' IAUO >, 1B<10 >, JMAUO >, JMBUQ >, JTYPE (10 ),
I N.NSEGi Nl'MSi
COMMON /CDS2 / X( 100 ). Y(106 )?ANG<100 >, ANGQdOO ) i CyRVdOO ),
I S ( 1 0 0 ) i F Q K ( l O f l ) ; D E V < l O O ) V C u R V B ( 1 0 0 )










DETERMINE CUT»OFF POINT, NPTS
iFf'.OS.LElA 7AND, A'.LE'.i;) GO TO 50
WRITE (6,{05fl, A
CALL ERRORI
50 DO 60 K817;48
IF<XSI<K);GT:A> so TO 7060














*< I) « X1*X«*XS1(K)
Y( I ) » Y1*Y«»YSKK)
tFtI.EQ'.lMl) GO TO 115




















10bO FORMATt/ixTOH*** INPUT ERROR, PARAMETER A DOES NOT SATISFY .Q5-A-
•1,0 CRITERIA* A*F6,3,)11^0 FQRMAT(/22X.30H« NACA SERIES-1 COWL CONTOUR «//4X16HlNPUT DATAi X
«lsF9,5,3X3HYl=F9,5,/l7X3HX2eF9;5,3X3HY2«F9t5,3X2HA»F6,3,///4Xl6ycO
»ORDINATE oATA-//7ix,29H-^--; BEAM CALCULATED — i-/iox3wx/x7X,3H
«Y/Yl4xllH2l*X,lHR9X|35HANGD ANGB CURV S)





•SMOINP INPOT/OUTPUT AND SPECIAL CONTOUR ROUTINE »SMOINP»COMMON PROGM<8),PROQSV';FIU1N,F1LOT,REFS(5)
LOGICAL FfLlNiFlLQT
COMMON 'ADAM*!' MAME( 6), AODRESU) ,TlTLE<6» • IDENT< 6 )
COMMON /CAL'CPT/ DX«XMOO
COMMON /C8IT8 / BITS,BLANK
COMMON /CBLU*T/ DZETA , ,
COMMON /CLIMES/ LINES,OMITFK,PTjTLEf6)
LOGICAL OMITFK
COMMON /CNTRL / K5(1),STA<2>,!NeLUD«2),QELET£(2I,INSERT.CARRY
LOGICAL CARRY
EQUIVALENCE (BQY.STA)
COMMON /CPI / PIiTWOPI,PlQ2*PfQ4,TODES,TORAD
COMMON VCSEGHE/ I A (10 ), IB 110 ) TlMA UO )j I MB (10 ), JTYPE (10 ),
i N.MSEG, NII;NIM
EQUIVALENCE (NI.NII)




COMMON /cos2 / X(ioo),Y(ioo).ANG(IOO)• ANGD(ICIO)iCuRVdoo)
1 SdOO) ,FQKdOO) ;DEVUOO) ,CURVBdOO>
DIMENSION DUM(100>







C N A M E S < 4 >
D A T A CNAMES/990;,992M993,,99i ; /
DEFINE THE NUMBER Of SEGMENTS A^Q THE INDEX L l M j T S
C NSEG * NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
c N
 a SEGMENT INDEX
c
 IA<N)«lB(N|»i,IMlTS OF SEGMENT IN THE XA,>A LISTS
C TVPE(N)«TYPE OF SEGMENT





s>° i F { X A < n ; E Q ; x A < i « i > ,AND, YA<n ' .EQ,yA( i . i ) ) GO TO 70
55 IF(I^NI) 60«i55,155
60 DO 65 J»l,'4
65 lF(XA(l);eo;CNAMES(JJ) GO TO 75
IF(IiEQ.lJUN6T) SO TO ?o
1
 F 1 + 1
GO TO 50
c CONTOUR JUNCTURE
70 J • i
75 JTYPE(N>'sj





1 - 1 * 1
GO TO 50
C tLLIPSE











OF INPUT DATA. PILL ZERO












200 J a JTYPE(N)









IF<N,LE;I> GO TO 206
XI * XMM*1!)
Yl s Y('INol)
206 X2 & XA(I*2)
Y2 « YA(!*2>
lF(N,EQ'iNSEQ ;OR, JTYPE«N*1),NEU> 60 To 220
X2
Y2
220 IF<IM;LE;O so TO 222
MM.tANGl -
222 lF((l2*I)r.EQ?3 ,-ANO', < X A < 1*3) VNE'.BITS, AND,XA( 1*3) ,NE ,999, M
* ANGltxA(I+3)
iFOMaiGE'.NiB) SO TO 224
ANG2 s ANGOtJM2*l)




c FIT THE ELLIPSE
250 CALL ELLIP<X1,Y1.ANQ1, X2,Y2,*NG2, YAU»




c FIT THE HYPERBOLIC SPIRAL
3oo I F ( Y A ( I ) . E Q ' , « ; ) GO TO 320
CALL HYPERKXI»YI»ANGI* X 2 * Y 2 V A N G 2 )
GO TO 350
320 CURVl a YA(I*3>
CALL HYPER2(Xl»Yl.ANGl»CURVl» X2.Y2)
350 lF(ERR> GO TO 790
CALL HYPTS
GO TO 790
c SERIES i COWL LIP'.
4oo CALL SERSKXI.YI, X2|Y2( YACU)




IF(N,LE',NSEG) GO TO 200




MAKE THE CURVALlNEA* DISTANCE CONTINUOUS
800 DS B 0'.
DO 805 I«2,NlM
IF(S(I).EQ.07)
805 Scl > • S<1
C»»» WRITE TOTAL COMPUTED DATA FOR THE BOUNDARY
OMITFKS .TRUE'.
i800 FORMAT</21X24HCONSOLIDAT£D OUTPUT DATA//4X59HI S
 ftBrJ'Z.
a YR ANGD CURV FQK/4QX7HDEGREES/ (2X, 13, OPF1P.5
RETURN
1040 FQRMAT(/1X59H*»« ERROR * NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS <XA*YA) IS LESS T
1042*FORMAT</1X34H1NPUT TAPE RETRIEVAL INFORMATION .//2X7HFOUNO *L3, I











































SUBROUTINE SHOOANaviE, CURVATURE AND ARC LENGTH *SMOO»OF A SMOOTH CURVE PASSING CLOSB TO GIVEN POINTS
THi SMOOTHING OPTION HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED, INSTEAD, A
CURVE IS FITTED TO THE GIVEN X,Y POINTS,
NpU.T*
MEANS NOT AVAILABLE IN THIS VERSION
IA,IB 8 RANGE OF INDEX IN LISTS XA|YA,DEVl ,OEV,X, Y, ANG,CURV,E ,S
XA
 B LIST OF INPUT X
YA = LIST OF INPUT Y
DEVI a LIST OF POINT MOVEMENT PARAMETERS
TORQ1 B TORSIONAL SPRING COMPLIANCE •» FIRST END
TORQN
 e TORSIONAL SPRING COMPLIANCE - SECOND END
NBC<L)s BOUNDARY CONDITION INDICATOR FOR FIRST<L B1> AND SECONDS
a o; i« OR 2
ANGE<L)S ANGLE IN DEGREES* IF NBC<D«I
CURVE(L)8CURVATURE,IF NBC(L)»S
FEND<L>*RATt8 OF SHEAR FORCE, END/NEXT TO END INTERVAL, IF NBC
jOTiS,
THE UNITS OF XA,*A,DEVI,TORQI AND TORQN MUST BE THE SAME,
FOR EXAMPE,' INCHES, DEVI is PROPORTIONAL TO THE CUBE ROOT OF
THE SPRING COMPLIANCES, TORQS ARE DIRECTLYPROPORTIONALTOTHE
END TORSlQNAU SPRING COMPLIANCES', LARGER VALUES OF DEVI YElLD
LOWER APPLIED FORCES (AND GREATER DEVIATIONS), LARGER VALUES OF
TORQ YIELD LOWER APPLIED END BOMENTS,
JUTPUT BASED flN ADJUSTED POINTS*
DEV=V s DEVIATION FROM THE INPUT POINTS IN THE NORMAL DIRECTION,
*i.Y » ADJUSTED COORDINATES
ANG ANGL8 IN RADIANS
ANGD ANGL& IN DEGREES
CURV CURVATURE, I/IN
FQEI APPLIED FORCES, DELTA YM». 1/IN2
S LENGTH ALONG THE CURVE, IN
ED ENERGY OF EQUIVALENT SPRINGS UNDER DEFLECTION DEV, I/IN
ET SPRING ENERGIES, I/INRMSDEV ROOT MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION OF POINTS WITH DEVI.NE.O
RMSF » ROOT MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF F/EIi 1/IN2
RMSF1 a ROOT MEAN SQUARE VALUfl OF F/EI FOR UNADJUSTED BEAM
COMMON /CCURV / NN,IDIM,G(2)





COMMON /CBEND / NBC(2)iANGE(2J,CURVE<2),FEND(2)
EQUIVALENCE \ N0C1, NBC) , I NfiC2. N0C(2) )
COMMON /CCUBE / NBCS<2>,SAVSU>,'FENDS<2>































C U R V E < 2 > s F E N D < 2 >
 0 4
W R I T E {6,1020) ENDPAR(NBCl* l ) ,FBNDU>i ENDPAR(NBC2*1 ) ,FBND(2 )
1020 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X « 4 ? H « A CURVE HAS BEEN F|TTED TO GIVEN XiY POJNTS •/ /
X 6X,18HBNo CONDITIONS - . A5;4H(l)P.F9.5i 10X , A5, 4H( 2>* ,F9; 5)




c CALC FORCES; r/Ei, APPLIED TO THE BEAM WHICH PASSES THROUGH POINTS
CALL BFACESOU.YA.ANG.CURVQ.E.S.'IA.IB)








c SMOOTHING LOGIC HAS BEEN REMOVED
430 WRITE (6,1100)
WRITE <6*1HO) < X A < I ) , Y A { l ) , D e V i < n i D E v n ) i X < I ) , Y < I > « A N G D < l f »
1 CURVB(I)iFQK(I J,S(I)*I*UilB>
1100 FORMAT(72Xil6Xil9HAPPLIED ARC/6X17HINPUT COORDINATESl7Xi 20HADJ
•USTED COORDlNATES22Xil7HFORCES LENGTH/7x89HXA »ZA YA









 HAI& PROGRAM FOR SMOOTH 'SMOOTH*
c «EAD INPUT; DETERMINE NUMBER AND TYPE °F SEGMENTS
CALL SMOINP
c SMOOTH ARBITRARY SEGMENTS
CALL SMOXEO








•SMOXtQ ARBITRARY SEGMENT SMOOTHING »SMOX£Q»
COMMON /CBITB / BITS,BLANKCOMMON /CBENB / NBC<2),ANGE(2J,CURVE(2),FEND(2)
COMMON /CNTRL' / K5 ( l > *STAmi lNCLUDt2> iDELETE<2) i INSERT iCARRY
EQUIVALENCE < B D Y , S T A )
COMMON /CSEGME/ I A< 10 > i IB<10> . IMAUO> 11MB<10> , JTYPEt lO > •
1 N.NSEG, NII.'NIM
EQUIVALENCE <N l ,NH)
COMMON /CSMOOA/ D E V A < 2 0 ) , F E N D A ( 2 0 ) , A N G A < 2 0 > ; C U R V A < 2 0 > , NARB
COMMON /CSMOOB' X A ( * ° ° ) i Y A < 1 ° 0 J'.'DEVI (100 )
COMMON /CDS2 / X < 1 0 0 ) i Y ( J O O > . A N G U O O > i A N G D t l O O > i C U R V ( 1 0 0 ) i
1 SUOO^FQKdOOYrDEVl lOO.CURVBdOO)







C««« SMOOTH ARBITRARY CURVES










F B N D < 2 > « 0 ' .
NBCtD" 0
N B C ( 2 ) e Q
L a 0
180 LL = NARB$20«L
IF<FENDA(LL>VEO",BITS) GO TO 181
NBC{1)= L
181 IF<FENDA(LL*1)VEQ,B1TS) GO TO 182
N8C(2>* L
FEND(2)=FENDJI<LL*1>
182 L * L*l
IF(L,LE',2) Q° TQ 180
C CHECK FOR UNDEFINED END CONDITIONS
C END*1
IF<FEND(1);NE'.999,) GO TO 184
IF<N.;EQ'.I) «o TO i87
IF(JTVPE(N.1);GB,0> GO TO 187
IF(NBC(1),E6.2) FEND(l)»CURVeiel»
END.2
184 IF<FEND<2>',SE;999f ) GO TO 186
IFJN.GE NSES).GO TO 200




186 I F ( D E v A ( N A R 8 J ' , N E , B I T S ) DEV I ( I) = D E V A ( N A R B >
i F C D E V A f N A R B U r . N E . B J T S ) DEVl 1 I 8 > « D E V A < N A & B * 1 )
O M J T F K * .TRUE;
CALL FHEAD<i7* l2 i l>
W R I T E <6»U 8 6> N'BDY
SU) * 0\







189 NARB « NARB*2
190 N « ,N*1
GO TO 175
c RETURN TO i?6 TO LOOP THROUGH SEGMENTS AGAIN







1186 FQRHAT(/8H SEGMENTi13,9H OF BDys,A6/26H -•




























ENDBDT* END OF SDY'STC TAPE RECoRDSi T OR F
ENDCRDt END OF ALL STC CARD IWPUTi T OR F
K6SV » VAlUB OF KEY(6> OF LAST RECORD READ FROM TAPE
RESTPT. RESTART (WITH EXISTINQ TABLES) js TRUE ONLY
IF C8RD BOY-DATA HAS WOT YET BEEN ENCOUNTERED








LBNEXTc INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZl a INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (sfl BEFORE COALLATIO
CMNA^EC CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA is ASSOCIATED
UP a T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARYLEDEX = RELATIVE IMDEX OF LtET PCINT WHgN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONT8URS ARE CONNECTE0
BDNAME,LBA;LBB»NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY























































COMMON 'ERASE ' B(8"0)





COMMON /CELLPT / DZETACOMMON /CSEGME/ ! A < i o > , i B U o > ; i M A < i o > i i M B < i o > , j T Y P E < i o ) , N , N S e G i
1
 N I I i N l M
EQUIVALENCE (N1.NII)
COMMON /CSMOOA/ DEVA(20)iFENDA(20)iANGA{20),CURVA<20),NARB
COMMON /CSM008/ XA (100 ) i Y* (lOd )."DEVl (100 )
DIMENSION ZA<100),RA<100>
EQUIVALENCE 1ZA,XA)., (RA.'YA)
COMMON /CDS2 / X < 1 0 0 > » Y < i O O ) i A N G U O O > l A N Q D ( l O O ) » C U R V < 1 0 0 ) . S < 1 0 0 ) .
1 .. F Q K a O O ) , D E V ( 1 0 0 ) i C U R V B ( l O O I
DIMENSION Z < 1 0 0 > i R < i O O > . ' D U M < l O O >
EQUIVALENCE (Z ,X ) , ( R , ¥ ),"( DUM.CURVB)



























































C DEFINTE DOUBLE POINT TOLERANCE, DPTOL
DPTOL s r.E-5
C INITIALIZE
C ENDBDC" END OF BDY CARD INPUT, T OR F
ENDBDC* .FALSE'.






C READ BDY iNPUtf CARDS











CALL SETM O R B I T S » X A , 2 0 0 » D E V A » 8 o . B i 3 8 0 >
CALL sETM<i(BiTs,x,200)
READ (5;A>
IF(ZRONLY) CALL ISORT ( XA, *A,"DUMVB,200»2)TF< ,NOT;ZRONLY ) CALL isoRT(XiY,ANGD«B;30o'/i)
I F < I N E R R > ERRMAJ'.TRUE,
DATAlNs .TRUfi;
RESTRTS .FALSE'.
COUNT THE LENGTH OF THE Z^LIST40 IF(.NOT'.DATAIN) GO TO 900
IF< JFOUNo '.EQil ) GO TO 43
N I = 0
DO 4i i3j.;ipd
IF(XA([).EQ,BIT3J GO TO 42.
41 Nj
 a ,




43 NZ s o
DO 45 I«i;iOO
1F(Z(I) '.EQ'.BtTS) QO TO 50
45
 NZ s i
50 !F(NZ-2) 55»100ilOO
55 WRITE (6;iQ59) BDY<1)
ERRMAjs '.TRUE*.
RETURN




lF(jFOUND'tNE';i ,OR, DBLPTS'.EQTO', .OR. Nz'.LE'.g) GO TO 150
WRITE (6,ilOO> DBLPTSiDBLPTS
1 * l110 I e Ul!F<»,GT;NZ) «o TO iso
lF(ABS(Z(l).Z(I.t)>;GE,OpTOL ^ORi
1 ABS{R{I)-R(1.i)),GE,DPlOL) GO TO 110
ANGDlrs ABS(ANGD< I )-ANQD( 1-1) )
IF ( A N G D I F ; G B ; D B L P T S > GO TO no
NMOVE s NZ^I
ANGSV s .5»(*N|GD<I .> ' *ANQD( I»i)l
l F ( A N G D ( I ) « A N G D ( N l ) i E Q , o ; '.*"D'. ANGDIFiLE. ! 0005)
»
CALL MOVE(3, Z < I *1 ) • Z ( I ) , NMOVE • i ,
1 R(I«l)iR(l J.NMOVe.l,
2 ANGD( I*l),ANGD(I ), NMOVE, D
NZ s NZ-1
GO TO 110
CALCULATE CURVATURES FOR PRINTOU*


















IFII,LT:NZI so TO 155 *
CURVB(I>»o',0

















s ANGLE OF THE BOUNDARY (DEGREES)
= NUMBER OF SOUNDAR* COORDINATE POINTS
* SCALER ON R(D BEFORE ROTATION OR TRANSLATION
S ANGULAR ROTATION IN DEGREES
iRPlVOTsPlVoT POINT FOR ROTATION BEFORE SCALING
s MULTIPLICATIVE CONSTANT ON INPUT COORDINATES
s Z-TRiNSLATION AFTER SCALING
s R-TRANSCATION AFTER SCALING
= BOUNDARY NAME
s T IF UPPER BOUNDARY,' • F IF LOWgR BOUNDARY
a CHANNEL NAHE
e NEXT AVAILABLE LOCATION IN THE BOUNDARY TABLE
C OUTPUT.
c BDT a TABLE OF Z»R,ANG IN 3.o ARRAY FORM
C LBDE • NEXT AVAILABLE LOCATION IN THE BOUNDARY TABLE
IF{FLJP;NE',i;;OR, ROTATE, NE:O," '.OR,

















IF( .NOT'.UPPER) GO TO 240









GO TO 270260 RFLP c R(!)*FLIP
Z B T < L B ) « < Z P I V O T * C S * < Z < I U Z P I V O T ) - S N « < R F L P « R P I V O T » « S C A L E * ZTRANS
R B T ( L B ) » ( R P I V O T * C S » ( R F L P . R P ! V O T ) * S N t ( Z ( I ) - Z P I V O T » • S C A L E * RTRANS
270 ANGD( I ) B A N GD| I )»F L 1P * R O T A T E
A N G B T ( L B ) 3 A N $ D < 1 U T Q R A D * ADDH
W R I T E (6;i280> ! * Z B T ( L B ) l R B T < i : B ) . A N 6 0 ( I ) « C U R V ( I ) l C U R V B ( niFU iGE iNZ) SO TO 300
I * 1*1
LB = LB + LftDEL'
GO TO 250
300
 LBOE e LB2*$
LBNEXT(LBl)«LBDE»L3l
B D T ( L B D E ) s B L A M K
END SUBROUTINE




FORMAT( / / iX4SH»« NO COORDINATE INPUT tfAS FOUND FOR BDY*A6 i / / )
X 0 9 0 F Q R M A T ( / / / 1 X « 4 5 H B O J N D A R Y C O O R D I N A T E S , BDY«A6,
* 5X4HCHN=A6 iJX6HUPPERs






FORMAT (/9x48Hi x,z Y;R ANGD CURV- CURV* )
"
.1t-Q* lii5<? FOR





8LOCK DATA FOR RBD
 ROUTINE PCRBDP
SMOOTH BLOCK COMMON *SMOB|_K





-» READ IN CHANNEL DATA
C
C CHDATAs CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE
C LHE = NEXT AVAlLABL LOCATION IN CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE
C
C OUTPUT-
C LCHE s NEXT AVAlLABL LOCATION IN CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE
c CHDATA-. CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE INCLUDING NEW INPUT VALUES












COMMON /CAO / AO'SV
COMMON /CBITS / BITSIBLANK






















c RESTART CASE WITH CHANNEL FLOW DATA REVISIONS
c RELOCATE CHDATA FOR CHANNELSCHN INTO FIRST POSITION
C FIRST FIND INDEX LH FOR CHNAMaCHN
LH e LHO
12 JF(LH,GE,LHE> 50 TO 20 -
^(CHNAMcLHjTEQiCH'N) GO TO £4
LH » LH*L'HNEXT(LH>







CAUL MOVE C'3.' CHMAM(LHO> lCHNAMtLHl> lLHO.LH£.l, l ,
1 CHNAM(LH2) ,CHNAMeLMO»»LNG, i .
2
lul w CHNAM(LH3» lCHNAHeLH2>,LHE*LNG»LH3*i,l)LHNXT « L O * N x O >l u l LHO*lHNexT<LHO
GQ TO 30






CALL SETM(l.BlTS.WTrLOW,iO)V A R V s '
c READ CHN INPUT CARDS30
 CALL SETMCI;BJTS.' 8,<oo)
DCAn j e ' i iREAD
s
 A0<UM)
RESET CHNAM IF CHANNEL NAME HAS BEEN REDEFINED
CHNAM e CHN










RELOCATE AND INSERT B-ARRA* INTO CHDATA.TA8LE




CALL MOV£(2, CHNAM<LHNXT),CHNIiM(LHNXTT>;NMOVE,l, B,BB,NCR,1>
L H E s * L H N NLHE LHNXTT«LH XT
LHNEXTs 20+NBR
950 1F(LHE,LT'.LBDO) GO TO 980
WRITE (6;i966> LHD,LHE,MAXLH. LBbOCALL ERROR!980 RETURN
I960 FORMAT</1X81H.*« THE CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE HAS EXCEEDED ALLOTT
«ED MEMORY. INCREASE MAXLH:/6X4HLHO«M,3X^MLHE«I4,3X6HMAXLH«I4»3X



























































N A M E ( 6 ) , A D D R E S ( « ) , T 1 T L E ( 6 ) , 1 D E N T ( 6 )
BNDJOBiNUMPLT.>L'OTBD»ENDCRD
ENDJOB, PLOT6D.ENDCRD
M A C H A , P S A , T S A » P f A , T T A , A X U i R G A . G A M A ,
MACHC,PSC,TSC;PfC,TTC| AX IC . 'RGC|GAMC»
D A X I T i S C A L E A i Y T E t C H O T S T
A X l , A X i A , A X t C ; C H O I S T
M A C W A ( 1 ) , M A C H C , M A C H O ( 1 - )








































LHO.LHE, LBDO.LBDEi LTO.'LTE^' LWO,LWE# LFO.LFii
LCMESTA, (.SOilSEi LDOiLDE. LDUM(<)»

























L I M ! T S ( 2 4 »
(LlMJTSiLHO)
KEYAUO.KEYBUO)
«( 128) , X2I128 J ,8LCHN(128>
8LCHN
MAXI,H.MAXLT;M*XL'F,MAXLW







3 2 ( 7 6 8 )
V M F ( 7 6 8 >
2F(*68)
FIRST
DATA KA/IHA/* KBDY/SHBDY/, KCHN/SHCHN/, KSTA/SHSTA/
DATA FIRST/T/
COMMON / CNORM / RHL.RM.AHLVAIM
COMMON /TAPES / NTAPO.NTAPN














A STC«SUBFILE EXISTS ON TAP£«ORGF,













M A X L H , M A x L T » M A x U F , M A X L W i
L IM ITS .TABLBS, B, JMS, RF , Sl/SS, VMF.ZFi M.
«TREF,MURBP;SCON»RHL iRMi lNPBLH
INITIALIZE AND RgAD OVERALL (A) iNPUT DATA
F(,NOT;FJRST ;AND, <KS,NE;KA ;OR, BNDCRD)






















120 IFC.NOT'.FILIN) GO TO 130
REWIND NTAPQ . . _.
«EAD (NTAPO) STCFILi<LIHlTS(ll',I*1.24)
LWOSV » LWO




READ < N T A P O ) « i D E N T ( n l i ? i , 6 j , A X i , R G i G A M • M A C H O , P S O , T S O , P T O , T T O >






6 1=1, NM>; (SKl l . I - l iNH), ( S f < ! ) ; i P l i N M ) i < Z F ( I ) . I « l # N M
1 Isl.NM),1 (VMF.CDiK l tNM) ! (Ut l>, I«liNj) i ( X2< 1), I«l, NJIi
« (SLCHNMj . ! * l «NJ )»TOLRL«MAxSBP.TOLES2 iTOL INR.DS lDMP»DS lDPH
& ( D T O L R 2 ( M,tsl, '4),SGlREF,
& (CRX(l)fl*U6>.' RHOBAS.RHOAMP.IADM,NTHKX,NTHKY,
« ( T H K X ( M i I « l i 3 0 0 ) . T O L W F )
CHECK TO SE6 IF STC.A INPUT D A T A EXCEEDED DIMENSIONS
 t
- iF tNM.Gr.LOCKRFiZF) ,OR, LESTA' .GT ,LOC2(TABLES, TBLEND » ERR*.TRUE,
IF< LDE'.NE'.O ) RESTBL=.TRUE;
READ CARD INPUT
READ < 5 i A >
DO 135 IslVB .
135 IF(MACHO(Ij.fiE-BITS) MACHA(1>«MACHO(I)
C DEFINE. THE CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH',' CLEN
142 CLEN - SGR<D
IF(NGR,LE',.U GO TO 146
DO 144 U2»N«R
144 CL£N = cLEN^SGRtl)
146 lF(NGZ,LE.p> GO TO 149
00 1<8 Ui,VN8Z
148 CLEN s C L E N * S G Z < I )
149 CLEN » CL'EN/FLOAT{NGR*NGZ>
IF(SG1REF.EQ70. J SG1REF?10 .»Ci
IF(INPBLR'.EQ70> GO TO 155
94
C R f c A D BL INPUT CARDS(FUED)
DO 155 Isl.'iNpBLR
READ <5«156 ) BNAMiCApx j .
156 FORMAT (lxVAiOiFlO,6)
C SEARCH BL TABLE FO* ENTRY
. IBL * .2
157 IBL * I8L*8
!F(lBLBriBL')?E°;BNAM) G° TO 1J8
JF< IBLB(IBLJ'.EQ'.IBITS ,OR', IBL'.GE,58 ) GO TO 155
60 TO 157158 IBLB<IBL+D • i
BLB<IBL*2) • CAPXl155 CONTINUE
c SET UP INDEX-ORIGIN TABLE IF THERE is NO STC-TAPE INPUT
C ORDER OF TABtiES IN BLOCK COMMON
c LH 'CHDATA'
C LB /BDYTA8 /
C LT /CONVTB/
C LW / W A K E T B /
C LF /CADJIifF/







C (OTHER INDEX LIMITS ARE SET IN SUBROUTINE BLDTflS)
c READ BOUNDARY DATA
200 CALL RBD
IF(ENDCRD) Q8 TO 700
IF(K5.EQ.KBOY> RETURN
c READ CHANNEL DATA
300 iFUS'.NE.KCHfl) GO TO 400
c IF RESTRT, UNPACK TABLES TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW CHDATA AND CONVTB,
















C CONSTRUCT LETgPT, O^TCHN, CONVTB; SLTAB, STATftB AND THE FIELD TABLE
700 IF(ERRMAJ '.Oft', LBDE',EQ,LBDO> E.RR»iTRUE,
900 RETURN
1000 FQRMAT(/iX73yERROR» THE K5«A INPUT DATA DOES NOT IMMEDIATELY FOULO




 vSTC cDATA FOUND °N THE INPUT TAPE,//?/29H §»• NZP EXCEEDS DIM OF (10))
1690 FORMAT(//1X44H«« PLEASE CHECK THE INPUT VALUE OF. K5 (K5«A6ll8M)
,
IT MUST BE









LOGICAL 6RR,ERRMAJ«!NflRR,PRERRCOMMON /SELECT/ LEMTRY
GO TO (9;io;i5) , LENTRY5
 CALL BLDTABGO TO 2010
 CALL BPSORT
MAJCTRs 0














SUBROUTINE BLDTAB . ..„,
 c



















CHANNEL INPUT DATE, /CHDATA/
OUTPUT.
CONDENSED BOUNDARY TABLE, /BDYTAB/







PO.NT <=0 BEroRE CO.LLAI10
CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY ',,«MB ciiBrtrc
RELATIVE IMDEX OF L'.Ei POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS A9E CONNECtEO
BDNAME,LBt;LB8»NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED

























EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE POINTS
T'.E', COINCIDENT PTS, RESPECTIVELY
OF CHANNEL ABOVE AND BELOW PT, RESPECTIVELY
BDL.BDU«BOUNBARY NAMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE POINTS
NUSED » COUNT OF TIMES THAT POINT USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF

























C DEFINE DOUBLE POINT TOLERANCE, DPTOL
DPTOL * r.e-5
C*« BOUNDARY TABLE SORT
c RELOCATE TOGETHER THE BOUNDARIES WHICH BELONG TO THE SAME WALL
LBl s L8DO
305 LB2 s LBl*L8NEXT(L3l)
IF (LB2',GE;L8DE) QO TO 350
C COMPARE CHANNEL NAlE AND UPPER{L'OWER> W4LL
310 IF(CHNAME(L8i>iNE.CHNAME(LBl) ,QR. <UP(LB2) '. AND. .NOT, UP( LBl ) )
• ,OR, (UP<L91>;AND, ,NOT,UP(.LB2i ) ) GO TO 340
C DOES LB2 FOLLOW LBl, COMPARE THE Z,R VALUES OF THE END POINTS
LI s LB1*L;BNEXT(LB1)59
IF-(ABS(ZBT(Lfi2)-ZBT(Ll)),LT;DPTOL ,AND,
i ABs(RBT<LB2'-RBTtLi» ,LT;DP.TOL) GO TO
DOES LB2 PRECEED
L2 » LB2*L'BNEXT(LB2)-9
IP( ABs (ZBT( L2 )^ZBT( LBl )),GE'. DPTOL .OR.




 LI s LBl*LBNEXT(LBl)








IF(LI .EQ.LBll GO TO 3D5
340 LB2 s LB2*LBNEXT(LB2)
IF(LB2,LT'.LBBE) SO TO 310
LBl s LBl*UBNEXT(L8l)
GQ TO 305
C«« COALLATE THE BOUNDARIES ALONG ONE WALL INTO ONE CONTOUR
350 LBl = LBDO
355 NCOAL s Q
CHN s CHNAHE<LBl)
WALL s uP(LBi)
360 LB2 * LB1*UBNEXT<LB1>
IF(LB2;GE',LBOE ',OR, BDT<LB2i ,BQ'. IBLANK) GO TO 400
c is THIS BOUNDARY CONTINUED
IF(CHNAME(LB1?;NB,CHN ,OR. (Ud(L'B2) , AND; .NOT. WALL) ,OR.
* (WALL iAND. .NOT,JP(LB2» ) QO TO 380
L! f LBl*U8NEXT(LBl)-9
L2 9 LB2*UBZ1<L32>
IF (ABS(ZBT(Ll>-ZBT(Ll)),Lf; DPTOL ,AND.
I A8s(RBT<Li>"R0T<Ll».LT. DPTOL') QO TO 365C ERROR, BOUNDARY TABLE NOT CONTINUOUS
IUP=HLOWER
99
R B T ( L 2 >
CALL ERRORI
MOVE THE LBi Z . R . A N G ^ D A T A UP 6 SPACES IF THE«E E X I S T S
c GENERATED AT BOUNDARY JUNCTIONS; VM>
365 UgP
 s 6
C I F ( A N G B T ( L 2 ) ? E Q . A N G B T < L 1 ) >







IF(NCOAL.NE'.O) GO TO 370
NCOAU = i
B D N A M F ( L 8 1 ) = B D T ( L B 1 )
LBA(L81Ul,BZi<LBl)
)=L8A*LB1) -NMOVE-3
370 LI s L81*3»NCOAL
BDNAME(Ll)sBMAM£2
NCOAL s NcoAt*i
375 IF(N,LE',0) Q8 ^0 377
LI 3 L8l*3*(N-l)





C EL IMINATE GAPS
380 I F < N C O A L . E Q ' , 8 > GO TO 390
LDOWN s LBZUIB1> - 3-NCOAL
IF(LDOWN.L'E«,6) GO TO 390
LF = LBlt&*LBZKLBl>
LT . • LF-LDOWN
- NMOVE s LBDE'LF*1








lF(N,LE' ,NcOA^) Q0 TO 385
LBDE B LBDE»LDOMN
100
c INDEX TO THE NEXT
 LBI
390 LBI s LBl*bBNEXT(LBl)
iF(LBiiLT.LBDE) GO TO 355
• INITIALIZE FAR FIELD INTERFACE BOUNDARY DATA IF REQ»D
400 CALL FFINIT
C«« BUILD LEADING EDGE/TRAILING EDfiE POINT T^BLE. /L£T£PT/
LEE * LEO-1
LB a LBDO




C SEARCH FOR SHARP CORNERS
407 LL = LL*3
1 ABS<RBT(Llo-RBT(LL-3».LT,BPtOL) QO TO 406





NL = oNT c o
ANGG a ;5»(ANGBT(LL)*ANGBT(Li:.3)|
GO TO 412
410 NZERO a 0
ANGG a ANGBT<LL)412 CALL SETMCII'IBLANK.
XX * ZBT(UL)
IF(UP(LB)) GO TO 415
LOWER BOUNDARY
CNL * CHNA«E<LB)BNL = Bpt(iB)
IF<LL,EQ.L;I) GO TO 420






IF(LL'EQ.L'I) GO TO 425
IF(LL,EQ,L2) GO TO 420
GO TO 435
C LEADING EDGE
420 NL B l
NT a oG0 TO 435
C TRAILJNQ
 ED£E
4,25 NT • 1 • .
NL a 0
c 435 CALL ESORTP




C XX(10)o DATA VECTOR TO BE INSERTED INTO ARRAY-XE
c XE R ARRAY OP VECTORS SORTED ACCORDING TO FIRST TWO ELEMENTS
C LEOiLEEf INDEX LIMITS OF THE XB-ARRAy
C OUTPUT.
c XE • REVISED ARRAY OF EDGE POINTS
C LEE a REVISED UPPER LIMIT OF XE*ARRAY .
C SEARCH FOR ORDERED POSITION - J
435 CONTINUE . '
J & 0
55 I a i
60 LE s 1Q*J * 1-1 * LEO




65 J B j + j.
GO TO 53
70 I s i+l
IF( l.LE'.2> GO TO 60
C THE NEW POINT IS COINCIDENT WITH POJNT*J
LE 9 ip*J * L.BO
ANGE<LE)s,5«(ANGE<LE)*ANGG)
I = 6
72 LE s io«j * i?i *
lF(IXX(I)',NB';iBLANK)
I 6 1*1
^(I.LE'.io) 80 TO 72
c RETURN
GO TO 436
c RELOCATE AND INSERT THE NEW LINE IN
a° LEF B io»j * LEO
LET a LEF*10







c INCREMENT BOUNDARY TABLE INDEX
440 LB * LB*L'BNEXT<LB>
IF(LB.LT.LBQE) QO TO 405
C CHECK FOR A MINIMUM OF 4 POINTS IN THE LETEPT. TABLE
lF«LEE-LEO*i>;LT,40) CALL gRRORl
C* FINAL SORT OF /LETEPT/ BY AVERAGE FLOW ANGLE
TANG a 92'./$0;«PlQ2
LEi « LEO
454 NCOUNTB ( LEEjlpL'El >/10
455 LE2 « LEI
460 LE2 * LE2*10
lF(LE2iGE'.LEE) QO TO 470
102
IS PT2 IN PROMT OF PT1 (VECTOR PT1 TO PT2 GT 90 DEC FROM SL
ANGSL P i9*|ANGE<LE.l)*ANGE<L'E2M
ANG12 B AtANl{YE<LE2)»YE(LEi)*Xe(LE2)*XE(LEl)»ANGSL)
lF(ABS(ANQl2iANG8L),l.E,TANGl GO TO 460












470 LEI « LE1*10
QO TO 454
C* COMBINE UPPER AND LOWER CONTOURS CONNECTED BY L,E, IN THE BDYaTABLE
C LBl AND LB2 *RE 1NDICIES OF THE TWQ CONTOURS
C (LOWER AND UPP6R SURFACE)
C LUP is ADDITIONAL SPACE REQD FOR SUBTABLE OF INCLUDED BOUNDARIES
LE I? LEO





c CHECK L;E; ANGLE DISCREPANCY
LB fl LB2*li3Zl<LB2)
ANGD2 « A N G B T ( L B ) * T O D E G
NBD2 B BDf(UB2)
LB i LB i*UBNEXT(LBl>.9
ANGDI ? ANGBT<LB'«TQDEG
NBDl B BDT(iBl)
I F < A B S ( A N G D 2 » A N Q D D ; L T , , 1 J GO TO 474
WRITE (6,i47l> ZBT(L8 >,RBT(LB i ,N0D1|NBD2, ANGDli ANGD2i ANGDAV
FORMAT <//52H »»• ERROR * THE BOUNDARY ANGLES A T - L » E ; POINT z •;
1 Fio;5.4H R «,FlO,5//14X r;i7HARE NOT THE SAME,




MAKE ROOM FOR SUBTABLE OF INCLUDED BOUNDARIES
474 LUP s. MAXO|3,L'BZ1(IB1)) * MAXfl (3ILBZ1(LB2> ) = LBZl(LBl)
LB s LBl*kiBZl(L3l)
LT B LB*L'UP
CALL MOVEd/ ZBTtLB)rZBT(LT) ,L 'B*5-UBDE, i )
LBDE s LBD8*LUP
INCLUDED BOUNDARIES IN COUNTOUR LSI











lF(L6Ni;LT'.LB> QO TO 476
UPPER SURFACE CHANMEL NAME IS STORED ON TOP OF
LEDEX B INDEX OF LEADING EDGE Pt ON THE CONTOUR
480 CHNAME(LBl*l)aCHNAME(LB2)
LEDEX(LBl)*LBB(LB«3>
INCLUDED BOUNDARIES IN CONTOUR L'BZ




RELOCATE INDEX LIMITS OF UPPER BOUNDARIES





IF(LBNI2;LT'. (LB2*LBZl(LB2))> GO TO 486
c RELOCATE LB2*cooRoiNATES INTO LBI-COUNTOUR, ' NB2sNuNBER OF DATA
c POINTS TO BE MOVED,
490 NB2 s L B N E X T < L B 2 > - L B Z l ( L B 2 > - 9
LI s LBl*LBNEXT(L3l )*LUP
LT s LUNB2
L2 s LB2*^BZ l (L32 ) *9
L22 * LB2*l iBNEXT(LB2)















1468 FORMAT(/iX70lifERROR. THE L.EI. TIE. AND BOUNDARY POINTS CAN NOT HE
•
 1ORDERED ACCORDING/8X64HTO ORTHOQONAL NUMBER1. PLEASE CHECK S.L,
<»GLES IN TABL'S-LETEPT.)
J.36& FORMAT(///ix8H»» THE3X , A6 .'1825HBOUNDARY CONTOUR FOR CHN«A6i
104
AN
•IS NOT CONTlNUOuS/6X9HAT POiNTSril ,5,lH, F10*.5,1X3HANDF11,5,1H. ,















T Y P E U B < 1 ) , N A M E U B < 1 ) , I U B < 1 > , F U B ( 1 > , S 1 U B < 1 > ,
V M B ( l ) , D W D V ( l ) i X 2 c U ( l ) i S L S W I ( l ) , M C L ( l ) .
A N G T E ( l ) i P T T E e i J . P S T E ( l ) i F G R T E ( l ) i R G T E ( l ) i
A N G E X P ( l ) , B S Q e X P ( 4 7 5 )
ON TABLE
INDEX- LSL'O.LESTA
SCHOKEs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS.WRlOUT)
MCL « SHARP CORNER INDICATOR C'BLDTBS)











COMMON /cz /COMMON /CR /
COMMON /cs2 /
COMMON /csi /











< S C H O K E i D 8 D V ) ; < C R V L E i A N G T E ) ' . ' < ANGLE,PTTEI
PRIM,TYPELB, 'TVPEUB|SCHOKE(1>
Z ( 3 0 0 )
R ( 3 0 0 )
S 2 < 3 0 0 )
51(300)
PHIK300)
J M S ( 3 0 0 )
C U R V < 3 0 0 >
B ( 3 0 Q )
M , J , M U , M D , I S T A G
LHO.LHE, LBOOiLBDEi LTO.LTE,' LWOiLWE* LFO,LFE,
LOiLESTA, L'DUMCSJi















IF(L2,GE,LESTA) GO TO 100























85 MI • s MLBClil)
NAMBDY" NAMELB(LI)GO TO 187
c UPPER BOUNDARY
100 L2 3 L1*LNEXT<L1)
16t>
 IF(L2.GE;LESTA) GO TO 190




































187 ERR « .TRUE
WRITE (6,1187) Z<Ml)(R(Ml),NAflBOY
C INDEX LI
190 LI 8 L1*LNEXT<L1>
IF(LI.LT'.LESTA) GO TO 60
RETURN






•FF1NJT INITIALIZATION OF FAR riELO CAlC










C SCHOKEo STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ApJWF,BRHS»WRIOUT)
c MCI. * SHARP CORNER INDICATOR ("BLDTBS)
c
- MCI s FIEL6 INDEX OF CONTROL' STREAMLINE (PTMOVE'FLOBAL)
COMMON / C H D A T A / x i< i ) iLNExm>»MLBU)»Mu.BU> » P R I M < I > »
1 TYPEIBU),NAMELB<1),H-B(1),FLB(1),S1LBU),
1 TYPEUB<l>,NAMEUB(l),IUB(l>,FUB(l>,SlUB<i),












COMMON /ALLCOM/ MACHA,PSA,TSA;PTA,TTA» AXIA.'RGA.GAMA,
1 MACHCiPSC,TSC.'PTC,TTC, AX IC.RGC.GAMC,
2 DAXIT,SCALEA,TTE,CHOTST
REAL MACHA(1),MACHC
LOGICAL A X I A . A X I C
LOGICAL CHOTST
COMMON /IXORTG/ LHO.LHE, LBDO.'LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO,LWE. LFO,LFE,
• LO,LESTA, LDUM(8I|















/ P J . D U M P K 5 )
/ B I T S , B L A N K
N F P , H A X F F , Z F F f 6 4 ) , R r F ( 6 4 ) i
Z D N f 2 5 ) iDRDN(25) ,UDN(25) ,ZU(25,25)
F Q R X ( I O O )
( F G R X . Z I J )
ATI.NF,MINF,RFFRBF,UINF,ZDN1';ZDN25
MINF1








• 1,3862944, ',096663443, , 035900924, ,037423637V , 0145119621/
DATA BK1,BK2«BK3,BK4,BK3/
• , 5,, 12498594,', 06880249, ,033283B5i,0044l787/
DATA AE1.AE2KAE3.AE4/
















"INF c FREE STREAM MACH NUMBER
8 E T A s
OBETA * I;/BBTA
INITIALIZE DZ* ZDN TABLE
DZFF =
* ZDNt-ADUM(D»DZFr
Z ^ (ZONIt25);2DNU))/24;D0 2 K s s 2 » 2 4
Z D N ( K ) S ZDN(K-1)*DZ
T^;SS S T R E A M COORDINATE AT Z DN(25)
Ll'.NE;2o > CAL t<
C O N D I T I O N S
 A T Z D N ( 2 5 )




= 1 , / ( 6 M A « F Q R X ( K ) )T S Q T T = P
1112 ,G° T°1112 WQA o RH02#V2
KiLT'.NK ) GO TO 1111
= AREA*Rf«A)
AMni- J R25SSQR^«<MAiNOT.AxtA ) GO TO 94
c
 INITIALIZE PARAMETERS FOR INTEGRATION
3 DZZ s DZ/FL:OAT(NINT-1)
NOTE.*.. RADIAL CO-ORDINATE SC«LBD**f...
110
DSING *
D S I Z E B.
in D Z Z - L E - O S I N G > DSIZE«.FALSE' .
FA c 4'.««KFRBF«»2
IF( DSIZE ) DELzDaDZ;
DD *. AMINK DZZ.DS1NQ >
*L « ALOQC ',125«DD >
SINGV s 2>C-PUDD»AL>B,125*DD*«3«U,*AL>
C OUTER LOOP FQft CALC, OF XU.VlJ TABLES
DO 90 Jai,'25 •
c INNER LOOP FOR CALC, OF XIJ.YIJ TABLES
DO 89 ja.i;25
C SECTION TO BUlLD TABLES FOR INTEGRATION
C TABLES ARE BUILT IN 2 PASSES
KGO s 1
IF< I.EQ.J ) GO TO 10
*F< J.EQ,1 ) KQO*2
IF( J.EQ.25) KGO«3
GO TO 12
10 KQO 9 4
IF( J.EQ.l ) KGO«5
IF( J.EQ.25) KGO*6
12 NlN = NINT
JFJ KGO;NE'.I '.AND. KQO.NEMNMIDSQ
IF( KGO;EQ',4 ) NMlD=(NINTsl)/2*i






GO TO (20,25*20,30,35,40) , KflO
C NORMAL BRANCH--OR (J«25, I'.NE.'J )
20 IF( K,GT;I ) GO TO 22
21 ZZ(K) s ZDN(J)-i5«DZ
GO TO 23
22 ZZ(K> • ZZ(K1>*C»DZZ
23 M(K) B FA/(FA*(ZDN(I)-ZZ(K))»»2>
GO TO 50
, I'.NEJ)




 IF< K.EQ.l \ GO TO 21




31 IF( K'.NE'.NHlft > GO TO 22
32 ZZ(K) s BITS
M(K> s BITS
GO TO 50
*«(I«J,J«l)35 IF< K.GT;? > GO TO 22
GO TO {32,36} , K




40 IF( K.EQ.i > GO TO 21
IF< K.EQ;NIN > QO TO 32
GO TO 22
50 IF< K.LT.MIN ) QQ TO 15
C FIN A L PASS TO BUILD TABLES*- A0JUST ?OR SINGULARITIES CLOSER
C THAN DZZ
IF< ,NQT, DSIZE » GO To 70
K » 0
55 K a K*l
IF< Z Z < K ) ' . N E ' ; B I T S > QO TO 60
GO TO <60, '60*6C, 96, 5 7 * 5 6 ) , K60
56 Z Z ( K " 1 ) « ZZ(K-1)*DEL'ZD
M < K s l ) » F A / ( T A * ( Z D M ( I ) sZZ (K ; i J )»»2 )
IF( KGO' ,EQ' ,6 ) GO TO 60
57 Z Z ( K * 1 ) » Z Z ( K * 1 ) * D E L Z D
M < K * D ? F A / f R A * ( Z D M ( l ) s Z Z ( K * l ) ) « * 2 )
6" IF( K . L T . N I N ) GO TO 55
c EVALUATE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS (K(M)iE(M))
70 DO 71 L«1,'N!N
IF( M(L),EQ',BIT9 ) GO TO 71

















C CALCULATE INTEGRALS XlNT.YiNT
DO 73











GO TO (77.'77«77,78,78,78) , K60
77 DZK a ZZ(K)-ZZlK'l)
112
T E R M Y a 0 ;5«mNT<K) *Y INT<K ; i J )
XIJI « XUl*TERMX«DZK
YIJ I . Y l J ! $T6RMY»DzK
GO TO 80
C
78 IF( (ZZdn'.NE'.BlTS) ,AND, (ZZ (Kil I ,NE,BITS) ) GO TO 77
IF{ KGO;EO,6 ) QO TO 80
IF< KGO«EQ.4 ) K«K*2
GO TO 77
8° IF< K.LT' .NIN ) GO TO 76
X I J f J . J ) » XIJI




IF( PDUM(26);EQ',°, ) QO TQ 9l
CALL T A B p R T ( 3 H X I J » X J J»625»l f l )
CALL T A B P R T e 3 H Y U , Y l J , 6 2 5 , 1 0 >91 CONTINUE




















97 CALL FMPYC<I% BETA,ZDN,ZDN,25j
CALL F M P Y C U K O B E T A i Z I J * Z l J i 6 2 5 )
IF( P D U M ( 2 6 ) ? E Q ; 0 , ) GO TO 200
CALL T ABPRT( SHY !Jil, UN IT ,625,101
CALL TA8PRt<5MZ lJ ,Z l J»625 , i o )200 NODENSS NDENSV
W R I T E <6,2lU ZDN1,RI,ZDN25;R25
FORMAT( / /6X i l9H»BXTENDED SAP FIELD BOUNDARY»/7X, 2HZ«»FlO f 3, 3x,




























SCHOKEs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR <ADJWFiflRHS'WRlOUT)
MCL i SHARR CflRNER INDICATOR fBLDTBS)
MCU « FIELB INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE»FLOBAL»
COMMON /CHDATA/ ximiLNEXT(iJiMLB(i)inuBti>»pRiMti>i
1 TYPELBtDrNAMfiLBdJ. iLBtD.FLBtD.SlLBd)!
TYPEUB< l> ,NAMEUB<U» IUB( l ) ,FUB< l ) ,S lUB< i ) .
V M 9 { 1 ) , D W D V ( 1 J , X2CU1>•SLSW H1>,MCL U >•
A N G T E U ) i P T T E C l i ' P S T E U ) . F G R T E ( l ) i R G T E < l ) i
A N G E X P U ) , B S Q B X P < 4 7 5 >









LBNEXTs INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZ1 s INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT <«0 BEFORE COALLATIO
CHNAMEP CHANNEL WITH WHIcH THg BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
Up * T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX s RELATIVE IMDEX OF L'.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAMEiLBAVLBB«NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA HHEN BOUNDARIES ARE CQALLATED






DIMENSION c n M A M ( i ) » L H N E x T d 7
INTEGER CHNAM
EQUIVALENCE (Xl ,BDT .CHNAMJ , (LNEXT ,l,BNEXT .LHNEXT ), (MLBiLBZt),
1 tMUBiCHNAMEi* (pRIMiUP)* <TYPElBiLEDEX)•
2 (NAMELBiZBTVBDNAME), (iLBiRBT.LBA)• (FLB
6 LBB>
. LFO.L^E,COMMON /IxORlQ/ LHO,LHE( LBDO»LBDP| LTO.LTEV
LOiLESTA, LDUHCBli





















DATA KLE/2HLE/, KTE/2HTE/, KFIEL'D/SHFtELD/
DATA KFAR/6HFARFLD/. KFREE/4HFRBE/I KPRES/4HPR£S/, KSOLID/5HSOLID/
DATA ONCE/'.PALSE./
< CHECK FOR INCORRECT CHANNEL INPUT NAMES
LH * LHO
GO TO 43
: LOOP THROUGH BOUNDARY TABLE TO SEE IF CHNAMtLH) IS REFERENCED
32 LB
 e LBDO
35 IF(CHNAM(LH)7EO;CHNAHE(LB> '.OR', CHNAM(LH) .EQ.CHNAME (LB*1 »GO TO 40UB * LB*LB"NEXT<L8>
IF(LB,LT,LBDB> GO TO 35
; NO REFERENCE FOUND FORERR i -.TRUE:
WRITE (6,1033) CHNAM(LH)
1035 F0RMAT(37H »f« ERROR - BOUNDARY INPUT DATA DOES NOT REFERENCE CHN
1»«A6)
! INDEX TO NEXT CHANNEL
^° LH s LW*L'HNEXT<LH)
45 IF(LH.LT.LHE} GO TO 32




100 NAMB ? NAMELB(L)
KTYPE s TYPE^B(L')
ITVL P iL'B(li)IRET a oGo TO SOD
150 TYPELB(L)BKTVPE









C INDEX TO NEXT STATION
L *.L*LMEXT(L)
lF(L,LTf,LEST*) 80 TO 100
RETURN
C»» GENERAL LOGIC FOR EITHER UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
c NAMB • BOUNBARY NAME
c • KTYPE p BOUNDARY TYPE
500 IfCKTYPE.EOiKL'E - O R i KTYPE'.EQVKTE iQR, KTYPE ,EQ .KF IELD)
« GO TO 999




1F<KTYPE.NE«KSOL'1D> GO TO 520
IF(LBXN;EO'.O} GO TO 520
115
LBX = LBZlfLB)*3*ITVL-3
c LBX = INDEX (RELATIVE TO SUBTABLE ORIGIN) or THE
c INTERVAL or THE OL-BOUNDARY INTBRSECTION POINT
LBl B L8
510 lF(LBA(LBi)'.lE',LBx .AND, i_BB< UBJ ) , QE , LBX) GO TO 515UB1 a 1.91*3
lF<LBr,LT;<L8*LBZl<LB») GO TO 510
CALL ERRORI
C CHECK FOR FIRST OF DOUBLE POINTS ON UPPER BOUNDARY
515 IFURET'.EQTO .OR, LBX,NE;LBB(LBI) ,OR. <LBi*3),GE,<LB*LBzi<LB»
* ',OR, LBA(UB1*3),NE,(LBB<LB1)*3)) GO TO 518
C CHANGE SfATlON-TABLE REFERENCg TO THE 2ND PT <1ST STREAMWISE PT)
NAMBD = BDNAME<LBD
LBl » L81*3
SETAG « '.TftUE,518 NAMB
 5 BDNAMECLBD
DETERMINE IF fclVEN BOUNDARY NAME HAS BEEN SPECIFIED BY
USER INPUT AS A SPECIAL BOUNDARY TYPE
520 iFfNAMBJEQjFARFLDd) , OR , NAMB'.EQ .FARFLDC 2 ) ) KTYPE = KFAR
IF(NAMB,EQ,F«EE(1> ',OR, NAMB , EQ'.FREE (2 } ) KTYPEaKFREE
lF(NAMB;EQ'.PHES(l) '.OR, NAMB , EG'. PRES (2 ) )
SET ISTAG EQUAL TO ZERO AT THE SOLID/FREE BREAK POINT
IF(,NOT;SETA6 '.OR. (NAMBD.NE.FRiEU) ,AND, NAMBD.NE ,FREE( 2) .AND,
• NAMBD.NE'.PRES(l) ,AND, NAMBD'. NE ,PRES( 2 » ) GO TO 530
M 8
 MUB(L)
CALL GETIxISTAG r o
C FAR..FIELD BOUNDARY GEOMETRIC DATA '






1530 FORMAT(//2X,4lHTHE FAR FIELD INTERFACE BOUNDARY IS AT R*,F9.3*
•11H BETWEEN Zs,F9,3i*H AND(F973';iH,,BH (BDYs,A6,iH»
C SET UP FAR FIELD SOLUTION MATRIX









UFIT2D L INEAR SURFACE INTERPOLATION »LFIT2D»




 X,Y a LIST OF COORDINATES AT WHICH INTERPOLATED VALUES ARE TO BE
c
 NXY * NO OF COORDINATE POINTS •
C NXT *> NUMBER OF XT
C NYT s NUMBER OF YT
C XT s X-GRlD OF T-TABLE
C YT * Y-GRID OF T-TABLE
C T
 s TABLE OF VALUES
C NOTE 9 NUMBER OF T-VALUES IS N*T«NYTi 0RDER IS ILLUSTRATED BELOW
C YT(NYT)» T(3) T(6) T(NXT*NYT)
c
 YT(2) » T(2) T(5) T<8)
C YT(1> » T(l) T(4) T(7)
c ;;•.,..;..........;;..;;..,.
c
 XT(1) XT<2) XT(NXT»
C OUTpUT.
C TO s INTERPOLATED VALUES AT X,Y
COMMON /CTHICK/ NXT,NYT|XT(20l.YT<20)lT{78)COMMON /ERASE / D u s i ( 4 o o > i T i ( 2 f l O i . T 2 ( 2 o o )
C FIND CORRECT X«INTERVAL1 = 1
M s. 1 '
ISV * 0
10° NCOUNT" 0
105 IF(X(M)iLT>XT(M) GO TO ItO
IP(X(M>,GT;XT(I*D) GO TO 120
F • <X(MkXT(I»/(XT<I*i>.XT(I><
GO TO 150
110 ^(I.EQ'.l) Q0 TO 140
I « Ul
GO TO 125





140 F n O * .
GO TO I3fl
145 F c I',
C INTERPOLATE WRT Y
iso I F ( J , E Q ; I S V ) GO TO 160
Ij2 = I«NYT*1
Ul * IJ2-NYTCALL LFiTim.nUD.NYT, Y;T I ,NXY)
CALL LFlTl'YT,T(IJ2)|NYT, Y,'T2iNXY>
ISV B I




IF(M«LE«NXY) GO TO 100




•DECK DUP2SUBROUTINE TTPTIMA.MB! WSTA.'DTSP.WAKEITTIPT.LAM.RGX^CPX.FGRX)
•TTPT-* TT. PTi AMD RCU FOR STREAMLINES •TTPT*
LOGICAL WAKE




c MA s FIRST FIELD POINT
C MB B LAST FIELD POINT
C OUTPUT,
C WSTA = LIST OF STREAM FUNCTION VALUES
C DISP(K)=NON-2ERO FOR POSSIBLE SL'IP CONDITION BETWEEN STREAMLINE
C K AND K*l, OTHERWISE D!SP<K)sO.
C B DISPLACEMENT THIcKNfSS OF WAKE IF POSITIVE
c WAKE = '.TRUE; IF THERE EXISTS ANY WAKE DISPLACEMENTS,
c TT • INTERPOLATED TOTAL TEMPERATURE
c PT a INTERPOLATED TOTAL PRESSURE
c LAMBDAS LAMINA THICKNESS IN THIRD DIMENSION! BLOCKAGE EFFECT
c RCU = INTERPOLATED ANGULAR MOMENTUM «»«NOT NOW IN USEc
 RGX B GAS CONSTANT
C C2CPX a SPECIFIC HEAT
c FGRX B r./(ftAH.i;)B FUNCTION or GAMMA IFOR CALCULATING DENSITY
c NOTE . LENGTH OF WSTA,TT,PT;RCU;LISTS is MB-MA*I
c WAKETB, CONVTB* CADJWF
c TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES








* SEE OTHER LISTING OF TTPT FOR EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES
C FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
C INDEX, LFeLFO.LFE
DIMENSION XlF(i) iX2F(l)iXiBF(i)«XtAF(i)t
EQUIVALENCE <LFB, X1BF I , '( If A'.'XIAF ) i (LRF.NCHB > i URXF.NCHA*
DIMENSION LFB(l)iLrA(l).LRF(l>iLRXF<l>





c SUBTABLE ARRANGEMENT is-
C X2WiLWNEXT(f.2*2N)i SI W ( 1 ) , Si W (2 ) , , , SlW ( N ) , DST ( 1 ) • DST ( 2 ) , '. , DST (N )
c
 X2W s STREAMLINE COORDINATE
C SlW n DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM y'.E,
C DST * WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF SlW
EQUIVALENCE (CH.X1F , X2W) , (L'TNEXT ,X2FiLWNEXT> , < NPT.XlBP^SlW )
EQU VALENCE CLPSI iXlAF) •' tLTTiSlF>i (UPT.NCHB)i (LRCUiNCHA)
EQUIVALENCE (CRGi BORDER) • <CPGJ,vNR)
COMMON /IXORIGX LHO.LHEi LBDO.LBDEi LTO.LTE,' LWO,UWE,
* LOiLESTA, L'OUM(8)|





COMMON /SLTAB / W(128).X2(128}
INTEGER SLCHN
COMMON /CIDEX / M,j,MU,MDtisTAG
COMMON 'CMAXUT' MAXIT.MAJCTR.SREFIN^EDUM
COMMON /CPTMOV/ VEUPOT,ICOB,'NODENS,CPTDUM
COMMON /CR / R ( 3 0 0 )
COMMON /"HICK/ N T H K X . N T H K Y ; T H K X < 2 0 ) . T H K Y C 2 0 ) , T H I K 2 0 C 7 8 |
COMMON /cz / Z(300)
COMMON /ERASE / PSK800)
INTEGER CHX
C INTERPOLATE FOR LAMINA THICKNESS
NK = M9iMA*l
CALL sETMd.i;. L A * . N K >
I F ( N T H K X ^ L ' E . I ) GO TO 100
CALL L F l T 2 D < 2 < M A ) , R < « A > i U M ; N K )
c INITIALIZE
100 WAKE 9 .FALSE',












IF(M,NE',M1) 60 TO 114
CHX » SLCHN(JJ
PSII * X2(jJ





lF(M,LE',MB) 40 TO 110
c FIND INDEX IN CONVTS
120 LT B LTD
125 IF(LT,GT,LTEJ CALL ERROR1
IFCCH(LT)'.EQ7CHX) GO TO 130
LT a LT*LTNEXT(LT>
GO TO 125
C INTERPOLATE FOR CONVECTED PROPERTIES
c SCALE THE PSI TABLE TO CONFORM TO THE LPSUTABLE IN /CONVTB/
130
 NI s N P T ( l ^ T )
I B L T * U » S 1 ( L T )
12 = UNI!F(Ki ;EQ; i ;«NJD, NK;EQ, I ) Psii?PsU-8,








CALL LSPFIT(CH(I),CH<IT),NI; PSi,TT(Ki>;NK, o>
CALL L S P F l T C 6 H t I ) i C H U P ) . N i ; PSf ,PT (Kl) ,NK, 0>
c CALL LSPFt t (eH<n ( CHUS),Ni ; PSI.RCLKKIJ.NK. o>
CALL SETM(iiCRG(LT)iRGX(Kl).NK>
CALL SETM(i;C2CPtUT),C2CPX<Kl>lNK)CALL S E T M ( I , F G R < L T > , F G R X < K I > , N I O
c HAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
c SEARCH FOR XS-SUBTABLE
I F ( M , G T ' , M B > 60 TO 200
* X 2 ( J l
<ct UW * LWO155
 IF<LW,GE;LWE) GO TO 190
IF(X2W(LW)'.EQ;X2J) GO TO l7fl
GO TO 155
C FIND TRAILIN* EDGE Si IN THE FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLEi S1F
170 LF s LFp
179 IF(X2F(LF) ,EQ',X2J> GO TO 188
LF B LF*NFC°LS
IF^LF.LT.LFSJ GO TO 175
CALL ERRORI
c INTERPOLATE FOR WA*E DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS; DSTAR
180 SlFTE=Sl(M>«8lFaF>
c S!*FROM;T'.E?
lF-fSlFTEiLE',4 ' . ) GO TO 190
N
 * ( L W N E x T ( L W ) « 2 ) / 2
L S T A R B LM*N





C LOOP FOR NEXT CHANNEL
190 W A D D P wsfAU-D
GO TO 105
C USE CONSTANT 8E^fSrTY APPROXIMATION FOR MAJCTR'.LE, NODENS







C FiOH ADJUSTMENT TABLE
c INDEX. LFSLFO.LFE
COMMON /CHDAJA/ xiF(i,),x2F<i )»xiBF(i>ixiAF<i),
1
 SlF(l),NCHB<l)iNCHA<l>,JORDER<l),VNR(i2)
EQUIVALENCE (LFB, X18F ),( LFA.'XIAF >,( LRF , NCHB >, (LRXF , NCH A














GO TC (5,iO)v LENT3Y
^ CALL BLDTBS
GO TO 20






























SET FLOW ADJUSTMENT I T E R A T I O N COUNTER TO ZERO
LF = LFO











































CHANNEL NAMEPLOW AREA IN CASE NO 'CHDATV IS AVAILABLE
THE CHANNEL DATA TABLE* /CHDATA/
OUTPUT- • - • • • '
LTA a INDEX OF CHTA IN CONVTB
SUBTABL: OF CONVECTED FLOW PROPERTIES
DETERMINATION op CHANNEL FLOW RATE
OUTPUT roR FA* FIELD CALCULATION
ATINF c SPEED Or SOUND AT STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
M1NF c FREE STREAM MACH NUMBER
UINF * FREE STREAM VELOCITY
CHDATAi CONVTB
CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE
INDEX- LH-LHO.LHE
TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES
INDEX* LTaLTO.LTE
CHANNELNAME
INDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT CHANNEL
RELATIVE LOCATION OF PS| LIST
NO- OF PSIl TT» PT AND RCU VALUES
RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST






























< ~ C H N A M » C H ) » < L H N E X T i L T N E X T ) » ( W T F L O W » N P T > i
{ T T O » L P S U » ( P T O « L T T ) M T S O » L P t ) M P S O « L R C U ) »
C RG, OGAM ),<GAM,FQT>, CNR ,rGP),'<NC, FOR).
(TAB.AREATB)













DIMENSION LH iTS<24 j
E Q U I V A L E N C E ( L l M J T S i L b O )
COMMON /CBITS / BITS,BLANK
COMMON /CFRFIN/ ATlNFiMIN*•RFFRIF,UINF,2DN1,2DN25
REAL M1NP
COMMON /CGRAV / CG
COMMON / CNORM / RHL*RM,AHL;ARM
COMMON /CPI / PI,TWOPI,PIo2,-p!04lTODEG,TORADCOMMON /CQIREM/ YTOL,YO,DYDX,CTRMAX
COMMON / C T A P O S / RESTRT,ENDBDT;ENDFU,K6SV
L O G I C A L RESTRT.ENDBDT^ENDni














jF(LH.NE,o ;AND, GAMJLHJ.ME'.BITS) GAMMA»GAM(LH>




i F tLH .NE .o ;AND; R G < L H ) , N E ; B I T S )
C P G J ( L T ) = r G P f L T ) « C 9 G ( L T )
C DEFINE TOTAL PROPERTIES AS DETERMINED FROM DATA ON
c








95 FQ2 a i:/<TSA#RQA)FGRA =
 XJ97 IF(MACHA;EQ;BITS) GO TO 99
125





99 TSC s TTC«(PSC/PTC)««(1,/FGRA)
TTQTS B TTC/TSC
MACHO s SORT{2',.(TTQTS.1.J/FG2)
C NUMBER OF INPUT STREAMLINES', -QIVEN FLOW RATE,100 NSL * i










FILL PS, PT; TT AND RCU TABLESiso IF«TT,EQ;BITS) TT«TTC
IFtPT.EQ'.BlTfi) pTaPTC
JF(RCyiEo.BJTS) RCUsQiI | r {ps f ;EQ;BITS) GO TO 160
CALL F iLL tps t .PT^ i iNSL)CALL F iLL(PSi , 'TTi i iNSL> •
CALL FILL(P8r«RCU»liNSL>





160 IF(R,EQ',BITS} GO TO 190
CALL FILL(Rt»T,l,NSL)CALL FILL(R.TTII»NSL)CALL FH.LCR.'RCU.I.NSL)
IF<PS;NE.BITS> CALL FILLER,psa','NSU>
lF(NSL,Eq;i) GO TO 190
iFtPS.EQiBITS '.AND, WTF,EQ,0.) CALL ERRQR1
'FUXU) °0 TO 170
DO 1.65 J = :








IF(ERR) GO T8 182
175 Qv s o'.




177 PS(1> „ .95.PTMIN
YTQL " WTF«l',E-5178
 CALL SETM<I,RS, PS(2),NSL*i)
179
 DO 180 jsl,N8L
TS B TT<j}»(PS(j)/PT(j))««FGT(LT)




CALL LSPFITU.V.NSL. A.PSI.NSL, -D
XJP a ,5«DELP
DyDx • *.5*fiSl (NSD/DELP
YO a WTF
CALL Q I R E M C P S . P S K M S L J . X J P . Q V J
I F ( Q V , G E ; 2 ' . ?AND. Q V . ( 5 ) ,EO' ,0 , I SO TO 183
lF(QV.E0.2l'tJ GO TO 184
iFtOV.NE'.o'.) GO TO 178





182 WRITE (6.U8I) CUT
GO TO 187
183 PSjMAXe PSl(NSL)*cG
W R I T E UiiiaS) C H T , W T F L O W I L H ) . P S I M A X
GO TO 186
184 WRJTE (6*1184) WTF
GO TO 185
185 WRITE (6,1185) CHT
186 CALL TABpRtClHOV.QV,8i8)
CALL TABPRT " ~
CALL TABPRT. .187 ERR = .TRUE'.
CALL TABPRf(8HPS,PS,NSLilO)CALL T A B P R T ^ H P T . P T . N S L I I O )CALL T A B P R T J S H T T I T T ^ S L I I O )
CALL T A B P R T U H A R E A I A . N S L . I O )
GO TO 250
C GIVEN MACH NUMBER^ AREA AND STA'TJC FLOW PROPERTIES
190 IF(WTF,NE'.0', '.AND, (LH,EQ,0 ,OR*. MACHO< LH) ,EQ ,B1 TS)) GO TO 200
MACHC = MACMA




195 lF(QGAM(LT)'i6Q'iO. ) FQl*l', /( TSC«CRG(LT))
TTQTS = i'*0?5«PGl»MACHC»MACHC
196 IFCLHiEQ.O 70R'. (TTO(LH).EO,BITS ,AND, PTO(LH) iEQ', 81 TS I) GOTO




197 TT e TSC»TTQTS
PT s PSC»TTQTS«»FGP<LT)
127
IF(WTF;NE;P;) GO TO 240
IF ( LH.NE. 6 ,AND, AO<LH),NE.BITS ) AREASAO<LH)«RHU
'F ( LH;NE; o ;ANn, AOCUHI'.NE; BITS ,AND*. AXIA > AREA=AO<UH»«PI
* «RHL«»2
A R E A T R ( L T ) « A H E A
WTF a P S C / f C R G ( L T ) » T S C ) » A R E A « M A C H C
GO TO 24fl
G I V E N FLO
AREATB(LT
iFCTSC.LTlTTC)
C G I V E N FLOW RATE * TOTAL/STATIC CONDITIONS FROM STC/SHEfcT*l
POO TB(LT)S0'.'
240 PSI
IF(WTF,NE'.O;) GO TO 250
fRR » .TRU6.
WRITE (6,1200) CHT










CALL M O V E < I « P T . C H < L T D INSL»I>
CALL M O V E « I I ' RCU.CH(LTD ,NSL.D
LRCUCLTjBLTl-LT
LTE s LT*LTNEXT(LT)-1
EXTERNAL CHANNEL PROPERTIES FOR FAR FIELD CALC
IF(CHT,NE'.EXT) GO TO 990A T J N F = ;.E6







»* FoRMAT(^lx20H«»« ERROR- FOR CHNSA6, 1X53HTHE STATIC PRESSURE EXCEE
"DS THE INPUT TOTAL PRESSURE '..§«( BCQNV ) )
HOi? FORMAT(34H o*» ER^OR. THE R (OR Y) FOR CHNs ,A6(
«35H MUST BE IN ASCENDING ORDER (BCONV) )
ii»j FQRMAT(2iH «§o ERROR- FOR CHNS ,A6i3iH THE INPUT FLOW RATE OF
»WTFLOw=,F9;3t37H lS GREATER THAN THE CHOKED VALUE OF ,F8,3.
«8H { BCONV) J
1184 F0RMAT(53H ««« ERROR" FAILURE OF PS-ITERATION GIVEN WTFLOW/CG=j
«F9,4, 9H FOR CHN$ ,A6,8H (BCONV) )




•BLDTBS BUILD ORTHOGONAL/CHANNEL TABLE,
c
 STREAMLINE TABLE, STATION TA»LE,
C FIELD TABLES AND FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE*,
C INPUT.
c BOUNDARY TABLED /BDYTAB/
c CHANNEL INPUT DATE, /CHDATA/
C ORDERED EDGE POINTS, /LETEPT/
C OUTPUT.
C LIST OF CHANNELS FOR EACH ORTHOQONALi /ORTCHN/
c TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES; XCONVTB/
C STREAMLINE TABLE.
c STATION TABLE, /STATABX
c FIELD VALUES* /cz/, 'CR/, /cs?/; /CM/
c TABLE OF STAS AT WHICH FLOW ADJUSTMENT MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED, /CADJ
C TRAILING EDGE WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS TABLE, IF NOT CARD INPUT
C C O M A L L
C CHANNEL INPUT D A T A T A B L E
C INDEX, LH«LHO,LHE
DIMENSION C H N A M ( l ) t L H N E X t < l ) » W T F L O W < l ) « T T O U ) * P T O < l > i
1 TSO 1 1 > , P S O < 1 > . ' M i c H O l D j A O t l» i V A R Y < ! > »
2 R G < 1 ) , G A M < 1 > , N R < U , N C ( 1 ) , T A B < 6 > ,








C LBNEXT* INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
C LBZ1 a INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT <»0 BEFORE COALLATIO
C CHNAMEs CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
C Up B T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
C LEDEX * RELATIVE INDEX OF L'.E; POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
c CONTOURS ARE CONNECTEDC BDNAME.LBA.'L'BBsNAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
C DATA rtHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLA?ED
DIMENSION BDT<I),LBNEXT{IX,LBZIUJ,





EQUIVALENCE tnDNAMEizBT)* (LBAIRBTJ, (LBBIANGBT)
C TABLE OF CONVBCTED PROPERTIES
C INDEX. LTaLTO.LTE
C CM c CHANNELNAME
C LTNEXTs INDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT CHANNEL
C LPSI » RELATIVE LOCATION OF PSi LIST
C NPT 9 NO! 8F PSIi TTi PT AND RCU VALUES
C LTT s RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
C LPT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST






DIMENSION XCH( l )
EQUIVALENCE C C H . X C H )





C SuBTABLE ARRANGEMENT IS-
C X2W,LWNEXTC«2*2N), SlW(l),SlW<2);,,SlW(N), DST(1),DST(B),;
c
 *2H • STREAMLINE COORDINATE
C Siw fi DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM j'.t,
C DST s MAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF SlH
c FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
c INDEX, LF»LPO,LFE
c NFCOLSS a
C X1F • ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
C XgF 9 STREAMLINE COORDINATE Or SL. EMITTING FROM T,E,
C XlBF s XliCOORDlNATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T,E,
c
 XlAF • X1-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE TiEi
C SIF
 9 SUBORDINATE OF T'.E, (UPPER SURFACE), THIS ITEMc
 is USED WHEN INTERPOLATING -FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR,
C LFB.LFAalNDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T,E',
C NCHBiNCHAnNUHBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T,E,
C LRF e INDEM OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE Tit,
C LRXF a IMDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE Tig'
C JORDER* 0 IP TOTAL FLOW AT XlF IS QJVEN
C m 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.E', IS GIVEN
£ B 1 IF FLOW 3ELOW T.E*. IS GIVEN
C JORDER- .1 IP FLOW AT XlF IS CHOKED AND SINGLE CHANNEL
DIMENSION xir<i),X2F(i),xiBF(i),xiAF<i>,
I SlFU),NcHB(l),NCHAU>iJORDER<D,VNR(l2)




C SCHOKE* STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWFiBRHSiWRIOUT)c MCU * SHARP CORNER INDICATOR <BLDTBS)
c MCL s FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE»FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ xi(t)iLNEXT(i)(MLB|ii)iHuB(i);pRiN(i)*
1 TYPELB( l ) ,NAMELB<l) , ILB( l ) ,FLB( l ) ,S lLB( i ) i
1 TYPEUBt t ' iNAMeUB^J j IUBt lJ .FUBt lJ iS lUBU 1 !
* VMB( i )»DHDV( l ) iX2Ct . f l ) iSLSHI ( * ) i 'MCLf l> i





EQUIVALENCE rCHNAM,BDT,CH, X2W,Xl(f ,Xl)
EQUIVALENCE 'LHNEXTlLBNExTrLTNEXT,LWNEXT,X2P,LNEXT)
EQUIVALENCE (WTFLOW,LBZ1;NPT';S1W| X*BF, MLB)
EQUIVALENCE ( TTOiCHNAMEiLPSI .XlAFiMUB ) i CPTO»UPiLTTiSlF ,'PRIMJ
EQUIVALENCE (TSO,LEDEX,LPT;NcHB|TYPELB)EQUIVALENCE <PS3,ZBT,LRCU,NCHA,NAMELB>
EQUIVALENCE (MACHO,RBT,CRG,JORDER,ILBJ, (AO,ANGBT,CPGJ,VNR;FLB)
EQUIVALENCE (VARY . C2CP .SlLB) .' (RG* QGAMiTVPEUB)























COMMON /ERASE /COMMON /IXOHIG/
.
MAC
A X I A . A X 1 C
DANG
8(300)
DR.DZ.YPA.YPBiFVG, DX, YQDX , ZM.RM, ANGM,CURVM|SlM»













MO,NMi Nj.NFCOLSi MAXNJ, MAXOL .MAXNMi MAXLE
LEOiLEEi LROiLRl»LRD
c TABLE OF LEADING EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE POINTS
c INDEX. LESLEO.LEE.IO
C NLE,NTE»No! QF L "• E, AND T.E', COINCIDENT PTS. RESPECTIVELY
C CHUiCHUsNAME OF CHANNEL ABOVE AND BELOW PTi RESPECTIVELY
C BDLiBDU=BQUNfiARY NAMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE POINTS
c NUSED c COUNT OF TIMES THAT POINT USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF /ORTCHN/
COMMON /LETEBT/ xEm.YEuj.'ANGKD.NLEjn.NTEd),
1 CHL < 1 >, CHU < 1 >, BDL <1),BDU<1)V NUSED U9D
INTEGER CHLiCMUiBDLi'BDU
c TABLE OF CHANNELS EMBRACED BY EACH ORTHOGONAL
c INDEX. LR=LRO,LREILRD
C LRD E NUMBER OF CHANNELS PLUS ONE* LR INDEX INCREMENT
c LEDGE » INDEX OF- THE ORTHOGONAL POINT IN THE LETEPT-TABLE
C LRPREV* POINTER OF LINE OF UPSTREAM CHANNELS IN ORTCHN-TABLE




























c ASSUMED INITIAL FIELD VELOCITY
IF<MACHA.NE',8ITS> TTA»TSA»< i, *i5»< GAMA»t', >«MACHA*«2>
VMlNlTs ,4«SQRT(RQA«TTA)
C»» bUlLD ORTHOGONAL. CHANNEL TABLE
C« BUILD ORDERED LIST OF CHANNEL'S FROM L,E, CONNECTIONS




505 IF(NLE(LE).B9.2) GO TO 510
c NO L.E; pts
GO TO 535





C SEARCH FOR CHANNELS BELOW CMNMLR3)
Do 517 LE3»LBO(LEEilO
LEX c LE3*LX
!F(NLE(LEX)iNE',0 •ANOi CHLtL'ES) ',EQ .CHNAt L«3) ) GO TO 520
WRITE (6,1566) CHNA(LR3)
CALL ERRORI
c CHECK F°R BOTTOM
520 lF(CHU<L.63r«BQ;BLAMK) GO TO 525
c MOVE CHU<L'EJ> BELOW C H N A < L R S >
CALL MOV£(2, CHNA<LR3)|CHNA(L«3*11,LR3«LRE.*1»1,
1 C H u < L E 3 ) , C H N '
URE » LRE*1
GO TO 515
c SEARCH FOR CHANNELS ABOVE
525 DO 530 LE4*L'EOiLEE,10
LEX « LE4*L:X,
530 IF(NLE(LEx)«NE.O ,AMOi CHU(L'E4 ) .EQiCHNA(LRE) ) GO TO 532
WRjTE (6,1960) CH^AtLRE)
CALL ERHORl
C CHECK FOR TOP CHANNEL .
532 IF(CHL(LE4>;6Q',BLAVK) GO TO 535




C REpEAT TME ABOVE F0R THE TRAILING EDGE
132







C LX a 1 TO PICK UP NTE(LE3> RATHER THAN NLE(LE3)
c SEARCH FOR THE LAST T,E, PT
LE = LEE«9
540 IF{NTE(LE);E§',2) GO TO 510
LE a LE-10
IF(LE.GE.LEOJ GO TO 540
c NO L,E. OR T*,E; PTS
545 rp(LRE«LRi) 347,955,555
547 LE « LEO
IF<CHL(LE).NB.BLANK) GO TO 550




5b4 LR2 s LRl
LR3 •
LR3
C CHECK FOR EXTRA CHAMNELS IN LETEP-TABUE
55b> LE s LPO
5t>6 !F(CHL(LE)',E8',BLANK) GO TO 558
CHX s CHL<LE>
L X S Q
GO TO 560
5b8 lF(CHU(LE)',Efi',BLANK> GO TO 564
CHX = CHU(LE)
LX s 1
560 DO 561 LReLRl.'LRE




564 LE » LE*10
GO TO 556
c LINE up THE L','E; AND T.E, CONNECTED CHANNELS IN THE SAME COLUMN
C LRL * INDEX OF CHANNEL IN FIRST LINE (L,6*. CONNECTED CHANNELS}




570 IF(LRE.LT'.LRT) GO TO 578
DO 575 LRXsLRT.LRE
575 IF(CHNA(LRX).EQ.CHMA(LRL» GO To 580
c LRL-CHANNEL NOT INCLUDED IN SECOND LINE; PUT IN BLANK SPACE!
CALL MOVE<1." CHNA(LRT>.CHNA(LRT*l>itRT*LRe»i,l)




LRX MATCHES LRU PUT IN LRX-LRT BLANKS BEFORE LRL
5 b O . LDR B LRX-l jRT
I F ( U D R ) 582,586,582








IF(LRL«LT'LRTO) GO TO 584
IF NO CHANNEL'S °N FjRST LINE* S£T TJRST VAL^E TO THAT Of SECOND
CHNA(LR1)*CHNA(LR2*1)
566 LRL * LRL*1
LRT a LRT*1
588 IF(LRL,LE'.LR2) GO TO 570
IF(LRT,GT;L«B) GO TO 600
LDR s LRE-LRT*I
GO TO 582
DEFINE ORT C HN*TABLE INCREMENT, LRo
600 LRD 8 LR2-LRO*3















SEARCH FOR FIRST COMMON CHANNEL
602 LRXl s LRL
LRX2 ?
NBLNK2" 0




lF(LRxr,LE' .L*2> So TO 605
610 DX2 s 8>AHAXO(N3LNK1,NBLNK2)
lF lDX2 ' ,EQ f 0'. 1 GO TO 620
IF<NBLNK1.NE?0) DELl»DX









620 CHX a CHNAf l_R l>








630 IF<NLE<LEI>;NE,O ,AND, CHLfUEiftEQ.CHX) GO TO 632
t>62
 no 635 LE2sLEOfLEE'l°
635 lF(NLE(LEa)«NE,0 l A N D i CHU(LE2f lEQiCHX) GO TO 637
637 A^EA = Y 6 ( L E 2 ) - Y £ ( L E D
c FOR INLET CONF. SAVE HIGHLIGHT AREA so EXTERNAL AREA
C MAY BE CORRECTED BY DIFF BET HIGHLIGHT AND CAPTURE AREAS,
AREASVs AftEA
If (CHNAa'SDi NE i BLANK) ARE A«AREA*DARBA
CALL BCONVxCHX.LTiAREA)






'F(LRL,GT'.LR2) GO TO 639
IF(LRL-LRX1> 612«620|602
C*» BEGIN LOOP FO* BUILDING CHANNEL LIST, STATION TABLE AND FIELD DATA
C EACH ORTHOGONAL,




LF = LFO .
TTE'SQ ? TTE»TTE
C« CONSIDER MARKED CHANNELS ON LINE LR?LRPRV IN /ORTCHN/
c . FIND INDEX OF FIRST AND LAST ACTIVE (NON^BLANK) CHANNEL
64k LRPl f LRPRV
LRP2 * LRPRV*LRD-3
642 lF(CHNA(LRPir.NE',BLANK) GO TO 644
LRPl - LRP1*1
IF(LRP1',LE*,L'*P2> GO TO 642
CALL ERROR1
644 IF(CHNA{LRP2KNE. BLANK) GO TO 646
LRP2 * LRP2-1
GO TO 644
c FIND jNDEXiL'E OF NEXT LE«TE PT IN I.RPRV.CHANNELS




LRP * LRP1652 IF(CHNA<LRP»*EQ;BLANK> GO TO 653
IF(CHNA<LRP1VEQ,CHU(LE> .AND. LEONCE^lE.O) GO TO 660
IF (CHNAlLRP>7EQ.CHLaEM GO TO 665
65-J LRP a LRP*1
l r<LRP.LE' ,LR*2) GO TO 652
654 LE a LE*19
IF(LE.LE;LEEJ GO TO 648
C NO MORE POINTS
CALL ERROR!
C LE IS UPPER BOUNDARY POJNT (COWER ORTHOGONAL)
660 LRP2 * LRP
UPT s '.TRUE;
GO TO 670
C L£ IS LOWER BOUNDARY POINT (UPPER ORTHOGONAL)
66b LRP1 p LRP
UPT
 8 ;FALSE;
c MARK CHANNEL NAMES OF THE NEW ORTHOGONAL ON LINE LR
67° CALL SETM<I,'BLANK, LEOGE(LR).LRO)
LRl B LR * LRP1-LRPRV
lR2 * UR * LRP2-URPRV
CALL MOVg-C'l, CHNA(i.RPl>,CHNA(URi>ll.R2«LRl*l.l)
B LR*LftO«l
C UPDATE USED L'ETEPT COUNT AND S6T POINTERS FOR
672 NUSEDd.E)»NUS6D<LE)*l
LEDGE(LR)sLE
T^NUS^D(LE) Jo.O) UEOGE<tR>(.LEDQE< LR)
C COUNT NUMBER QF CHANNELS, SET PIELD TABLE LIMITS
NCHNA * o
DO 675 LRXSLR1.LR2







C IF UPSTREAM 0* DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARYi SEARCH FOR OTHER EDGE
!F(NLE(tE))Ee;i) GO TO 679
IF(NTE<LE) .EO'l) GD TO 6^t
GO TO 720
679 LX P 0
Go TO 682
661 LX . s.l
6»2 IF(.NQT'UPf) GO To 690
C FIND LOWER EDGE PT
684 DO 686 LEl»L'EOiLEE,10
LEX « LE1*LX
136
686 lF<NLE(Lex)',EQr,l .AMD, CHL (LEI 1 '.EQi CHNA(LRlM GO TO 688
CALL ERRORI
6Bb LE2 B LE
MUSED (LEU *NUSEO t LEU *1
GO TO 700
c FIND UPPER EDGE PT
690 DO 692 LE2«LEOiLEEilO
LEX = LE2*UX.
692 IF(NLE(LEX)«EQ'1 .ANDi CHU( LE?) .EQi CHNA(L«2H GO TO 694
CALL ERRoRi
694 LEI s LE
C» PLACE UPSTREAM OR DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY DATA INTO STATION TABLE
700 NAMELB(L)sBDU<l.El>
NAMEUB(L)=BDU(LE2>
1F(NTE(LE) .Efi'.l) GO TO 710
C UPSTREAM BOUNDARY
! L B < L ) » 1
FLB<D« o.
S 1 U B ( L ) « 0 ' .
UB = L B F ( N A M E U 8 ( D )
I U B < L ) a ( L B N E X T t L B ) - 9 - L B Z i ( L B ) ) / 3
F U B ( L ) ^ !•
















C FIND LE OR JE ORTHOGONAL LOWER BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
c PLACE DATA IN. STATION TABLE
C USE LETEPT. TABLE TO DETERMINE NAME OF UPPER BOUNDARY
72° IF(NLETE.EQ',2 '.OR'. NLETE.EQjOj GO TO 722
CALL ERRORI722 IF(,NOT;UPT) GO TO 740
DO 725 LE1°LEO.LEE,10





SEEK POINTER TO BOUNDARY TABUB
LB * L8P (HAMEUB<L> >
IRET s 1






C LEADING EDGE OR CORNIER




IF<ZBT<LB>;EQ;XE<LE> ,AND. RBTCLBF.EQ,YE<U6n GO TO 732iv a iv*iCALL ERRORI
c TEMPORARILY STORE SHARP CORNER INDICATION IN MCL<L> <I,E, ANGLE
c JUMP or MORE THAN 0,5 DEG;>
MCL(L)= 2








FIND LE OR TE ORTHOGONAL UPPER BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
PLACE DATA iw STATION TABLE
740 DO 745 LE2sL.EO,LEE, 10






.SEEK POINTER TO BOUNDARY TABLE
LB s LBF(NAMELBCL))
IRET * 0








LEADING EDGE OR CORNER
753 lLBU)s ly




c« ADD NEW FIELD POINTS ALONG EXISTING STREAMLINES
C GIVEN-
c STA-TAB INDEX L AND LIMITS ON FIELD INDEX MLB.MUB
c COORDINATES OF FIRST AND LAST NEW PTS IN FIELD TABLE
c MARKED CHANNELS IN ORTCHN TABLE BETWEEN
C
 n STREAMLINE TABLE-
SO0 MSAV * MO -
C
 MsAy. a 0 INDICATES UPSTREAM BOUNDARY





Jl,J2 ARE SL INDEX LIMITS
BEGIN LOOP THROUGH CHANNELS," 2 SL.S PER CHANNEL
LRN - LR1
MM s MI
JSL . • ji .805 lF(CHNA<LRN)'.'EQ. BLANK) GO TO 835
CALL JOFCHN<GHNA<L*N), JSL.JNXT)
FIND UPSTREAM FIELD PT, PUT IN DOWNSTREAM POINTER
SID j = JSL
IF(MSAV) 812*828*812
812 IV s 0
815 DO 820 M=MSAV,NM





B2t> MSAV = M
MD s MM




M D = 0
CALL SAVIX
c ADD CHANNEL FLOWS FOR LATER IMTERPOLATJON OF SL POSITION
C IF NOT AN UPSTREAM BOUNDARY, USi UPSTREAM AREAS IN PLACE OF FLOW
C »USE CURV FOR STORAGE
WSL<M)=.O;
I F ( M i E Q « M l ) SO TO 830
WSL(M)e WSL(M-1)*W(J)
IFCMSAV'.EQ'.O) GO TO BSDAR£A s SQRT<<R(MU)-R<MUM1M»(R(MU)*R<M.UM1» *
8^50 MM « MM*1
MUMI * MU
IF( JSL.EQ'.JNXT) GO TO 835
JSL = JNXT
GO TO 810
INCREMENT To NEXT CHANNEL
835 LRN s LRN*1
IF(LRN,LE'.LR2) GO TO 805
INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES
i F(, NOT; AX i A '.OR; R(MD;GE;O; > GO TO e36
WRITE (6.1835)
CALL ERRORl
836 DZ21 = Z(M2)-Z(Ml)
DR21 * R(M2j,R(Ml)
139
2l= D R 2 1 * < R < M 2 > * a < M l MQ s R < M l ) « R < M i )
S 2 ( M l ) s o' .
S 2 ( M 2 ) s SQRT(OZ21»DZ21*DR21tDl f2t>
CHECK FOR P O S I T I V E OL LENGTH
ANGREFs AMGEUE)
AUGOL a A T A N 3 ( D R 2 1 * D Z 2 l « A N G R E F f
I F ( D A N Q ' , Q E ' . 0 , . A N D , DANG'.LT '.P- U GO TO 837





^(MM' .UT.MP) GO TO 840
DO 838 MsMp,flM




IF( .NOTiAxlA) GO TO 838
R(d> a SORT^RMlSQ*F»ORSQ2l)
S2(M) * SQRT((R<M)3R(Ml»*(R(H)iR<Ml»*{F»DZ21)»(r*OZ2inCONTINUE
C FINISH OUT STATION TABLE
c CHECK FOR L'.ET; T.E, OR SHARP CORNER
c
 LE s INDEX OF PT IN LET£PT«TABLE
c NLETE a o is A SHARP CORNER
640 XK L> s 8 ' . » ruOAT( (L
L N E X T < L ) ! » 2 0
TYPELBUlaSOUDTYPEUBCD.SOLID
EQiD QO TO 848








 B MUB(ti)843 CALL GETJX
IF(NLE(LE);NS;2) GO TO 845
ISTAG • i




lF(NTE(LE);Ng;2j GO TO 847
ISTAG s 2
BSQEXP(L>sBlTS





CALL S A V I X
VM8(L)s V M l N t T
DWDV(L)=0 •
SLSWI(L)SO;






C» INQ£x TO NEXT ORTHOGONAL
C LOOK FOR ORTHOGONALS TO BE PLACED ABOVE L.E, POINTS
c
 IF THIS IS A DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY OR LOWER T'.E. ORTHOG
IF(NTE(LE) JEQ",°) GO TO 920
IF(NTEUE) tEO'.l). GO TO 855
IF<NUSED<LE>','EQ',2> GO TO 900
8i>5 LRX * LR
860 LRx e LRPREV1LRX)
C LRPREV= BLANK FOR UPSTREAM OR DUMMY ORTCHNBLjSTS
IF(LRPREV(LRK>;EQ, BLANK) GO TO 862
lF(LEDGE(LRXr.LE»0> GO TO 860
LRPRV « LRPREV(LRX)
GO TO 864
862 LRPRV s LRPRSV
LRPRSV= 0
c is THE CHANNEU ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE T',E, IN THE LRPRV. UIST
864 1 F ( N T E ( L E ) ' . M B ; 2 ) GO TO 9J.5
CHNX = CHU(LE)
I F ( U P T > CHNX«CHL '<LE)
i F ( L R P R V . E O ' . f l ) GO TO 870
L R X 2 = LRPRV+LRD-3
ot j. DO 866 L R X s L f * P R V » L * X 2
866 I F ( C H N A ( L R X ) 7 E O ; C H N X ) GO TO 925c
 DID NOT FIND CHNX« SAVE LRPRV
IF(LPPRSV',NE70) CALL ERRORl
LRPRSV* LRPRV
C FIND UPSTREAM BOUNDARY WHICH INCLUDES CHANNEL CHNX




DO 872 LRP = LftPli'LRP2872 IF(CHNA<LRP)',"EO;CHVX) GO TO 873
CALL ERRORI





SEARCH FOR CHANNELS BELOW CHN«<LRI>
87t> DO 876 LEl«LEOiLEEilO
876 iFtNLECLED'.NEiO .AND, CHL (LEl ) ', EQ , CHNA(LRl UGQ TO 878
GO TO 896
CHECK FOR BOTTOM CHANNEL
878 IF{CHu(LEi>'.EQ',BLAN)K) GO TO 884
141
C USE CHU(LElJ AS PART OF THE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY
8BO LRPi = LRPl-l
LR1 = LR1-1
IF(CHU(LE1) '.EQ'.CHNAtLRPD) 60 TO 882




c SEARCH FOR CHANNEL ABOVE LR2
8b« DO 888 LE2sLEO,LEEilO
8b8 IF(NLE<LE2)*,NE,0 .AND, CHU<IE2) '.EQ ,CHNA(LR2» GO TO 892
GO TO 896
C CHECK FOR TOP CHANEL,
892 lF<CHL(LE2)',eQ;BLANK) GO TO 8*9
C USE CHL(LE2J AS PART OF THE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY
894 LRP2 = LRP2*1
IF(CHL(LE2>',EQ',CHNA<LRP2)) 00 TO 898
IF(LR2,LT;LRE) GO TO 894896 CALL E^RORI







C TR A I LjNG EDGE PT WjTn ORTnOGONALS ON BOTH SjDES, BUILD DUMMy
C LRPRV.LIST TO REPRESENT COALESCING OF UPPER AND LOWER STREAMS',
C LOOK BACK FOR ORTHOQ ON OTHER SIDE OF T'.E,
900 DO 904 LRP*LRO.L'RE»LRD






sETM(i, BLANK, LEDGE (LR)
LEDGE(LR)=0
LRPREV(LR)»LftX2
910 IF(CHNA(LRXli«NE. BLANK) CHNA( LRX) *CNN.A<LRX1 >
IF (CHNAtLRXZr.NEi BLANK) CHNA ( L'*X ) »CHNA (I.RX2 )
LRX1 « LRXl*l
I-RX2 B LRX2 + 1
LRX s LRX*!
!F(i.Rx,>.E;LRE) GO TO 910
LRE » LRE*2
BUILD FUOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE, /CADJWF/
a LSAVE
X 2 F { L F ) a X 2 C L ( L M D
SlF(LF)sANQElLE)
LM2 s LO
911 IF (LM2,GE ' ,LBSTA) GO TO 912
IF (X l<LM2) 'Eq .XKL s U) > GO TO 912
LM2 s LM2*^NEXT( IM2)
Go TO 911
142










C DOWNSTREAM eQUMDARY, A«E ALL LTE'. ORTHOGONAL COMPLETED
915 lF(LRPRV.iyE',ft> QO TO 925




920 LRPRV s LR
925 L« s L"*L'*0
GO TO 640
c**« REUOCATE CONTROL STREAMLINE, xgcl, TO THE FIRST PRIMARY OF REGION
930 L B LO
935 LPl e L*LMBXT(L)
iFULPlKGEiUESTA) GO TO 960iF(xi(uPi)Ti:B;xia» GO TO 940
IF(X2CL(LP1)',*EQ,BIT9) GO TO 950
GO TO 95Q
940 X 2CL<L>«BITS
95U L • LPl
GO TO 935
960 L s LO




BUILD WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS TABLE,
9flO IFUFE'.LE'.LFO) GO TO 1139
LF s LFO

















c LOOP THROUGH FLOW ADJUSTMENT TIBLE OF T,B, STATIONS
C DETERMINE IF FLOW IS TO BE ADJUSTED BELOW T.E, <JQROER»B)i ABOVE
C T.Ei (JORDERPl)i IF TOTAL FLO* ABOVE*BELOW IS TO REMAIN CONSTANT








c FIND INDEX LH IN CHANNEL TABLE
LH s LHO
106U IF(LH,GE.LHE} GO TO 1070
IF<CHNAH(L'H»'."EQ',SLCHN<JM GO TO 1065
LH * LH*LHNEXT(LH)
GO TO 1060
1065 IFC.NOT'.VARYfLH)) GO TO 1070
c INDEX TO NEXT CHANNEL
M a M*2










1090 IF(FIXCHN'.NE70) JORDER (LF >aj08DER<LF ) *2
IF s LF*NFCOLS
1F<LF,LE.LFE' GO TO 1040
C ELIMINATE GAPS BETWEEN EQUIVAL6NCED TABLES
1139 NMOVE * LWE«liWO*l














1560 FORMAT<iX47H6RROR, CONNECTING EDGES WERE NOT FOUND FOR CHN*A6,22H
(SUBROUTINE BtDTBS))
 rnrn .,
FORMAT(/1X47H»*» ERROR* NEGATIVE RADIUS ENCOUNTERED* AXI«T.«
• 10H IBLDT3S))
FORMAT (aon *•« THE FIRST PT (V2F9t3ii5H) AND LAST PT <,2F9.3,
1 26H) FOR THIS ORTHOGONAL <LE««i5,4H LRa.IS.lH)/ 6Xi5lHARE NOT IN
&THE CORRECT ORDER FOR THE FLOW DIRECTION,FS'.^BHRADIANS./






•BWAKt. BUILD WAKE TABLE 9BWAKE*
C INPUT-
C JX » WAKE STREAMLINE
C THK a I.E. THICKNESS




.c SUBTABLE ARRANGEMENT is-
c xjr>L!:M!?J«5:f!ll'c§1oSSti;?lll"'-i-sll'IN)'DSTa>'DSTI«'':-'DSTtN'
C Siw e DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM
 T;Ec
 DST * WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS
 A FUNCTION OFc
COMMON XIXORIG/ LHO.LHE, LBOO.'LBDE, LTO.LTE. LWO,LWE»
* LOiLESTA, LDUM('8f,





COMMON /SL'TAB / w < i 2 B ) , x 2 ( i ? 8 ) , S L C H N < i 2 8 >
INTEGER 1SLCHN










Ior,iTHK'LT'°*) WRITE (611200) THK.X2<Jx>1200 FORMAT(4iH »«. E*W* , ^EGATlVg T,E, THICKNESS OF ,Fll.5,







C L I N E A R INTERPOLATIOM TO FIL VACANCIES IN INPUT LISTS
COMMON 'CHITS/BITS
DIMENSION x < i o > , Y < i o >
c FIND UiIB - VACANT REGION
IA=NA*I
I F ( Y < lA'l) .EQ.BiTS) GO TQ 99
^ DO 4 IslA.'NQ




IF( I ,EOiIA) 80 TO 12
C FILL VACANCIES
IF(Y(IB*D;NE;Y(IA.I)) GO TO 9
c ALL VALUES THE SAME7
 DO a 1 1 s i A, IB





 Dx s X(1B*1> - X(IA-l)
Do 11 I l s i A i f B
,11 Y(II) c (Y<IB*l)»(X(II>-X(lA-l)) * Y(IA-1)»(X(IB*1>-X(II)»/DX
C GO BACK AND SEARCH FOR MORE REGIONS
12 IA = 18*2





•JOFCHN STRBAMLINE INDEX FROM CHANNEL NAME
C I'NPUT.
C CHN « NAME OF CHANNEL
C JA « STREAMLINE FOR WHICH SEARCH WILL BE INITIATED
C OUTPUT-
C JA.JB * FIRST AND LAST INDEX OF STREAMLINES BELONGING TO
INTEGER CHMCOMMON 'ixoRtc/ LHO.LHE, LBDO.LBDE, LTO,I_TE, LWO.LWE, LFO,
» LO.LESTA, LDUM(8)|




COMMON /SLTAB / w<i28),x2<i28).8LCHNU28)
LOGICAL SECOND
SECONDS .FALSE;
J a JA55 IF(CHN;NE'.SLCHN(J» so TO 65
IF(SECOND) Gej TO 60
SECOND? '.TRUE'.
JA = j
60 JB * J
GO TO 70
65 IF(SECOND) RETURN
70 J = j*i
!F(J,LE',NJ) SO TO 55





























XPT s X-C°OR or »T ON THE ORTHOGONAL
YPT = Y-COOR or PT ON THE OBTHOGONAL
APT = ANGLE Or SL PERPENDICULAR TO ORTHOGONAL
NAMBDY* BOUNDARY N A M E





= INTERVAL OF ORTHOGONAL-BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
= FRACTIONAL POSITION IN THE INTERVAL
= ARC DISTANCE FROM BEGINNING OF THE INTERVAL
XB.YR s COORDINATES OF THE INTERSECTION





LBNEXT» INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT <so BEFORE COALLATIO
CHANNEL WITH WHJ CH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATEDT OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
RELATIVE INDEX OF L'.E; POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME.LBA.LBBSNAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA rfHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED






EQUIVALENCE (BDNAME.ZBT}, (LBAiRBT), (LBB.ANGBT)
COMMON /CBEAM2X DR,D*,YPA,YPB^FVG, DX,YQDX,ZM,RM,ANGM,CURVM,SlM»1
 RZONLY, ANGCHD,SlNTVLi YPASQ,YPAB,YPBSQ
LOGICAL RZONLY
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO.LHE, LBDO.LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO.LWE. LFO.LFE,
* LO,LESTA, LDUMlBFi
1























IF(LEDEX(L8)';NE;0) GO TO i05




10* LB2 s LB+LEDEX<L3>-3
BDMSLAS PI









SB s S Q R T t D Z « D Z * D R « D R )
i F t S B . E Q . O ' J GO TO 150
CSB = DZ'SB
SNB s OR/SB
AP s ANGLE OF THE PERPENDICULAR OR ORTHOGONAL
AP s ',50«ftPT *





IF(ABS<D)'.LT'.",01) GO TO 150
XP s XPT«2BT(L8)
s s « . . . . _
F s SS/SB
lF(F,GE;r.OOOl> GO TO 140
IF(F,GT*.C;;OOOI> ,o", FGED GO TO 200
C F ', LEi-'.OOOl
Go TO 150
c F .GE; i;oooi
140 FGEI a .TRUE;
IbO CONTINUE
C FAILED TO FINfi PROPER BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
APTD s APT*TODEG
WRITE (6,1950) NAM3DY»XPTiYPT.APTD




IF( .NQT'.FGEll GO TO 165
LB « LB2
F c . 9




F 8 AMAX£<0; lAMINKFiT, »G e i;;p












1950 FORMAT(/1X6tHERROR. THE INTERSECTION OF A L*.E, OR T,E. ORTHOGONAL
«WITH THE/6X14HBOUNDA3Y, BDYsA6,40H, WAS NOT,FOUND, THE L.E./T'.E.
«POINT IS/6X2HXBF10.5i3X2HYsFlfl(5»4X4HANQsF8.3i)






•RBCONV REBUILD C3NVECTED PROPERTIES TABLE
C COLLECT LIST OF CHANNELS FROM /CONVTB/, THEN BUILD A
C NEW /CONVTB/ FROM CHANNEL DATA TO ACCOUNT FOR INPUT MODIFICATIONS




c LTNEXT* INDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT CHANNEL
c
 LPSI s RELATIVE LOCATION OF PS! LIST
c
 NPT s NO. 8F PSli TT» PT AND RCU VALUES
C LTT 9 RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
C LPT s RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST
C LRCU a RELATIVE LOCATION OF RCy LIST








COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO.LHE, L8DO.LBDE, LTO.LTE. LWO.LWE. LFO.LFE,
* LOiLESTA, LDUM«8I,
* MOiNM. Nj.NFCOLSi MAXNJ, MAXOL i MAXNMiMAXLE •
DIMENSION LMirs(24>COMMON /SLTAB / W(i28),x2d28jisLCHN(i28)
INTEGER SLCHN
COMMON /CF02 / PASS!
LOGICAL PASS3,
COMMON /ERASE2/ CHT < 500 ) , AT ( 580 ) , FLW ( 500 )
COMMON /SPACER/ MAXLH.MAXLT.'MAXLFIMAXLW
INTEGER CHT
ACCUMULATE CHANNEL MAMES AND AREAS
•LT = LTD
I = 0
110 I a Ui
CHT(I)a CH(LT)









C CHECK FOR CHANGED FLOW RATE
LT a LT*L»SKLT)*NPT<LT)il
IF(XCH(LT)'.E8;FLM( I)) GO TO 190
C UPDATE THE STREAMLINE- TABLE FLO*
c
 SEARCH FOR FIRST AND LAST ELEMENTS OF SLCHNC J)«CHTM )
DC 14Q jA«i»NJ
152
140 l F < S L C W N < J A > . E Q , C H T < i n 60 TO 15Q
IbO DO 16Q J*JA,NJ
l F < S L C M N < J ) ; N E , C H T < m QO TO 170
160 JB s J
c SCALE THE CUMULATIVE FLOW RATE VALUES
170 DO 180 jsjA.JB
C 8 S £ T ( P A S S 1 = T TO JU-1P AROUND INTERPOLATION FOR VM IN FLOBAL
C (TYPE*F lELD)
PASSI - .TRUE;190 i * j*i
IF( I iLEtND fiO TO 130
IF(LTE.LT'.LWO) GO TO 980
WRJTE (6,1966) LTOiLTE,MAXLT(L"Wo
CALL ERRORl





•RICH- RETRIEVE CHANNEL FLOW INPUT *RTCFl»
C INPUT-
C CHDATAs CHANNEL I^UT DATA TABLE,
C CHTl e CHANNEL N A M E
C OUTPUT.
C LH a IMDEX OF CHTl IN THE CHANNEL DATA TABLE
C • 0 IF NO CHANNEL DATA WAS FOUND
C IF THEY EXIST, THE CHDATAeLlSTS TTiPTiRCU ARE TRANSFERRED TO THE
C LISTS OF TTuPT,RcU'. IF THEY 00 NOT EX|ST, TT,PT,RCU * BITS,
INTEGER CHTl
C
C CHANNEL INPUT DATA TA8LE
C INDEX. LHsLHO.LHE








COMMON /IXORIGX LHO(LHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTO.LTE. LWOILWE,
» LOiLESTA, LDUM(B),




COMMON XCBITS / BITS




/ ?S I ,R, Y ,TT ,pT';RCU,pS
SEARCH CHDATA FOR
LH * LHO
60 IftLH'.QE'.L'HEj GO T3 65
IF(CHNAM(LH).'."EQ'.CHT1) GO TO 7fl
LH * LH*LHNEXT(LH)
GO TO 60
NO INPUT TABLE WAS FOUND
65 LH =o
RETURN
AN INPUT TABLE WAS FOUND
70 CONTINUE
PLACE THE TABLE IN COMMON.ERASB
NCR * NC(LH)*NR<LH)













COMMON /OB ITS / BIJS.BLABK
COMMON / C H D A T A / BDT ( 1 ) , LBflEXT tl > ,'UBZ1 <t) ,CHNAME (1 ) , UP< 1 > ,
DIMENSION X l < l ) » L N E X T < l i , M L B < l ) i M u B U i » P R I M ( l ) » T Y P E L B < 5 ) i
^ , .. ... J y p g - y g j . j . j .
EQUIVALENCE (Xl,BDT),(LBHEXT^fiEXTti
8 (PR IM, UP), {TKPELS ,1'EDEX>i(TYPIUB7ANGBT <3!
COMMON /SL'TAS / W(i28),X2fl28},'SLCHN(13§)
COMMON /CR / ROOD)
COMMON /CM / jHstsoo)
c on wow -/c T / ~ z
COMMON /CIDEX / MiJDUM,MUiMD.istA6COMMON /ixostQ/ LHQ,'LHE, L'BDOVL'BDE, LTO;LTB, LWOILWE, LFO.LFE,
x LO;LESTA, L'SO;LSE, LDO.LOE,'2
•--7—-F
INTEGER PIPLUSCOMMON /pRNTPi/ RSvx20.__ T,. ,
COMMON /PRNTP2/ LBl»LB2itiII»'lSViIl»l2i KiKK,KSV»Kl*K2ii . . - iP2,iP3i' RI, IQO, XMIN;XMAX;XFACT;YMIN,YMAX,YFACT
ft _. . _ . . _ _ . . . „ . .. „, . _ ...
DIMENSION ITABLE<IO)c • . . . . . .
LOGICAL ISTGSVINTEGER TE -
DATA LE,TE/2HLE,2MTE/Q ^ ^ ^ puusxiOf i i^ "~ * ' f ~ " "*" - *
D A T A MTABLE^D, IS I , IO>/ IOHO iioni ,iOH2 ,
* »10H8 itOH9 /
c SEARCH FOR MAX AND MIN; SET SCALES
C YFAGT ANtr-XFACT





X M A X =
X M J N * A M I N K X M l N i Z ( I ) )
no CQNTINUB
Y F A C T = ( Y M A X - Y H I N J / S ,







C FILL IN BOUNDARIES UNTIL BDYTAB EXHAUSTED
156
UB » L'BDO130 IF (LB;QE;LBBE) So TO 200
' " = LB + ^ BZl('L8)
• lNT* ' (ZBT<l .B l )9XMtN>«XFiCTf* l
* INT|(R8T(UBll¥VHtNV*fFicTTTl
'
IF u iXn ta
IF ( K . G T . 4 8 ) K
-tr tK'rr?:rrK=
P(UKi = PL'US
isv 3 f • ••
a K
DO $90 lsLB3«L !B2*3
i ~«~TRT*T
K s l N T * ' ( R B T < L ) " Y M l N ) « Y F A C f ) * 1IF ci ;GT;i3i) is$3i .
IF U;LT,I) tS=i
IF (K .GT .48 ) " X = 48
IF (K ' .LT. i ) K = l _ __
IF UABSdilSvJ.LE.l) GO TO 150
C . I N T E R P O L A T E ~ ' " —
11 " M i N O ( I i ' t S V )
I 2 » M A X 0 ( I i T S V )
ii ^ n
140 Ip " "" ~IT*T "
IF < l i . E Q f . i 2 F GO TO 180
KK = K"TlK«KSV)»(I' iIIT/('I*)[!
P ( M i K K ) 3 PU'US
GO To I4o
150 Ip i lABS(KiK8V) ,LE. l l GO TO 18011 3" MinTf rtrsv >
12 = M A X Q ( I i l S V )
Kj. z H J N t J ( K V K S V ) ' • -
K2 = M A X O ( K . ' K S V )
KSV B (K2-KD/2 *" Kl
DO 160 KKsK l *KSV
160 p(UjKKt-B-prnj5~ ~
KSV = KSV *1
170 P( | 2 » K K ) = PliUS





ADD QL TO PLOT "• "• "~"
300 LS = LO
305 If aS.QT'.LESTA) GO TO 500
IP s xi(iis)
IP1 3 IP




IPi = ITABLE( IP3*1 )
310 Ip2 s 157
IP* « IPUIP2»1Q
IP2 s ITABLE( lP2* t )















350 IF $ I A B S ( K - K S V > t L E s D GO TO 330"








360 K ' sr-j<--*i -• •-
I s II t FLOAT«I2-Il>«(Kf;ki))/FlBOAT<Ka-Kl)
IF tKr,GE.K2) GO TO 330
GO TO 400
J80 Ls s LS*L;MEXf(LS)
GO TO 305
400 P titK) s i-pl- • ;IF UP,GE;IQ ;AND. l fIF UP.GE'.IOO UND,~J
GO TO (330 ;3J0 .360) , " IGO
c ADD su - -TO- PLOT- ••-
C L O C A T E F IRST PT ON SL
500 j - o
510 J a j+i





C SAVE CQORDS OF SL SBGMENT
520 L = i
ZSVI.D a ZMICAUL G^TIX ~
IF ( ISTAG' .NE?! ) 'GO TO 534 •LR s g
CAUL STANO(M«LR,UPPER>
IF tTYPELBfL 'Rr.e&iLE ,OR; TYPEUB('LR*,EO..LE) GO TO sso
534 IF (MD' .Eo' .O '.'AND. ISTGSV) GO TO 550
IF (HD;EQ:T) is(rto"5iO" -"
IF USTAGr.NE'.'2> GO TO 538
LR so
CAUL STANO(M*LR,UPPER)

















IF UP.LT'.IOO) GO TO 560
iD.IGlf = 3 ......... :"ip3 3 ipi/ioo
Ipl s IP151P3*100
IP3 s lfA9LE(!:P3*l)
560 1 01 G 1 1 ~r ~2 ------------------
IP2 = iPlllO
Ipl s IP1£IP2*19 ' '- "'
IP2 s ltABlE(lP2+l>
570 IP1 s ••rf«BLE*lPI*t>-~
610 I -- =
K = INTl(RSV(l)-YMlNi»VFACf )
L s 1 ' "
IQO = t
GQ TO 700
620 L = L+l
I F 1 L •'. L€ 7LtOt7~GO 'TO 630ir (MD;EQ;O> GO TO sio
M P MDT -'- ........... ------- '
GQ TO 520
640 ISV » I • ' - . • '
KSV »
 Ki -- a -• m rt txs v t tnr* jcin Mi
K = lNT^(RSV(U)-YMlNi«i?FACtjv*l
i GO =2 . • - - ........ ; ..... .
GQ TO 700
C INTERPOLATE (ASSU^e ISV,LT,M
6401
 r- H i I Sv ItE^ TDTSTTT GO T9 620 ..... --------------- ~ ' .....
KK = K '
M = 1 -
, n l S ISV6 5 0
 I =1 *tDlGlT
K = KK - F|_OAT«KK.KSV)«nUJ)>/FLOAT<II-ISV)
IF <I-'.C67n'r-ffO-TTjr-52tr -------------------- - ........ ---- .....
IGO s 3
GO TO 700
700 P(UK) = IP1
IF MP.GEllO ,AND, I.GT',1) P(NliK)?lP2
• - -










COMMON /CHNrRT' ICHN<IOJ,wrrsfio>,WTFA(iO),UPTO(10),WTTO<IOI; ic
COMMON /SELECT/ LESTRY
G0 TO (10/20*10,10),LENTRY








OLU^rv UH|A ur DDL" •_ _.a
» BLOCK DATA FOR CFB CF8!MO




















































L I N E S , O M I T F K , P T I T L E ( 6 )
O M I T F K
J M S ( 3 0 0 )
PH1K300)
P L O T , S A M E X Y < 1 3 )
PLOT
R ( 3 0 0 )
R H S ( 3 0 0 )
S K 3 0 0 )
S 2 ( 3 0 C J )
I lTAB
V M ( 3 0 0 )
Z ( 3 0 0 )
A R E A ( 9 6 ) i A R E A O ( 9 6 ) i D l S P ( 9 6 ) V P T ( 9 6 ) f U A H B D A ( 9 6 | l
R H D < 9 6 ) , S Q R T V V ( 9 6 > i T S < 9 6 ) • T T ( 9 6 ) • V M S Q ( 9 6 J i
V V K Q K P ( 9 6 J ,
H Q A ( 9 6 ) , W S T A ( » 6 J , R G ( 9 6 ) . C 2 C P ( 9 6 > , F G R ( 9 6 )
L A M B D A
E S 2 ( 9 6 ) , S D N Q R H ( 9 6 }
< E S 2 i V V K Q K P ) . f S D N Q R M i R H O )
R C U < 9 6 )
<RCUiLAMBDA)
LHD.LHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO.LFE,
Ln,LESTA,LSOii:SEiLDUM(6|f
















 LTQCALL T A B P R T < 6 H C O N V T B | T A B L E S , L T E V 7 )
I ITAB = LWO
CALL TABPRTUHWAKETB.TABLES. 'LHE.^ )
I ITAB = LFO
C A L L T A B P R T ^ H C A D J W F . T A B L E S V L F E V S )
IITAB s LO
163






190 MA 8 MLB(U)
MB s MUB(L)
CALL FHEAIHMS-MA*?) , „,...






















IP "* 672* ^ >









WRITE (6*1006) (AREA(J)U? IP*1344i96>
340 CONTINUE
GO TO 900
350 WRITE (6,100?) ( AREA ( I ) , UllSgt' 1183)
WRITE (6,1009>




360 WRITE (6,1011) (AREA(I)iI*1024,i037j
WRITE (6,1012)
DO 365 Ul.'IB
 <oa.365 WRITE <6,1013> ( AREA< J >, J*I , 1024 , 128 )
164
GO TO 900
370 W R J T E (6,1014)
DO 375 lal.'NK
WRITE (6,1001) (AREA(J),j*i;43i;48|37t> CONTINUE
W RITE (6,1015)
DO 38o ISI,'MH










WRITE (611018) (ApEA(l),1*897*1308)900 CONTINUE











1000 FORMAT <//2X*47nSU3ROUTlNES A0JUF, BRHS, FLOBAUi HRIBDY, WRlQUT//& • • • - • •
a
1001 FORMAT (2x«9Bi3,5)
1002 FORMAT (//13X, 2HTS, 11X, 2HTT .'9X, 4HVMSO| 7X, 6HWKQKP, 10X, 3HWQA, 9X,
1003 r«« * 4HHSTAillX,2HRG.9X,4HC2cPilOXA3HEGRl
*
0 >3
 FORMAT (//2X«17HSU9ROUTINE PTMOVE// l*XV3HXlL.llX,2HSC.10Xf
tn
 a
 llX.2HLC,8X,5HLQOPCVldX;3HKCL)1004 FORMAT '
1005 FORMAT
1006 FORMAT ( 2X,'46l3 ; 5, 5X , L2 , EJ3; 5 )
iSSv r25SJl !^2^17HSU3ROUTINE BEFINE//2X.3HI A.;i6I7/2X,3HlB*,l6l7)
1009 FORMAT (//l3X.2HCR,9X,4HDELS,8X;5HDELVM,2Xl4HLSTA,3X,3HMj2,lflX|




« n « T - 2HBI»2X|6HJ2DONEI3X.'3HM9V)1013 F O R M A T (2X .6E l3 .3 ,2X*2 I6 )
1014 F O R M A T ( / / 2 X * l 4 M S U 3 R O U T J N £ OLC// l3X,2HZK,HX.2HRK,L ..
« 9x;4HPHI2,l lX,2HC2,iHi: i2HSP,lOX,3HSPP,10Xi3HGSP,9X,4HGSPP)
F O R M A T ( / / l3X,2HDS,10X,3HBET'10X,3HDDS,9Xi4HWSTA,9x i4HDISP, l lX i
165
, VX, 4HC2Cr, 10K,,SMKJK I
























PLB. PUB, WF, CHOKE, SUBSON,
' . .
,32H17.0V(8>,QVp<a> 33. JSUM/VMLBSOX)
17-OVi8),QVp{8) 33-JSUH. VMLBSQ" >
(///ixi7HSTREAHLlNE TABLEi/l7X32Hj X2
r«B i;'/(48Arl2;6,6X.A6lF121,6,J.)
F0RMAT(57x.l6HFlBLD TABLE DUMP/128H J M MU MD I Si









































XIF « ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
*2F •• STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMOTING FROM T,E,
XlBF s Xl^COORDlNATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T;E,
XlAF 1 XI-CQORDINATE OF CHOK6 STATJON QF FLOW ABOVE T.E-
SlF = SiiCOORDlNATE OF T;E, (UPPER SURFACE); THIS ITEM
IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA«STAR;
LFB.LFAojMDJCES OF STATIONS BBLOW AND ABOVE TiEi
NCHBiNCHAsNUMBER OF CHANNELS BEL'OW AND ABOVE
LRF
 c INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN L!ST FOR THE
LRXF * INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE TIE
JORDER« o IF TOTAL FLOW AT xir is GIVEN
a 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T'.El IS GIVEN
* 1 IF FLOW BELOW T,E; IS GIVEN




































INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE <PTMOVEIFLOBAD
XlU) 'LNExm)«MLB(i ) iMuB<J,)*PRIM<l)«
TYPElB( l ) ,NAMELB(1), ILB(1),FLB(1) ,S1LBU) ,
TY!>EUB( l ) ,NAMeUB( l ) i IUB( l ) |FUB( l ) |S lUB( l ) |
VHB(l)|OMDV(lJiK2ci.f l), i i ,SHI<l);HCL<l)i
A N 6 T E ( t ) i P T T E C l ) i P S T E ( l ) i P Q R T E ( l ) » R G T E ( i ) <
ANGEXP( l ) ,BSQf iX I»<475>
CRVLE( l ) ,ANGLE( i )
( S C H O K E i D W D y ) i ( C R V l . E » A N Q T E ) . ( A N G L E i P T T E }
RRlMiTYPELB. 'TtPEUBiSCHOKBd)
(CWMAM.XIF^X I ) , fL'HNEXTiXIP.UNEXT)
< W T F I O W , X 1 8 F , M L B > ; < T T O , X l A F , M U B > , CPTO.SH
(TSO|NCHB,TYPEL8) ' ; <PSO|NCHA|NAMELB)
(MACHOiJOHDERVlLB) . { AOi VNR «FLB) i (VARYd l iL _
( V A R Y ( 2 ) , T Y P E U B 1 , ( V A R Y < 3 ) . N A M E U B ) i < V A R Y < 4 ) , l U B )
< V A R Y ( 5 > , F U B >(TA3( l ) ,AREATB»S lUB) , ( T A B ( 2 ) , V M B ) • < T A B / 3 ) , D f i D V f











r cr^L * SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
C SSEF c SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW. T OR f
r c!nrNGr ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (UEGREES) FOR SSEF.T
c fs ? B SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE FLOWI T OR r
C S?™K?S tUEE5f2Nl,C 8EA* DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION* «0.1 FOR PARABOL
C ISFNDI. SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION; *0,l! FOR PARABDU
C SSDlfc r SS FLOW 8ELOW AND AFT OF LE PT, T OR F
c nD,FvCTB CENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FACTOR
J; ORLX n B-RELAXAT10N FACTOR
r«RRhXs CURVATURE RELAXATION FACTOR
COMMON / I X O R I G / LHO.LHE, LBDO.LiDE, LTO.LTE,' LHO.LWE, LFO
t t
 L O , L E S T A , LDUMOr,
• MO.NM, NJ.NFCOLS, M A X N J . M A X O L .MAXNM.MAXLE ,
„,„„ „DIMENSION LiMiTS(24)
EQUIVALENCE (LIMITS. LHO>
?MT°N 'SL'tAB / W(128),X2fi28j(SLCHN(128)INTEGER SLCHN
COMMON /CIDEH / H.J.MU.MD.ISTUG
CHECK FOR SMALLER PREVIOUSLY DECTECTED AREAM






IF(JSUM;NE'.JSUML) GO TO 90
IF<TAREA.GT;SVAREA> RETURNJSUM
 9 JSUMLSVAREAS TAREA
IF<SSDF) SU9SON8-.FALSE,
SEARCH FORWARD TO TRAILING EDGELX =
 LLSTE = o .
iFf'.NOTipRlMfLXU GO TO 110M
CALL GETIX
!F(J,NE;JA> so TO 115
M s
 MuB(UX)CALL GETIX
lF(J,NEijB> 40 TO 115
LSTE s LX
110 LX a LX+LNEXT(LX)
iFjLx.LT.LESTA) QQ TO 105
U5 I F < L S T E ; E Q : O J GO TO aoo
SEACH CADJWF. TABLE FOR T,E. VALUE or xiLr s LFO
120 lF(LF.GE;LfE> GO TO 200
'r<XlF(LF),EQ.Xl.aSTE» GO TO 125LF a LF*NFCOLS
GO TO 120




C CHOKED CHANNEL W/0 T'. £ . i ADD A LINE TO /CADJWF/
200 LF s LFE*1
IF(LF.NE.LO) GO TO 205
NMOVE = LO;LESTA-I
LO « LO*NFCOL'S
CALL M O V E C I ; X K L F J , X I < L O » , N M O V E » I »








800 W R J T E (6,1800) XKL>iL








































INTEGRATION OF THE CONTINUITY AND NORMAL MOMENTUM EQUATIONS
ALONG THE ORTHOGONALS TO THE STREAMLINES
JNPUT-
L
 - INDEX IN THE STATION TABLE
LOWER BOUNDARY STATIC PRESSURE IF KNOWN,
UPPER BOUNDARY STATIC PRESSURE IF KNOWN,
(EITHER PL3 OR PUB OR BoTH MUST BE ZERQ«
IF f»LB (OR PU8) s^i; NO ITERATION FOR FLOW OR
LOWER BOUNDARY PRESSURE IS PERFORMED.)
FLOW RATE IF KNOWN (OVERRIDES VALUE OF WSTA)




S2(M) s, DISTANCE ALONG THE ORTHOGONOL
CURV<M)=STREAMLINE CURVATURESTATION TABLE
VM3(L)s ESTIMATED VELOCITY ON THE UPPER BOUNDARY







-• CALCULATED LOWER BOUNDARY PRESSURE, M=MA
- CALCULATED UPPER BOUNDARY PRESSURE, MSMB
e TOTAL PASSAGE AREA FOR ALL STREAMTUBES
CALCULATED FLOW
WRQST c REQUESTED FLOW (SLTAB* DATA)
V MBC 8 CALCULATED VELOCITY ON THE UPPER BQNNDARYDWDV(L)5DER1VATIVE OF THE AREA INVERSE WITH RESPECT TO BOUNDARY VE
VCL(L)s VELOCITY ON THE CONTROL STREAMLINE
PL8«PUB*o. fRESET. FOR NEXT ENTRY)
STATION TABLE
INDEX, L=L'O,LESTA
SCHOKEs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,8RHSVWRIOUT)
^CL « SHARP CORNER INDICATOR I'BLDTBS)
































































































M, J .MU.MD, ism-
M 4 , C I 1 < 4 ) , M 3 . C I 2 < 4 ) , M 5 , C I 3 U ) , M 2 | C I 4 < 4 ) , M 6 , C I 5 < 4 )
C l S D J M ( 4 ) , I P R E S ( 2 ) , p S P I S V i N Z P i










R ( 3 0 0 )
S K 3 0 0 )
S ? ( 3 0 0 >
I I T A S
V M ( 3 0 0 >
Z ( 3 0 0 )
A R E A ( 9 6 ) i A R E A O ( 9 6 ) i D I S P ( 9 6 ) , P T ( 9 6 ) i L A M B D A ( 9 6 ) i
R M C ( 9 6 ) , S Q R T V V ( 9 6 ) | T S ( 9 6 ) i T T ( 9 6 ) • V M S Q ( 9 6 ) i
V V K Q K P ( 9 6 > ,W Q A ( 9 6 ) , W S T A ( 9 6 ) , R G ( 9 6 ) , C 2 C P ( 9 6 ) , F G R ( 9 6 )
L A M B D A
E S 2 ( 9 6 ) i S D N Q R H ( 9 6 )














DATA FARFLD/6HFARFLD/! FR£E/^HFREE/» PRES/4HPRES/I FIELD/5HF IELD/
DATA SOLID/5HSOLID/I TE/2HTE/
iGODMPs 2
500 MA s MLB(L)
MB s
SETM(l»l.i PTR/NJ)




I F U S T A G i l ) 310,503,510
503 M s MA*1
CALL GE^JX
IF(ISTAG«3> 510,905,510
5o5 MA s M
510 M s MB
) 320,313,520




C riUiLD TABLE OF FLOW FUNCTION AND STAGNATION CONDITIONS
520 CALL TTPT(MA;MB, WST A , Dl SP, WAKE'/TT ,PT .UMBDA, RG,C2CP,FGR>
C CHECK FOR OLC OPTION
inlLswiar.NE'.i)', -A^. SLSWUU'.NE.IO MOMEQ»O
C PASSAGE AREA AND SHOCK PRESSURE LOSS
K * 1
M = MA






IFCM.LE'.MBJ GO TO 522
NK s MB-MA*1
linSlSP(2^NE^. .OR, DISP|NK«2)-.NE,00 LEND=.TRUE,
CALL L S P F I T ( S 2 ( M A ) , R L A M D A , N K , Sg < M A ) , ARBAO,NK, ^1)
TAREA 8 AREAO (NK J
C INTEGRATE CU«VATU«E W{TH RESPECT TO S2
C I N I T I A L ESTIMATE OF MERIDIONAL VELOCITY SQUARED
M A ) , N K . S2( M A)
E',
MA*I
S Q R T V V ( K * l ) = S O R T e V V K Q K P ( K - l ) )
M s
V M S O ( N K ) S V M B ( L ) * V M 3 ( L >
I F < M C M E O . N E ' . 8 > GO TO 529
GO TO 65Q
529 CONTINUE
C SPECIFIED STATIC PRESSURE AND SPBCUU BOUNDARY OPTIONS - LOWER BDY
VML8SO= O', •
IF(NODENS.GE7NREFIM) GO TO 580
C PRESSURE LOWER BOUNDARY
IFCPLB'.GT'.O'^ GO TO 530
IF(TYPELB(L)'NE'PR£S) GO TO 532
172
530 IRET i o
PS8 c PLB
PTB * PHI)




5306 IF<PSB;GT;O,I GO TO 5314







5311 lF(ZBPT;GE',ZR<IlZP)'.AND,ZP<l2ZPr.GE,-ZBPT) GO TO 5313





5313 CALL LSPFIT<IP< iiz»)iPSP(iizp)ii2Zp-uzp*ii ZBPTIPSB»II o)
IF(PSPISV) 5316,5314,5316
5314 IF(PSB,GE'.PTB) QO TO 56B
VMBSO » C2CPTT«(1,-(PSB/PTB)»«CFGT}
GO TO 53l8
5316 VMBSO s PSB«RSB




: FREE OR FIE^D LOwE« BOUNDARY




533 PLB a l'.E-6
IF(TYPELB('L)7ME. FIELD ,OR. PASSl) QO TO 540
VMUBSQ8 0'.
IF(TYPEUB(L)',*EQ',FIELD) GO TO 570
STREAMWISE IMTERPOLAT I ONI OF VELOCITY AT ISTAGs3 POINT BY LSPF1T
IRET = i








5333 SIB( I Ul)sSl|H3)
V l 8 < H * l ) s V M * M 3 )
S18(I I *2 ) s s
VlB( I I * 3 ) s V










M L R S n , . , 1 , 0 )
^ VMLBSQS VMLBSQ^VMLBSO
C UPPER BOUNDARY540 VMUBSQS
 0;
, . UPPER BOUNDARY
(PUB,GT.O.) GO TO 541













i F f T V o n .






lRErP*U0<L> :NE ; r 'ELD > O R t PASS i> Q° T° 57°
GO TO 5331
G0 TO 570
/AR-FIELD UPPER B O U N D A R Y









R S A L V A G
^
G
 DATIVE TEMPERATURE S I T U A T I O N S
GO TO590 NEQTS :
iFfNEGTS.GEiSO '.OR, <PLB*PUB>7NE.0,) CALL EHROR1
174
BY ST^P INTEGRATION OF NORMAL MOMENTUM EQUATION
VRATIfjs VMSQ{NK)/VMSQSV
K = NK
C PREDICT VELOCITY AT K
610 K s «;i
IF(K) 615,'650,615
c COEFFICIENT VALUES AT K*I
6li» TS(K*l)sTT«*l)«VMSQ(K*l)
CDPTl = RQ(Kfl)»TS(K*l)/PT(K*l)
C COEFFICIENT VALUES AT K
VMSQ(K)SVMSQ* K > « V R A T I O620 VMSQK s VMSQCK)
TS(K> = TT(K}-VMSQ{K)/C2CP<K)
CDPT r COPT! * RQ(K)»TS(K)/PT(K)
c INTEGRATE
IF<DISP<K>'.NE,O,> GO TO 625
622 V M S Q < K ) * V M S Q { K * t » « V V K Q K P < K > * S O R T V V (KUiCDPU (PT(K> -PT |K*1 M >
GO TC 63Q
C (WAKE DISCONTINUITY)
IF(PT(K*1>'.E0'.PTIK» GO TO 622
IFCPSLIP'.LT ;PT(KJ) GO TO 628
« * MA*K-1
WRITE (6»1626> PT(K>,PSLIPiZ<S>;R(M)iQVei)
TS(K) a TT< K J « ( PSL I P/PT ( K ) ) / ( PSl IP/PT<K ) ) »*< FGR «K > / (1 , *FQR { K » >
VMSQCK )«C2CPi'K)«(TT«)-TS(KJ)
VMSQ(K)aAMAXl(VMSQ(K>, ,0001)
1F<ABS(VMSQ(X>/VMSQK=1,>,GE;2,'E;5> GO TO 620
GO TO 610
C,.,.,ENO iNTEGRATtON OF MOMENTUM EQUATION










IF(TS(K) .LT'.fl'. .ANDi FQR(K ) '.NE.O '. J GO To 590
RHO I K > = PT(K>/(RG(K)«TT(KM • ( tS<K)/TT(K) ) ««FGR( K)
WQA(K)s RHO(K)«VM(N)
!F(M,€QiMA) SO TO 660
 v n t ..
C NOTE - AVERASE FLOW/AREA IS APPROXIMATELY SURT( WQA( K-l)»WQA(KM
WOAVG s WOA(K)*WQA(K-1)
X s (MQA<K)-WQA(K-1) )«(wQA(K)-.HQA(K.l))/(WOAVG«WQAVQ)
U * 2 , »< WSTA( K) ;WSTA ( K*l» /
(WQAVG«(i;sk*(,5*X»{;i25*X«,0625))n
;o.) SO TO 660
P6RIM s ;5«<lAMBDA<K-l)*LAMeD«(K)»
655 AREA(KMAREA(K-1)*OISP(K.1)«P6R|M
660 M a M*l
C,,, END FLOW ARE« INTEGRATION
175
RECIPROCAL 0^ CALCULATED FLOW AREA, ETC,
IF(MOMEQ,EQ'.0) GO TO 740
OAREA = I;/AREA<NK)
VM8C = VM(MB)
IF<PLB»LT'.O'« .QR« » U B « N E - O O ao TO 740
VMSQSVs VMSQ(NK)
VVSAFE8 VMSQSV
IF(VMLBSQ'.NE70",) GO TO 710
CALL 'Q1REM' FOR NEXT QUESS OF VM(NK»*VHBC





IF(DYDX',EQ.O'.' '.OR, DYDX , EQ', XCHOKE ) DYDXeYO/VMBC






IF( ,NOT;SUBSBN> xjp = ,25*vMBc
CALL OjREMrVMBC/OAREA, XJP/OVJ
IF.(QVU) .EQ'.oi ) GO TO 6a2
IF(QV(5).EQ',0'. ) GO TO 684
GO TO 6QO
C EVALUATE D(WJ/D(VL3>, SAVE VELOCITIES
682 BOT s VMBC-VU81
GO TO 74Q
C THE FLOW IS CHOKED
684 IF(CHQKE) GO TO 740
RATIO s QAREMTAREA
D0 686 Ksi«MK686 AREA(K)=RATi8*AREA<K)
CALL ADJWF2
GQ TO 740
C CALL 'OlREMi FOR LOWE^ BOUNDARY PRESSURE
710 YD = VML8SQ
YTOL - llE-5«Yo
DYDX s i.
CALL QIREM{VMSQ«NK)IVMSQ(j);"'.5«vMSQ<NKjtov)IF(OV(I)'.NE;Q; > GO TO 600
C CALCULATE BOUNDARY PRESSURE




IF(TYPELB(L)"NE',TE) GO TO 745
R G T E < L ) 8 R G ( l }
P T T E ( L ) = P T ( l l
PSTE(L)=PL8C





780 iFCPDUMm'.LE.O; » GO TO 900
IF(X1(L).GE'.PDUHC8) |AN'D, XI < L > '. LE ,PDUM< 9) ) GO TO 800
GO TO 900
800 CALL TABPRTOHSTA.XldJiLNExHlJ ,5»
CALL EDUMP1
WESET PL8 AND PU3 INDICATORS






910 SQM s VMSQ<K>/<1.4»RG<K>«TS<K) )
IFCSOM.LE'.I. } GO TO 920
CALL GETIx
IF(MD.EO.O) SO' TO 920
VVMXSQs VM(HD)*VM(V)D)/(C2CP(K»«T'T(K) )
SQMo s 5'.«VVMXSQ/(i(-VVMXSQ)
IFCSQMD'.GE'.lT) GO TO 920
DPTR = 1'. - ( (6.»SQM>/(SQM + 5;»»»3t5 * ( 6, /( 7 . »SQM*1 , » *«2 |5




IF(M,LE',MB> *0 TO 910
WETURN
156» FORMAT(58H **» ERROR IN FLOB4L," REQUESTED BOUNDARY PRESSURE EXCEE
«DS/6X37HTOTAL PRESSURE AT TRAILING EDGE POI NTFll , 5 »1H • Fil • 5. 1H . /
1570 FORMAT!" ««» IN EVALUATING MAX FLOW AT STA = "F6'.3i° <LslU4,
&") ROUTINE FLOBAL PINDS TYPE "A6,iH,A6i» BOUNDARIES, <?/6x.
d'WARYsF MUST BE INPUT FOR CHANNELS ADJACENT TO FARFLDi FREE; OR P
&RES BOUNDARIES', lf)
162H FORMAK" *•« W ARNING-JUST BEL'OW SLIP LINE, PT IS LESS THAN PS. S
BETTING V='.Ol7"/6Xi3HPT = F8.3;6H PS»F8,3.6H 2 = F8,3i5H R«F8,3,





'D LIMEAR SURFACE INTERPOLATION *LFiT2D»
^ IN A RECTANGULAR G&ID
DIMENSION X(2>,Y(2>,TO(2>
c INPUT-
C X«Y s LIST OF COORDINATES AT WHICH INTERPOLATED VALUES ARE TO BE1 NXY a NO OF COORDINATE POINTS
c NXT = NUMBER OF XT
C NVT = NUMBER OF YT
c
 XT s x-GRID OF T-TABLE
C YT s Y-GRID Qf T'TABLE
c
 T s TABLE OF VAIUES
C NOTE i NUMBER OF T-VALUES IS NxT«NYTi ORDER IS ILLUSTRATED BELOW
C YT<NYT)» T(3> T(6) T(NXT«NYT)
c
 YT(2) • T(2) T(5) T(8)
C YT(U » T < l J T(4) T(7)
c ;-•—.;--i—..„;;.#;;— ..B;
c
 XT(1) XT<2) XT(NXT)
C OUTPUT.
C 1Q * INTERPOLATED VALUES AT X,Y
COMMON /CTHICK/ NXT,NYT,XT(20),YT(20)iT(78)
COMMON /ERASB / DuM<4oO-),TK200k.





105 IF(X(M)',LT'.XT(I)) GO TO 110




110 iFd.EQ'.l) GO TO 140
I = lil
GO TO 125
IF{ ( 1*1) .QE'.NXT) GO TO 145









c INTERPOLATE MRT v
1^0 iFd .EQ' . ISV) GO TO 160
Ij2 s I«NYT*1
Ul s IJ2-NYT
CALL L F l T i j Y T , T ( I J l ) | N Y T , Y. 'T l .MXY)
CALL LFITI<YT,T« U2»,NYT( Y.'TJ.NXYIisv s i
c INTERPOLATE WRT x
160 T0(M> = F
178
M s^ *!





SUBROUTINE TTPT (MA, MB • WSTA.D ISP, WAKE ITT,PT, LAM, RGX^CPX.FGRX)






c MA r FIRST FIELD POINT
C MB s LAST FIELD POINT
C OUTPUT.
c WSTA * LIST OF STREAM FUNCTION VALUES
c
 DISP<K)=NON-ZERO FOR POSSIBLE SLIP CONDITION BETWEEN STREAMLINE
C K AND K*li OTHERWISE DiSP{K)«Oi
C = DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS OF HAKE IF POSITIVE
c WAKE = .TRUE; IF THERE EXISTS ANY WAKE DISPLACEMENTS;
C TT s iNTEftPOLATED TOTAL TEMPERATURE
c PT s INTERPOLATED TOTAL PRESSURE
c LAMBDAS LAMINA THICKNESS IN THIRD DIMENSION. BLOCKAGE EFFECT
c RCU = INTERPOLATED ANGULAR BOMENTUM »«»NOT NOW IN USEc
 RGX * GAS CONSTANT
C C2CPX s SPECIFIC HEAT
C FQRX x r,/(8AM,l,)= FUNCTION Op GAMMA FOR CALCULATING DENSITY
C NOTE - LENGTH OF WSTA, TT,PT,'RCU*L ISTS IS MB-MA*1
C WAKETB, CONVTB* CADJWF
C TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES
C INDEX, LTaLTO.LTE







• SEE OTHER LISTING OF TTPT FOR EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES
c FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
c INDEX- LFSLFO.LFE
DIMENSION X l f ' ( l ) ,x2F( l ) ,X lBF( l ) iX iAF( l ) ,
i S1FU>,NCHB(1> ,NCHAU>|JORDER{1 ) ,VNR<12»
EQUIVALENCE <LFB, X1BF > , <LFAVX1AF > i (LRF,NCHB> , <LRXF, NCHA »
DIMENSION LFB( l ) , LFA( l ) , LRF( i ) , LRXF(D





C SU8TABLE ARRANGEMENT IS-
C x2H,LWNEXt('*2*?N>« S^Wt 1 ) ', S^Ui 2) . . .SlW I N) i DST( 1) »DST( 2) , ; ,DSTtN)
c
 X2W a STREAMLINE COORDINATE
C SIH
 s DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM TIE.
C DST a WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF SlW
EQUIVALENCE <CH,XlF,X2H), (LTNEXT^F^LWNEXT ) , <NPT,XteF;SlW )
EQUIVALENCE (U?S! »X1AF> •' (LtTiSlF)i (LPT*NCHB)» (LRCUiNCHA)
EQU!VALENCE (CRG, JQRDER) ,
COMMON /SLTAB / W( 123) , X2(128) •SLCHN(128)
^TEGER SLCHN
COMMON /ixoRlc/ LHO.LHE, LBDO.LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,
180
• LO,LESTA, L'DUM<8),




COMMON /ciDEX / M,J,MU,MD»IsTSG
COMMON /CMAXtT/ MAXIT,MAJCTR»6REFIN«EDUM
COMMON /CPTMOV/ VELPOT,jcoBiNoDENSiCPTDuM
COMMON /CR / R(300)
COMMON /csi / si<300)
COMMON /CTH16K/ NTHKX,NTHKY;THKX<20),THKY<20),TH1K2D(78)
COMMON /cz / Z(3oo>
COMMON /ERASE / PSK800)
INTEGER CHX
C INTERPOLATE F8R LAMINA THICKNESS
NK s MB»MA*1
CALL SETM<I,I;I LAH.NK)
iF(NTHKX.LEil) GO TO 100
CALL LFJT2D(2(MAJ,^(MA),
C INI T I A L I Z E
loo WAKE s .FALSE',









IF<M,NE;M!) So TO n<
CHX s SLCHN(J)
PSII = X2(jl





c riN[) INDEX IN CONVTB
120 LT s LTO
!F(LT,GT.LTEl CALL E*«OR1
IF(CH(LT).EQ.CHX> 30 TO 130
LT = LT*LTM£XT(LT)
GO TO 125
C INTERPOLATE FOR CONVECTED
C SCALE THE PS1 TABLE TO CONFOR8 TO THE LRSlsTABLE IN /CONVTfl/
NI s NPT(liT)
I - LT + LlSHLT)
12 s UN!
^(KI.EQ;! ;A^D, NK.EO.D psii=psii*8,
PSII s S ' . f tA lNTtPSl l / 3 ^







CALL LSPFittenn ),CH<IT),NI, PSI ,TT<KD;NK, o)
CALL LSPFITCCH* I > , C H < I P > , N I ^ PSI.PT^KD.NK, 0)




C WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
c SEARCH FOR XZ.SUBTABLE
IF<M,GT;MB> So TO 2°o
X2J s X2(jJ
LW s LWO
IF(LW.GE.LWE) GO TO 190
!F(X2w(LW)iEe.X2J> GO TO l7o
LW s Lw*LWNEXT(lW)
GO TO 155
C FIND TRAILING EDGE SI IN THE FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE. S1F
170 UF * LFp
175 IF(X2F(LF).EQ.X2J) GO TO 180
LF z LF*NFCOLS
IF(LF,LT.LFEJ GO TO 175
CALL ERROR1
c INTERPOLATE FOR WA^E DISPLACEMEMT THICKNESS, DSTAR
iao S1FTE=S1(M>-S1F<LF>
c SI-FROM-T'.E'."
IF(SlFTE.LE',8i > GO TO 190
N » (LWNEXT(LW)-2>/2
LSTAR s LW*^




186 WAKE • .TRUE'.
C LOOP FoR NEXT CHANNEL
190 wADD s WSTAfK-i)
GO TO 105
*
C USE CONSTANT DENSITY APPROXIMATION FOR MA JCTR . LE , NOD6NS

















SUBROUTINE ADJWF (MODE»LFF )
ADJUST WEIGHT FLOW »ADJ'-lF»
C INPUT.
C MODE • OPERATION MODE
c » -i FOR EVALUATION OF TERWF AT
C « 0 FOR ADJUS.TMENT QF FLOW SATES *T CHOKED STATIONS
C s 1 FOR ADJUSTMENT OF PLOWS FOR KUTTA CONDITION AT T,B, IFF
C LFF
 8 FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE (T,E, ) iNDEx
C TOLWFUs TOLERANCg ON TfcRWF
C OUTPUT.
c MODE s i IF FLOW RATE HAS BEEN CHANGED POR TEUFF
c MODE = 2 IF TE*LFF HAS, CONVERSED AND UF* HAS BEBN INDEXED
c MODE = 3 IF ALL TE s HAVE CONVERGED
c NOTE. ABOVE OUTPUT OCCURS FOR MODE*I INPUT
C TEXI2 « T,e, X12-COQRDINATE
C TWF a FLOW RATi OK VARIABLE CHAMN5L
C TERWF « KUTTA CONDITION INDICATED FRACTIONAL FLOW ERROK
C COMB3
C CADJWF, CHDATA, STATAB
COMMON /CHQATA/ CHNAM ( 1 > i LHNExT ( 1 ) , WTFLOWil I • TTO< I > |PTO( I ) ,
INTEGER CHNAM
LOGICAL VARY
C FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
C JNDEX*. LFflFQ.LFi
C N^COLS 8
C X1F ORTHOGONAL GOORUlNATE
C X2F STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMJNATIMG FROM T,Et
C X1BF XlcCOORDlNATE OF CHQKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T,E,
c XIAF XI.COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T,E,
C S1F * SlBCOORDlNATE OF T,E, (UP^ER SURFACE), THIS ITEM
c is USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR MAKE DELTA-STARI
C LFB»LFA STNDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T,E,
C NCHB,NCHA«NUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T,E,
C LHF » 1NPEX OF DUMMY QRTCHN L.IST FOR THE T'.E,
c L«XF « INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T:E*
C JORDER. 0 IF TOTAL PLOW AT XlF IS GIVEN
C » 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T,b, lS GIVEN
C • 1 JF FLOW BELOW T,E, IS GIVEN
C JORD£R« -1 IF FLO" AT X^F IS CHOKED AND StNQLE CHANNEL
DIMENSION XlF(l)1x2F(l),XlBr(l)»xlAC(J).
l
EQUIVALENCE tLFB, XJ.BF ) , UFA, X l A ? ) , <LRK,NCHB) i tLRXF ,
DIMENSION LFBiD^FAtD.LRFt lJ .LRXFf iT
c STATION TABLE
C INDEX- L*LOiLESTA
C SCHOKE. STATION CHOKE INDICATOR < ADJWF,BRUS,'WRlOUT>
C MCL « SHAHR CORNER INPJCATOR (BLDTfiS)






EQUIVALENCE fSCHOK|f QwUV) * (CRVLB|AN«T6 ) t ( ANGLE iPTTt )INTEGER PRIM.TY^ELB.TYPEUB.SCHOKECIT
184
EUUlVALbNCg
EUUJVALbNCB <WTFLOW*XidFiMLB), ttTo.XU*, HUB) i iPTO»StF , PR IM)
EOUlVALbNC-6 <T$0,NCHB,TYPEI.B>, (PSOiN6HAiNAM.EL.BJ
EUUIVALENCE (MAUHO.JORUEK.lLB), ( AQ.'VNRvFLB), (VARY( 1) • S1LB )
EQUlVALbNCi (VAWY<2>i TYPEu8)i < VARY< 3) ,klANEu8), ( VARY< 4 ) ,IUB)
EQUIVALENCE <VAKY(5),FUB>
bQUlVALENCb <TA8(i),AREATB,SlU3), (TABf2?iVMB), (TAB<3) ,DWDV)
EQUIVALENCE (TAB<4),X2CL ),





COMMON /CF8 / L,HA,Mb,PL«,PUB,WF,CHOK8;SU9SON, NK,PLbC,PUflC,i xcHOKbi TAREA.VMBC, WRQST.WCALCI pv(8>,ovp(8)»
LOGICAL CHOKE.SUBSON
INTFGEH XCHQKfc
COMMON /CSS / 5SFML*SSEFiSSEANG,SSDr,3SFEND,SSFNOi
1 i$SDLE*A4FACT,8RLxiCURRLX«TSrC
INTEGER SSFML
LOGICAL SSEF. SSDF, SSDLE
COMMON /ERASES/ AHEA(96)iA^EAOt96) ,DlSP(9() /PT(<
1 R H Q < 9 6 ) f S Q K T V V < 9 6 ) , T s < 9 6 U T T ( 9 6 ) i V M S Q ( 9 6 ) ,
2 V V K Q K P < ? 6 ) i







COMMON /CZ / Z(300)
COMMON /CR / R(300)
COMMON /CSg / 52(300)
COMMON /CSi / Si(3go)
COMMON /CPHll /
COMMON /CM /
COMMON /CCUKV / CURV(300)
/CR / 8(300)
COMMON /CIDtX / MiJiMU
COMMON /IXQHjfi/ UHOj-LHEi LBDO,L8D£, LT0«LT£i' L^O^WE! LFO.LFEi
» MO.NM, NJ.NFCOLSi MAXNJ,MAXQL.MAXNM, I
»
DIMENSIONEQUIVALENCE
COMMON /SLTAB /INTEGER SLCHN





COMMON / CGRAV / CG
NAMELIST /AUJ1/ PSTEiWB»WCA^C,WAB,YO
BEGIN I.OOP THROUGH! FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
IF (LFFjEQ; 0) LFF«LFO
185
\.r »
!F(I.F,Gfc,'LFE) GO TO 390
aoo iF<jnHD&RaF),EQ,'3) GO TO 3io
R MODE*!, THIS ENTRY FOLLOWS A ^ODE«-1, CONTINUE THE CALCULATION
C JUMPING TO THE PKEVIOUS ExjT POW,
IF CMODf.EQil .AND, LF,6Q,LFF) GO TO < 158*231 ), JRET
PLB « 0,






!F(JOHDfeR(t!^l,LT,fO) GO TO lj.8
SEARCH FOR THE TWO STATIONS A?
CALU
C SEARCH FOR CHOKE STATION IF T4£ FLOW IS OH0K00 UPSTREAM
LKB * UXB
LKA * LXA
1F(X1BF(UF) ,NE,X1TE) CALL STAxKX iBF (LF ) , J(2TE, -1 , i
I F ( X 1 A F ( L F ) - , E Q . X 1 T E ) GQ TO 120
US CALL STAx l (X lAF<LFr , f . l , l X2TE |DUM,LKA)
120 IF(MODE) 122,130,122
122 IF<JORD6R(LF )> 300,140,200
c SINGLE CHANNEL CHOKE
130 lF(|JORDERaF),EQ,'(-i)} GO TO 133
IF (LKB,NE;LX8) GO TO 132
131 |F(UKA,NB.CXA) GO TO 133
GO TO 136
132 L • LKB
GO TO 134
133 U * LKA






ASSIGN 135 TO iRgT
TEXI2 » X2TE
IF UKBiBQiO .ORi' L .EUiLKB) TwF B wCALC"C6
GO TQ 2t>5
135 1F (L ,EQ|LKB> GO TO 131
136 LF * LF*NFCOLS
IFaF.LTVLPEJ GO TO 100
(JO TO 900
C*« ITERATE FOR T;'E, PHESSURp, JORo6R(LF>«0
140 PTEHIN * «$,B6
PSTE a PTEMIN



























IF (SSDF ,ANO, 1KB ,Nt, LXB ,AND, L«A '.NE7 LXA J QO TO 1576
150 QVP(i>« 0,














IF(,NOT,CHQTST) GO TO 197
JF<PSTE,LT;PLBX)
157 WAB * WB+WCALC
VTOL * 1,S"3»YO
DYDX « -lifc.5
CALL QI«EM (PSTE, WAB, ,§«(AMjNl<PT<i),PTaUPS.TE),QVP}
IF (PSTt ,66, PTgMIN) (JO TO 1574
WBP = CG«WBCHOK
MAP = CG«MACMQK
LFPR a LF * 3
WRJTE <6,1157) (XlF(I)||3LFiLFPR),PTEMlN,'HBP,WAP
GO TO 1^76
1574 JF(QVP(1J,NE,0,) 60 TO 155
VMB(LXB>*VMBSAV
VMB(LXA)«VM8C























158 1F<XX ,EQ, 1.) GO TQ
IF<A B S < Y Y ) iLT.TOL'-'FU) GO TO 300
MARK STATION TABLE CHOKE INDICATOR
JF{ ,NOTeCHOT$T) GO TO 1^9
I M P S T E , L E ; P U B X > S C H O K E < L K B ) » X C H O K E
SCHOKUL.KA)*XCHOKE
OBTAIN NEXT FLOW ITERATE
159 IF (XX . F?Q, 1, ) GO TO 165
IF(VNRUF);NE,0.) SO TQ 160






165 RATIO * WBCHQK/WBO
166 ASSIGN 170 T0
I m LXB
GO TO 255
170 RATIO • Ui
ASSIGN 9flO TQ IRgT
L « LXA
IF (XX ,NE, l.) GO TO ?55
RATIO * WACHQK/^RUST
ASSIGN ^00 TO I«iT
GO TQ 255
c«« CAUC ULATION OF TE PRESSURE 'GIVEN FLOW) AT STATION L.XI,












210 L • LX1
CALL FLOBAL
VM8(L)« VMBC





220 PLBX » 0,
C CALCULATION OF FLOW (GIVEN T£ P«ESSU«E> AT STATION U*2
230 \H ,NOT,CHOTST) QO TO 245





V M f ? S A V « VMBC
W A C H O K * W C A L C
R A T I O x W C A L C / W R Q S T
C A L C U L A T E PRfcSSURB AT THfc T ,E , S T A T I O N
235 I * LX2
I F ( L K 2 , t Q , L X 2 ,OR, SSDF) GO TO 240
WF * W C A L C
CALL FLOBAL
WF « 0,
240 IF«PLBX;NE,O, .AND, PUBC.GE.PIBX) ,OR;





C FLOW JS NOT CHOKgD245 PLB » PLBX
PUB » PUBX
CALL FLOBAL250 VMBCD* VMBC
INDICATED ^UOW ADJUSTMfcNT
TERWF • (WCALC. WRUSTJ/WRQST




251 ASSIGN 300 TQ JRBT
IF<SCHOKE((.K2>,EQ,XCHOKE.} SO TO 255
1F<ABS(TERWF),LT','TOLWFU) GO TO 300
OBTAIN NEXT FLOW ITgRATB
IF(VNR<LFJ',NE,0,) GO T'Q 252
VNR(LF*1)«,2,'
252 WNEW » WROST
CALL. N E W R A P ( W N E W , W C A L C « H R Q S T , V N R < ' W D )
1F(VNR<IF*6);EQ;1-1.» W N E W s W C A L C
JF( , N O T , C H O T S T ,QH, WACHOK , GE , WNErf ) GO TO 253
W N E W o W A C H Q K
SCHOKE<LK2)=XCHOK6
60 TO 254
253 l F ( S C H O K E U K 2 > , E Q , X C H O K ( g ) D W D V
LK2 « LX2
ASSIGN VQO TO iRiT
254 RATIO « WNiW/WRQST
189
c ADJUST FLOW IN THB STREAMLINE TABLE
255 M • MLB(L>
CALL GF.T1X
JA « J
M B M U B < L >
CALL GETlX
JB * J
C CHECK TO SEE If USER WISHES FLOW RATE TQ BE VARIED
JX » JA
258 LH » LHO
260 IFUH.GE.LHE) GO TO 267
IF(CHNAM(LH) ,'EQ,SLCHN(JX}) GO TQ 265
LH « LH*LHNEXT(LH>
GO TO 260
265 IF(,NOT,VARY(LH)) GO 1Q 280




270 DO 275 J«JA(JB
275 W(j) r W(J)«RATIO
GO TO 290
C DO NOT ADJUST FLOWS, P«IN|T COMMENT IF 3UPER-CHOKEU
290 lF (SCHOKEaK2> tNi.XCHOKEJ GO TO ?9fl
IF.(«ATIU;LT,I,> 50 TO 282
SCHQKE<LK2)=0,
GO TO 290
282 WRITE <6,1280> RAT I Q,XJ(LK2),
GO To JRETi(135il70j900»3oO)
INDEX TO NEXT TRAILING feQGE, HQDE*! AND TQLWF SATISFIED
300 IF(LF,Nb;LPF) WR J,TE< 6( 1300 ) TEXl 2,TWF,T8RwF
MODE B 2
LF * LF*NFCOL$
IF(LF.NEVLfF) GO TO 100
c ALL FLOW ADJUSTMENTS ARE CONVERGED
390 MODE » 3
C RETURN






1157>ORMAT (53H *»* WARNINb. BOTH CHNS CHOKEB - xU, Xlg, X JlB, XUA
 5l
• 4F8,3,!2H P S . W B i W A = |3F lO,4)
1280 F O R M A T < 5 0 H «•« CHQKINq, WJJ .L NOT REDUCE FLOW SINCE V A R Y e F , 6 X , f i
o N R A T I O = F?,6i9H STA * F8.3 .9H CHN « A6)


















RIGHT HANU SJDfc OF THE MATRIX EQUATION FOR





t STATION CHOKE INDICATOR <ADJWF,BRHSfWRlOUT)
: SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTflS)


































































COMMON /CVM / V M ( 3 0 0 )
XCHOKE
M , J i M U , M D , l S T A G
M A X R E F , N R E F J N
P H J K 3 0 0 J
PIiTWOPIiPlQ2lPiQ4,TODE$,TORAD
iPRTES2rPDD)




















I(IQA<96)»HSTA(96>, RG{ 96 > .C2CP ( 96) .FGR< 96)
191
HEAL' LAMBDA
DIMENSION i S > 2 < 9 6 ) r S D N Q R t i < 9 6 )
bQUlVALENCb CbS2,VVKQKP). , (SDN3RM,RH(n
COMMON / 1 X O W J G / LHO t 'LHfcr LBDO.LBDE, l _ T O # L T E / LtfOiL«E. LFO,LPE,
L O , L E S T A , L S O , i S E , L D U M < 6 » .
MO.NM, NJ.NFCOLS, MAXNJiMAXOL , 1AXNM, MAXLE,
LbOiL fck t lHOiL«En.RO
COMMON / S L T A B / U < l 2 8 > i X 2 ( l 2 B ) i S l . C H N ( 1 2 6 )
INTEUEH SLCHN
DIMENSION . g S 2 X K ? 6 ) i t S 2 X 2 ( 9 6 )
DIMENSION 6 S 2 S V ( 9 6 ) , R M X S \ / ( 9 6 ) , Z H X g V ( 9 6 >
INTEGER FAKFLOI^IELDI FREE
 (PRES, SDL iDiTE
UPGJCAl 6NTRY2» SSOU
= SUPERSONIC POINT ON THjS QUi T OB F
DATA FA«FLD/6HFARFLD/i F I ELD/5«F I ELD/, FREE/4HFRE6/,












lF(Sf!HOKEtL' .NE.XCHQKb) GO TO 500
IF(SSDF) SUBSON=, FALSE,
JSUM m JA*23ft«JB
c EXECUTE FLOW BALANCE
500 CALL FLOBAL
IF(TYPELB(L) ,EQ,Tb .OK, T YPEUB ( L ) iEQ , TE >
1F( M A |bO tM B > CALL EHHOR1
C I THINK THE ABOVE STATEMENT CAN BE REHOVEED - 1 14 75
L» VMBC
EVALUATE S2.CEVIATIONS
F • 1.!F«TYpELB(L) ,EQ;SOLID ,ANU, .
A TYPELB(L),EO, FIELD ,0«, TYP£UB( L ) lEQ'.FlELO) F«A«EAO(NK)/AREA( NK J
IF(pDD<6).E0,2,) F«l,
(PLANE 2-D)
DO 510 K«i tNK
510 ES2(K)« (F»AREA(K)-AREAO(K))/LAMBDA(K)









C EVALUATE M A X I M U M FLOW BALANCE fcRROR, F.S2«X
550 IF(L.EQiLO) BSZMXaQ,
HO 560 K«i,NK
560 ES2MX « AMAXKES3MX, ABS(ES2(K) ) )
C GET ACTUAL M.AX VALUE OF ES2 ( WITH SIGN }
C GtT Z AND K AT MAX fcS2
TALL M I N M A X < ES2* i, NK, ts2MlN. MINPQS,, ESZMAX. MAXPOS
MRZPnS s MA t < MAXPQS - 1 )
IF ( ABS(ES2MIN) ,LT, ABS(ES2MAx> > GO TO 565
MA 4 ( MJNPOS • 1 )
565 RMX a R(MRZPOS)
ZMX * Z(MRZPOS)
SAVfc MAX VAUUFS AT EACH STATION
ES2SV(LCNT) a ES2MAX
• RMX
" Z M X
TEST FQH LAST STATION
LCWK * I * LNEXT(i_)
IF ( LCHK ;LT. LBSTA ) GO TQ 575
FIND MAX VALUES FKOM ALL STATIONS
CAUL M I N M A X ( Esasv, ii LCNT, Es2iiN, MINPOSI ES2MAxi MAXPOS )
MHZPOS = MAXPOS
IF ( A0S(ES2MIN) ,LT, ABS(feS2MAX) ) GO TO 57Q
ES2MAX = ES2MIN
MRZPOS = MINPOS
570 RMX * RMXSV(MRZPOS)
ZMX *
575 IF (PRTES2 ,LE, 2,) GO TO 6flO





IF (Xl(L) ,EU,PDUM(8) ) WR JTfe ( 6 , 1661 )
GO TO 660
600 IF (PRTES2;NE,2, J GO TO 722
DATA ENTRY2/F/
DO 605 K«1,NK
605 ES2MXO* AMAXl(ES2MXO,ABS(ES2<K) ) )






CALL MOVE (2,ES2ttS2Xl,NK,l( £S2, cS2X2,NK,i 17
ENTWY2 - .TRUE,
GO TO 690































1660 FORMAT <//9H STAT I ON=i F« , 3//
& 5XilHMi5XilHB,10X,3HHH5,9X,3HOs2i9X,lHZ,lOX.
& 1H"|10X,4HPHI1,7X,4HCURVI7X,5HES2X1/)
1670 FORMAT ( IXi I 6, Fli , 5j 2 < 3X • F9 , 6 ) , 4 » FH', 5 ) , 3x , ft , 6 )
690 CONTlNUt
C««««CALC COEFlClfcNT B ANU HHS QF MATRIX iQOATlON FOR OSi?
C SET SUPERSONIC OL INDICATOR
722 SSOL « .FALSE,
C LOWgR BOUNDARY













86TSQP = i ; « V M ( M ) « V M ( M ) » Q G A M P / ( R G ( l ) « T S ( l i )
MJ « B E T S Q P M S 2 ( M + 1 ) - S 2 < M ) ) / W Q A ( l )
is FIRST POINT AN ISTAGSS PT AND THE riast OF A OOUBUE POINT
IF(USTA(2|,NEi'WSTA(l» GO TO ^34
lF(TYPELB(L>,Nt, FIELD) CALL ER^ORl











C SPECIAL BOUNDARY TYRES
724 I F ( ( T Y P f c L B a ) , N E V F A R F L P iAND, TYPELB( L ) INE .FREE .AND,
& TYPELB«L) ,NE, 'PRES) ,OR, < MODELS, GE^NRIFfN) ) GO TO 756
194
R H S ( M ) « A R i A J 2 ) » A R E A O < 2 ) - A R £ A ( 1 UARgAOU)
IF(VMLBSQ",NE70, ) RHS(M)*RHS(M)
ft « tAREAO<3)«AREAQU»*BETS3p»;3»(VMLBSQ/JVM(M)»VM<X»«l . J
GO TO 756
C INFERIOR P0fN~T
725 8(R) « Q,









B(R) • ,r5»BBTSQR«(S2(M*l)»S2(Mp/RHOVP * B(M)
728 IF(MM,E07M ,ANDi B(M)«8«M.l), LT; 0 ,) SSOt'*?TRUE,
t F ( W S T A ( K * | ) ; E Q i W S T A ( K J ) GO TO 757
735 R H S ( M ) « ( A R l A f K * l ) - A R E A Q l K * l ) . A « E A ( K ) * A R 8 A O ( K ) ) /
« * U)
756 KM! » K
MM1 « M




C DOUBLE POINT tl.EV M(K«ll«M(K))
757 RH$(M)i
760 K • K*l
M • M»t
IF(K,LT,NKJ GO TQ 725
C UPPER BOUNDARY













c SPECIAL BOUNDARY TYP^S
790 IF((TYPEUB(L).NEVPRgS |AND, T yPEUB (I >',N8 ,FR6E ,AND,
"" ~ " ~ .OR. (NODiNS'.GEjNREFlN)) QO TO 800
I))1
195
M)« ARfAfK«l)«AREAOtK-l) - A«E A< K ) +AR| AO < K
000 ir(;B(M>«B<M.i»?ir,o.) SSOU*,TRUE.
C ;.,•; .END CAlC or 8 AND RH9





SUBROUTINE NEWRAfH X lEi V )
•NEWRAP OUTSJUE JTfRATlQN PROCEDURE *NEWRAP>
C TO BE USED WHEN JNN£R SELF CONVERGENT RELATIONS fcXJST,
C INPUT-
C X - ABSCISSA
C E BRROR IN THE ORQJNATE
C V STORAGE FOR A 12 ELEMENT VECTOR
C INPUT, FIRST ENTRY ONLY
C VU) * CTR s 0,
C V(2) « DEPX s iSTJMATS Qf THE SLOPE 0? THE CURVE
C (X2=Xl-fc|/DEDX IS THE FORMULA FOft THE SECOND X)
C (E/DEDX) IS US6U TO REDUCE DXMAX DURI'NQ THE ITERATION
C V(3) « XMUVE
C ABStXMOVE) * MA X I M U M DELTA X
C SIGN<XMC')VE)» DIRECTION TO THE 3RANCH OF THE CURVE WITH SLOP = *Sl
C OUTPUT-
C X * NEXT X ESTIMATE.
COMMON /CN6WR / DtDXP ( 1 » »DXp < 2 ) • DX , WS
DIMENSION V<12),Q{12U XP(2)(EP<2)
|
1 (DXMAX, Q(5)), (DXpREV,Q(6))i {OPS I GN iQ ( 7 » . (SPAN, 318)
2), (XPiQ(9»i (EPiO(ll))
LOGICAL SPAN
DO 50 I « 1.12
50 0(1) « VH)
1F(CTR,GE,30,) CAUL ERKORj.






SPAN • ', FALSE,
60 TO 920
SECOND AND SUCCESSIVE bNTRjes, EVALUATE DEDXP(I) AND DXP(I)
200 WS • 0,
DO 250 I»l|2
DXPU )s 0,
IF(l,fcO,U GO TQ 220
IF<CTR,LE,t.) GO TO 270
IF<WS,EQ;O;> GO TO 220
1F(,NOT,SPAN ,OR,' ( E»EP12 ) , GT , 0 ', » GO TO 950
JF(,NOT;SPAN ','OR. SAMESJGN(E,E?(2))) .DO NOT USE POINT 2
220 DE * E-6P(1)
DX s X-XP(I)
IF(ABS<DE)iLT,AB^<DX)/l,El5) GO TO 250
lF(ABS<Dxr,LT,A8$(DE)/i,ei5) QO TO 250
DEDXP(I)* OE/DX
- CHECK SJGN OF DEDXP(J)





270 IF(WS,NE?0;> 00 TO 400
C THE DEDXP HAVg INCORRECT SjGNS
C .TAKE MAX JUMP TOWARD THE. CORRECT BRANCH
C MAYBE DESTR8D ORDINATE IS ABOVE/BELOW THB MAX/MlN OF THk CURVE
350 IF(OPSIGN) 360*3*0,355




C REDUCE MAX QX IF BJRgCTlQN Op ITERATION IS CHANGING
400 IF(OPSIGN) 4|Qi49Qi490
490 OPSlGNt 1,




520 DX > AHAXK*DXMAX|AHIN1(OX,DXMAX))
C SAVE CERTAIN GOODIES TO USE FOR FUTURE ENTRIES










SfiT X AND RETURN
X a X*DX
DO 960 1*1*12






•STALOO LOOP THROUGH STATIONS AND EXECUTE PLOBAL »STALOOC
C STATION TABLE
C INDEX- LtLO,LESTA
c SCHOKE. STATION CHOKE INDICATOR < AD^WF.BRHS.-WRIOUT)
C MCL t SHARP CORNER I N D I C A T O R (810*85)
C MCL « TIELD INQfcX OF C O N T R O L STREAMLINE <PTMOVE,FL.OBAU
COMMON / C H D A T A / X J, ( I ) , L.NEXT ( 1 > , ML9 ( 1 ) iMUBU? i PRI Mil ) ,
1 TYPELBU),NAMEL.B<l)iIUB(l i ,FLBU),Sli.B(l) (
1 TYPEUB( l ) ,NAHEUB<l ) i IUB<l ) ,FUB( l ) | .S lUB( l l ,
& V M B < i ) , D w D V < l ) , x 2 C L < l l , S L S W m > | M C L , < l > i
& ANGTE<J , ) ( PTTE<1) ,PSTE<1> ;FGRTEU>,RGTE<U,
H A N G E X P U ) . B S Q E X P < 4 7 5 )
D IMENSION C H V t , E < l » , A N G l - E < l >
EQUIVALENCE * S C H O K f c f D W D V > , < c R V L E , A N « T E > f < A N G l i i R T T f c )
INTEGER R R l M | T y p E L B , T Y P E U 3 , S C H O K E f l T
COMMON /CF8 / L i MA, MBtPLB, PljB, WF , CHOK6, SUBSON, NK,PLBC|PUBC|i xcHQKbi TAREA.VMBC, WRQST*WCALCI QV(B>IQVP(B)I
* JSUM.VMLBSQ
LOGICAL CHOKB.SUBSON
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO;'LHE, LBDO,LBDE. LTO;LTE; LWO.LWE, UFO.LFE,
MO.NM, Nj .NpcoLSi M A X N J ; M A X Q L . H A X N M , M A X I . E
DIMENSION UMiT5>(24>
EQUIVALENCE fLlMITSrl,HO)
COMMON /CB / B(3QO)
COMMON /CFB2 / PASSl
LOGICAL PASSl
COMMON / CMAX< / OUMAX(4),
COMMON /CSTALO/ NSSPTS
C






C CALL BRHS AND FLOBAL
4io PLB * o;
PUB s 0,
WF « o;LCNT « LCNT * 1
CALL BRHS
C COUNT NUMBER OF SUPERSONIC POINTS




420 I F ( B ( M ) , L T i O , ' ) N5SPTS»NSSpTs* l
C INDEX TO THE NEXT S T A T I O N (I,E,
450 L « L*LNEXTaJ







WRITE THt OVER.AUU STC DATA RECORD,









•USECDW RgPUCE STEW USE CARDS
COMMON /ERASES/ «DUM(4QO)




SUBROUTINE BLTBBLCBLTB9L BUILD BOUNDARY LAYER




INTEGEK BNAMSVCOMMON /IXORIG/ LHO;.LHfc., LBTO.LBDE, LTOiLTE,' LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,




COMMON /CHDATA/ Xl (1) jl^ExT (1) ,ML3< 1) iMUBfl? iPRIMll) •
* TYPELB( l ) ,N A HELBf l ) i I L8UJ ,FLB< l )
COMMON /ERASE2X XI1<100),S«BL(100),ZW<100J,RW(100),DSTK(100 ) r
» BDSTR (3,00 >, VE (100 ),MACHUt)OT(DUM( 700)
DIMENSION LbDEX<UiLBZl(X)
EQUIVALENCE JUEDEX^T YPELB ), (U3Z1,MLB)'
C BOUNDARY LAYER TABLE







COMMON /BLSEp / NSLOC
COMMON /REBL / RESTBL
LOGICAL HEST8L
COMMON /CPRJNT/ RDUMM(6)tPDyM(20 )
COMMON /CTABR.R/ HTAB







IF( RESTBL > GO TO
GO TO 1
C RESTORE TABLES













RELOCATE FLOW ADJUSTMENT AND STATION TABLES
1 NUM • 3*(NI«N1H>*6
• LESTA*NUM
203























IF( UB.NE.q ) GO TO 18
3 COLLATED 8QUNDARY-»CH6CK FpR L^
BNAMC * 8NAMSV
LB « IBF(BNAMC)






21 B N A H E < L D ) * B O N A M 6
SlGN(LD)» «1,
IF( LOWER ) SIGN(UU)=1,
JF(
MOVF BU PARAMETERS TO TABLE





GO TO 20001000 LUP • UPPER
IF( LOWER )
WRITE (6.100J) tUP,BDNAME
1001 FORMAT(//2X,48HTABLE SfACE EXHAUSTED^, BOUNDARY U*ER DATA FflR
» A6i2X,6HBOUNDARy,2Xf A«»2Xi9HNOT SAVED//)
DO 999 LL»l»58i3
LL>?EQiO ) GD ^ P 2QOO
999 CONTINUE










SUBROUTINE LESTSQ(X,Y,I A,JB,NQC,NS, DY)
•LtSTSQ iST/jND ORDER CURV FIT BY LEAST SQUARE DE.V »LESTSQ»
C » VERSION 2
C * NO ROTATION OF AXIS
C • AUT9MATJC REDUCTION OF NS AND NO NEAR THE END PTS
DIMENSION m o > i Y U p > . D Y < i O )
C INPUT*
C X(J),Y(I J,I«IA| IB ARE ENTRY COORDINATES
c Nor « ORDER OF CURVE FU * i,
 S2 OR s
C NS m NUMBER OE POINTS INCLUDED IS EACH LEAST SQUARE FIT
C M I N I M U M NS IS *NO*NO«li ALSO* NS MUST BE ODD,
C OUTPUT.
C DY(I) * DEVIATION OBTAINED FROM THE CURVE FIT




IF( IAA.GT.1UB) S3 TO 160
DO 150 I*IAA,IBB
C INITIALIZE To ZE«0
DO 110 Jal|12
110 B(J)=0,









A ( 2 i 2 ) > A ( 2 | 2 ) « X P 2
B < 2 > = B < 2 ) * Y P » X P
I F ( N O « 2 > l i5 , l20iU5 '

















ADJUST HAKE TAHLE FOR TE BL
COMMON /CHPAJA / X2w( 1 > rLw^EX TU > • S
DIMENSION DST(l)
EQUIVALENCE (DSTrSjFW)
COMMON /CPI / PI|TWOPI.PIQ2,PI04ITOOE6.'TORAD
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHOjLHg, LBDO,LBOi, LTO,LTE» LI,
1





IF( ITE|gO',0 > R|TURN
DO 100 l»lilTE
XJ2 « XIT2(I)
IF(XI2,LT,0,) GO TO 100
SEARCH FOR MATCHING XI2
12 • I
10 12 « 12*1
IFU2,GT; iTEl GO TO 200
. I F t X l 2 , N E , X l T 2 U 2 » GO TO Ifl
X I T 2 U 2 > « » i ;
FJNU MATCH IN WAKE
is IF< LW.GT.LWE J GO TO 100
IF( XI2iEQ;X2W(LW)) GO TO 2Q
GO TO 15
ADJUST WAKE
20 IKL • 12
IF( ,NOT;LWfcR(I) ) JKU«J2












200 WRITE (6,2911 MJ






CS1MEQ PRO NO F3494A
C THE fQUATJONS WHJCH ARE SOLVED ARE AX*B.' THE; MATRIX
C SlMEQ SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
C A AND THE VECTOR B ARE DESTROYED; FOR PRINTOUT OF
C THg MATRIX TO BE SOLVED SET M? NOT 6QUAL TO ZERO
C NN IS THE NUMBER PF EQUATIONS
DIMENSION A(3,3)»B(J)
25 DO 140 K*i,NN
30 P*A(K(K>
35 ASSIGN 85 TO MT
40 DO 55 I*K,NN
45 !F(ABStP)»ABS(A(t|K))> JO,55,53
50 P=?A(IiK)
52 ASSIGN 65 TO MT
53 (..I
55 CONTINUE
60 GO TO MT;i65,85)





























CSAB M A I N SUBROUTINE FQR BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION
INTEGER 5NTRY
C ON ENTRY«FIRST, $AVE B»32 ON TAPE4
C ON ENTRY'LAST, RiSTORb B,S2
COMMON /BCOLLT/ ZBCOL
COMMON /BLDTA / BONAME|LOwER,jBTY^EiNl.NIVCAPX1
INTEGER BUNAME
LOGICAL LOWER
COMMON /CB / 8(300)
COMMON /CBJTS/ BITS,BLANK
COMMON /CS2 / $2(300)
COMMON /IXQRIG/ LHO;LHE.r LBTO.LBDE, LTo;LtEf UWO,LWE» LFO,LFE,
» LOiLESTAi LSO.LSE, LDO.LD?, LDUM(4),
a
COMMON /ERASB2/ X11(100>jS«(100 ),ZW(100>.QW(100),DUM(200),
COMMON /ALICQM/ DUM2(5)rAXlAtDUM3(l4)
LOGICAL AXU
GO TO <1*2|45> i ENTRY
1 REWIND 4
WRITE <4J (B<I)»I=1,NM),{S2(I),
SCAN TABLES To SET ^
2 IBTYPE« 1
AXIA )
GO TO (5J8) , IBTYpE
5 DO 6 JmliNl




8 DO 10 1=1,Nl
IF( RW(I),GT,o, } GO TQ 12
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
12 Nl « I«t
1F( N1.EQ.8 ) Nlffl
GO TO 2l
20 Nl « IIF( VE<I *U,LE,O; ) MSNI*I
21 IF( ZBCOL.i"tBITS ) GO TO 30
CHECK FOR Z(NI),GE|ZBCOL
IF(ZW(NlJ,fie;ZBC0L) GO TO 3g
DO 25 I'NNtiNI




CALCULATE BL FOR BOUNDARY-- (BDNAME)
30 CALL SABBL
210











COMMON /CBITS / BjTs,BLANK
EQUIVALENCE OHITSUBITSM (BLANK,
COMMON /ALLCOM/ MACHAj PUMCA ( 4 ) , AX I, DUMC8 ( i<4)
REAL
LOGICAL AXI
:of -COMMON /BLDTA / Bl)NAMt tLOwfeR, lBTYi»E|Nl (Nl k C A P X l
LOGICAL LOWER
COMMON /ERASE?/ BSTARC
1 D D S T R U O O ) i V E d O O > , M A C H U t ) O T i M A C H 3 Q U O g ) , C P d O O y ,







COMMON /BLSEP / NSLOC














INDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT CHANNgL
RELATIVE ROGATION OF PSI LIST
NO; OF PSI, TT, PT AND RCU VALUES
RELATIVE LOCATION Op TT LIST
RELATIVE LOBATJQN Op PT LIST



















C LOCATE ENTRIES IN CHANNEL AND CONV£CTEO PROP7 TABELS
212






3 IF <lHE,EQ;<lHO.in GO TO 12
4 LH B LHO
5 IF <LH,(iT,l«Hi> GO TQ lg
IF (CH(L.Hr,EQ,CHNSA8) GO TO 10
UH > LH*UHMEXTll,H)
GO TO 5









!F( MACHO,ia;BJTS ) MACHOsMACH<Nli
1F( MACHO,6Q,'0, ) MACHQ»MACH( N2 )
MACHQS» MACHO*MACHO






























































MUREF»mo/TREF)«. l ,5* lTR6F*SCON)/(TTO*SCON)
























•c« CALCULATE T H E T A , O S T A R , D E J . T A
K2 . 0
CAUL SETMj j | 0 l l f ,100)





IF(l,NEANU GO Tg 225
I F ( C A P X * 7 E O i O , ) SO TO 230
225 C A p x X « C A P X t I ) * ( R E x ( l ) . C A P x C l ) > « * C O N 4
THETAU >»CON2«( ( l i *MACH9Q( I )« , 1 Ut ( -',7 ) UGAPXX
D6|.TA(I >*CON1»CARXX
IF(I lEQiNl) GO TO 230
• CHECK FOR SEPARATION
tM P W < l * l ) , L F , P W U ) ,OR, I ,LEiK2 ) GO TO 22«0
K » 1
1229 K « K*t
IF( K.GTj 'Nl ) GO TO 1??^
IP< PWfKJ i f iTJPWfK- l l ) GO Tp 1225
1226 KX • 1




















IF( FMAX71.T, .5 ) GQ TQ 230
SEPARATION
iF( NSUOC,EQ;O ) NSLOC?I
230 CONTINUfc
N3 * 1





Al « (RW(K)*HW< I))«,J
A2 « (DSTAR(K)*DSTAH(t))«,5
!F(AXI> GO TO 235
P( !) * A2»<PW( I)-PW(K) »*p(K)
GO TO 24Q
233 P(D « 2,op|»Al%A2«(PW< J).pW(K) )*p(K)
CONTINUfc
« CALCULATE TODi TOTAL SKIN FRlcTjON DRAG
IF(AXI) SO TO 250
DRM « GAM»{(PWfNI)*MA6HSQ(NI>»THETA<Nl) J-»<PW(Nl
1 «THETA(Nl))J
GO TO 25>5
250 DRM » GAM*t(PM(NI)»MAC'HSQ(NII)«T^ETA(Nt)f»2^Pl*RH(Nl»
1 (PW(Nl>*MACHSQ<Nl)»THETA(Ml)*2'.«Pt»RW<Nl) ))
255 TOD « DRM-P(NJ )
»E« CALCULATE CF
300 DO 310 !»N1,N3
1F(AXI)RX«RW(I>
F 1 < I > * RX»PW(I)»MAGHSQU)









319 DO 320 I*NU,N3
CF(l) • 2.»CF<I
320 CONTINUE
CALL l .ESTSQ<SWfDSTAR*Ni rNl '3 '5 'DSTR)
NN • Ml
DO 327 l«Nl,NI
327 DST«<U» DSTR( lHUSTAR{ I |
CALL LSPFrT (SW(N i> ,DSTRIN l> l NN,SW<Ni ) ,DP8TR(N i ) l NNi4 )
• WRITE OUTPUT
WRITE <6«1002>
1002 F O R H A T ( / / 3 f X , 3 0 H B O U N D A R Y L A V G R / / >









• DECK WRI A
SUBROUTINE
• W R I A - - W R I T F THE KEY ( 5 ? ) =A ST(J. O.Al.A J?iCbRD... *w_RjA«t
CHDATA, CONVTR
CHANNEL INPUT DATA TAULE
INDEX- LH=LHO.LHE
TABLE OF CONVENED PROPERTIES
- LJ=I,TO,X'"E
CHANNEL-NAME
JNDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT
RELATIVE LOCATION OF PST LIST
NO. OF PSli TT.. PT AND RCy VAi
RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
R E L A T I V E .LOCATION PE pT-.nsr. .
RELATIVE LOCATION OF RCU LIST


























EQUIVALENCE { VO'JMACHO )
DIMENSION GH(i)4LTNEyT(l)'.'N?f (i)'.'LPSI (1)
1 LRCg(l)j-





< C H N A f V . . . .
(TToa.PSI ) . <PTo,L'TT)i (TSO','i:PT).'(PSO.LRCU).
& (MACHOiCRG), (AQ.CP3j),"(yAHY."q2CP),'
& (RG.QfjAM) • (l3AM.FGT)7(NR7rr,P j , (NdFGR) ,
& (TAB;AREATB)
DIMENSION TABLES(1>
EQUIVALENCE ( CHNAM, TABLES )
c .............
COMMON /BCOMMN/ PROQM < 9 > , F ' L I N , F I LOT
LOGICAL FILIN, FlL^T
COMMON /ADAM01/ NAME ( 6 ) » ADDRES ( 6 ) ,> I TLF «S ) ."iDE'NT ( 6 )
COMMON /ALLCOM/ MACHAiPSA . TSA ,'PJA ,'tTA'7 AX TA ;RC5A, GAMAi
& . MACHC.PSC.TsC.'PTC/TTcy; ^AXXC.'RQ.C', GAMCj ________
« DAXlf iSCAtEA^TTF/CHOfsf
LOGICAL AXr;AXlA,A xlC,CHnTST
REAL M A C H A < 1 > . M A C H C
COMMON /BENDIN/ NBC IN ( 2 > , ACF ( 2 >
COMMON /CR / 8(300)
COMMON /CHITS / BlTS.IBLANK _
COMMON /CCRX /"CRX"x6)
COMMON /CGRAV / CG
COMMON /CIADIN/" RHOBAS;RHOAMP,"IADI'
COMMON XCJNNgR/ I NRqTR .RDUM.'N i NNE^Ue > 76N&F ( 16 )
COMMON /CISBQT/ FARF^LD ( 2 ) , FR£(: ( ? ) ,'pRpS ( 2 ) vPSP I SV/NZP '.
..
INTEGER FARFLD,FREE;PRES,PSPISV
COMMON /CLlNgS/ L IN£S i OM I TFK ,>T j TtF ( 6 )
LOGICAL OMIT FK
COMMON /:CM / JHSi30D>
COMMON /CMAX4 / ESgMX, ZMX, RMX." OS2MX7 'DUM¥
217
COMMON / C M A . X I T / M
L O G I C A L . G&EFIN.
EQUIVALENCE .(MAjc.TK'/N.KkFlN'





LOGICAL. . ... VELPQT . . . . _
COMMON /CR / RF(300>
COMMON /CREFIN/ DREF IN, SG2l', VMGt, VMGj?. . Nfife , MGZ . S6R< 10 > » GR < In ) ."
COMMON /CSI / SK3QO)





COMMON /CTE / TOLWF» TOL'-'FU, TEXl'2, fWF* TERWF. JRET
COMMON /CTOLRL/
S
COMMON "/cffllcK/ " N T H K X , N T H K Y ; T H K X <
COMMON /CVM / VMF^300)
COMMON /C7 / ZF(300)
COMMON /






COMMON ./GAQ / AOSV
COMMON /CP1 / PI . TWOPI »PlQ2,'PtD4YtoDFS7foRAn










IF(ES2MX;GT', ATLOS2) MR I tE ( 6,'lQOl )
1801 FORMAT <//////60H »»» TH^ SOLUTION HAS_ NOT C^NVERGED. .IQ...T.HE- .1 '^
* TOLERANCE' . )
__ ___ __ _ _ __ __ _
1002 FORMAT (7/////65H «a« THE INPUT GRlf) RBFTNgME'NT CRITE"RlA HAVE NOT
. . .'« BEEN. SATISFIED;.} ... . . . . . _______ .....
OMITFKr '.TRUE. • _ _ __iF(FiLof) OMITFK«,FALSE. - - . . . . . - . -
_ c ALL _F HEAP i« 4' _ _ __________ ____ _ ___ __
TSC * TSA
TTC _* TSC«(lj*(:GAMA»l.}:»..5.«nAc;HA««?)






FOBMAT (/ISH GENERAL i . N P U T - / 6 x » 7 H A x i i7i_ :a;2$xi.7HM.ACHg_ «.*Ffl',4/




. 6X ,7HTTE: = ', "ff l ' 3 ,"26x77Hpfo_ =j>F8 _
« ' ,~L8 ,?6X i7HTTO "s'.'FS". 2 / 6 X V 7 H C G " """aFfi ';s/757H"sfREAMLTNE END
& I O N S - / 6 X . 7 H N B C I N = » 2 l 8 / 6 X . 7 H A C F
W R I T ? <6 . " lp05> SSF«L,SSEANG;SsFF;SSqF
1005 F O R M A T ( 4 3 H ~ CURVATURE" C A L C U L A T I O N POH Sl lPFRSONlC FLOW./
&6X A "7HSSFML =x l8,' i9H ( F O R M U L A NtMRtR) / _ __
& 6 X , 7 n B S E A M G ? . F B . 3 i " 4 3 H ( ' l ^LET F L O W ANr,LP.' DF.GREE$. $SEF»T O N L Y * /
S/3RH SUBSONlC /S i lPERSONlC B R A N C H SELECTION- / _ . ..
«6X, '7HSSEF =,L8, '37H ( S U P E R S O N I C FNTERlNf1, FLOW, T OR F)/
&<SX, '7HSSDF s."L8."56M < SUpFRSO-Ml C FLOW D O W N S T R E A M OF CHOKE
& , T OR F H
W R T T F <6,'i011) ( S G R ( 1) , Is 1
I F ( N G Z . E Q ' . O ) GO TO 65
W R J T E (6illOl2) r ( S 2 ( p t I *1,NGZ)
W R I T E (6','lOi3) < S G Z ( D, Is i
65 W R I T E (6^1014) y M G l . .. _
FO"RMAT( / iX l9 "HGRlD S HE ~C« ITE^ I A./6X7HNr;R/r,R3lCJF8 . 2 )
1011 FORMAT <6X,7HSGR =,10r8.2)
1012 FORMAT ( /6X , 7HNGZ/GZ= »10F8 , ? )
1013 FORMAT(6X'.'7HSGZ =,10F8.2>
1014 FORMAT(/fiX.7HVMC;l = , F5 , 2 , 25 V , 7'H\'^ r,2 s.'FB '. 2//6X . 7HGRX s,ftF8'.3)
W R l T E " T 6 7 l 6 3 0 ) N M . M A X N H i
1030 F O R M A T < / 1 X 1 9 H ^ E M O R Y UT I L I ZAT I ON;/24X17wUSP'n AVA I LABLE/6X?1H3R1 ft
, I iO i ' /6X6HTABLESl i6 , IiO ,'/6XliHSfReAMLIN!ESiii, lib,' )
A T L D S 2 * CLEN*TOLES?
& C L E N A T L U S 2 > E S 2 M x .
& _ D S l D M P t D S l D P l . N O D E M S i R H n C . R H o W . R H O C S S t R H O W S S
1040 F O R M A T (/18H CONVERGENCE Q A j A - /
& 6 x V 7 H M A X R E F s , I 8 i 3 X . 2 l H ( M A x l M U M REF I NFMPNT R ) ^
&6XV7HNREFIN= , 'T8 , ' 24H . NUMBER OF REFlNiEMENTS/
- NUMBED "F LTJ?ATI.nNS i'l LA ST_ REFI
' ~
  ._
«6X.7HTOLiNR=,"""E.8 ' , lT47H ' < f \ I N E R lfERA~ffnf i TOl.ERANCE ON Sl.!7 M3VEM
&ENl>./_6Xi.7,HT0LE.3<.5.i . .. , „„.„..--- ...
6 / 6 X . 7 H T O L W F *, E 8 , 1?3X*4QH< T . E '• CinSliRp F R A & T l O N A L FLOW
*')/
& 6Xi7HCLEN s.'OFFS. 3.52H ,= CHARACTFRTSfrr: LENGTH BASED ON GRID S!7
IE CRJTER.IA/ E?l.l.'53H's ABSOLUTE TnLFRANCE 9^! S ;L^ MOVEMENT (tTn
a6X','7HMAXES2=. Eb".l,42K • LARGEST S'.L'. MOVpMENT ON LAST ITERATION/
&/6X»7HDSiDMPa'»OFF8'.3»54H (STREA^WlSE PT MOVEMENT DAMPINJ5.' *0
& NO DAMPING*/ __ . _ _ . _ .
&6X7HDSlt)pis«F8.3.53H < ADD j T I Q^AL STRFAMwTsE DAMPING ON ^IPST
&S ONLY)/. _ __ _ _______
«6X7HNODENS = Vi8i58H (REFINEMENT LF-VpL fh WnicH CONSTANT fJENSITY T
. .. *S ASSUMED)./. ____ ........ . . _ .. ___ ._.... ..... ________ ... _____ .....
&6X.7MRHOC =,F8.3ilCH RHO*l =*7F7'.3,10H RMOCSSa , F7 , 3,
&10H RHO>iSS3F7;3,34H (CORRECTION £0'. fil^CEU? FAClQR_S)) .......
LINE? s 64 '
.. . . C A L L FHEADU31 _________ _ .. .... .. _ ........ ____________ .... .....
W R J T F <6 i l 090 ) FARFL'D
W R I T F (6'il092) l A O M . ' R H p B A S f R H O A M P . ' t O L R i ' ___
1090 FORMAT </?6H SPECIAL BOUNDARY OPTIONS-/ (sy77HFARFLi) = .2<2X.A^) )
109? F O R M A T { / 2 6 H _ K 1 A T R I X SOLUT I ON_ PARAMFTFRj?;/^x;_7Ht ADM = .Jj., 3 X 7 7 Q H ? =-
i i , Oil." FOR S T R E A M L I N E , A L t E R N A T i N G " 7 ANO oRThtnGONAL LINE R E L A X A T I O N
219
2)/ 6Xl7HRH06AS=,T8,3,3X;33H(ACCELER.ATinN FACTOR, BASE _LeVgL ) /
36X/;HRHOAMPT.F8',3i3X,45H( ACCELERATION FACTOR'.' AMPLITUDE OF VARUT!
40N)/ 6XV7HTOLRL =• E8 . 1 . 3X , 30n< TOLFR ANCP RELATIVE .TO MAX D; S 2) )
PRINT HIGHLIGHT AND MAX, BODY R A D I I AND AREAS
AHL e RML
I F ( A X I A ) AHLsPURHLoRHL
AKM « RM
I F ( A X I A > A,RM3PI»RM»RM
"'
1091 FORMAT <//6X, 17WHIGHLIGHT R AD I llS ='."^ 8 '. 3." 4X ,"l5MH ! GML I GHT AREAS,
» F8i3/6X.'l7HMAX^ BODY RADlUs=." r*'. 3i'4x'."l5HMAX? BOQ^ AREA*'.'Ffl 1 3 )
WKlTE(6il093) A CSV
1093 FORMAT (6X.17WMASS FLOW RA^n s.'F8'.3)
PRU'T cHAM^EL TAeLE' OF CONTENTS
CALL FHEAD(?>
W R I T F (6,1060)
. .






IF(NR(LH).'.LE'.0) GO TO 95
WRITE (ft, 1088) (TAB( I )i!=l»NCx)
CALL TABppT(2HBs.QB(LH)»NCX»MR(i.'H) Vi
95 LH = LH*LHMEXT(LH)
GO TO 80
96 CONTINUE
1060 FORMAT(/1X26HCON!TENTS OF qHAMMEL TABIE-)
1070 FORrtATC//6X7HCH"N =2X. A6 ,'5x7HWf FLO'/s B'i •) '. 4 ,"/6X7HTtO * F8", ?;5X
»7HPTQ =F8",3,5X7HTSO =F^ . 2 .'Sx7'Hp"Sn =r3 ^ vl , /6X7HMACHQ »Ffl'.4,5X_7
»HAO = E12'.4,iX7HvARY sjj? .V6X7HRR c FS'. 2V5X7HGAM =F8',4.'5
1080 ' '*




J 2 = n
1 C = 0
130 J2
 r J2+1
105' IF(JrHN,NE'.S.LCHt.,CJ2*l) .OR, J2",EQ'.NJ) T,0 TO llO
J2 s J2+1
GO TO 105
110 1C * IC*1
WTFA( 1 C > = W ( J2)/WTNQRM
IF( RGA.NE'.I'. ) W T F A < ic)=w("j2)
ICHN( !C>sJCHN
LT s LTO
1.15 IF( JCHN,EO;CH(LT)) GO TO iPo
LTP = LT*LTNEXT(LT)
IF(LTP'.GE'.LTE) GO TO 120
LT * LTP
GO TO 1.15
120 LTP = LT*LPSI(LT)+NPT(LT)-1
WTrS( IC> SXCH(LTP)/WTNORM
IF(" RGA'.NE'.il ) WTFSC IC)=XCH(LT>>
220
IC>«PTC
W T T O < I C T * T T C
LH •. LHQLJ
el122 IF( JCHN .tQ .CMNAMfrlHJ) GO TO 124
LHP a LH»l'MNEXT<LH)
IF(LHP.GE'.LHE) Q0 TO 128
LH « LHP
GO TO 122
124 !F(PTQ<LH|;Ng'fBlTS '.AND. pTp( LH) | NPtdl ) ttgf 8(
IF(TTO(LHJ.N8.BITS .AND; TTo< LH) . W. 0 . ) Uf TQ( 1C J»TTO(LH I
128 1F( J2f.LT;N'J) GO Tp JJQO _ .. __
~^130 W R I T E <6;113fl) (I,CHN(1 ) t W T f " S ( I > • W T F A (I ), tlPTd( I > » W T T Q ( I )ilil. 1C)
1130 F O R M A T ( / 4^M CHANNE^ FLOW RATES' / PRESSi'lRgg; AJ^D TEMPERATUBES^/ /




WRITE (NTAPNJ STCFIL* < L IMI TS( I ) Vl sli 24)w R I T F( N
( ?, ) ;i i£;i6>;
& NQDFNSiRN.NGRi'NlftZ.j^SGRM ) » | si i 40 >7VM^ l".'yijifia'.''T MRP? R?nREF ! M.'gRgl'.'
3 NBC I Ml i i'NBC I N^2 ) 'fACP ( 1 ) i ACF ( 2 > ," SSFMLV^SpF vSSEANQt SSOF , , SSFEMri ."
& ssFNDii*Dsstn;foi?5):trARfLn(i);?-»i?ai': ___
^ _ _
5 (ZP(I>f l l i ;28)¥ (TABL88<I>' ; i«| ;LfSTi) '? ^8 ll J ." 1*1. MM) ,
6 ig lVNMJ'g (Sl( II il»l«'NH) .' (S2( f ) .'! ai?li|inJL('7rgi^ .'la^.
*
( S L C H N ( t ) «
& ( DTOLR2 (I > i lie 1 . 4 » . SGlRiF ,
&
N T S A V x
N T A P O a





•WHJBDY WRITE OUTPUT FOR EACH BOUNDARY »WRIBDY»
C COMB1
C STATA9, CHDATA, BDVTAB
C STATION TABLE
C INDEX* L«LOiLESTA
C SCHOKE. STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (
C MCL • SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTflS)
C MCL • FIBLD INDEX OF qONTROL STREAMLINE (I










C LBNEXT INCREMENT TO NE.XT BOUNDARY
C LBZl INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT <«0 BEFORE COALLATIO
C CHNAME CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
C UP
C
c CONTOURS ARS CONNECTED
C BDNAME,LBA,LBB*NAME ANP INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY






DIMENSION B D N A M E < U , L B A < I > »LBB(I)
DIMENSION CHNAM(1),LHNEXT(1)
INTEGER CHNAM
EOUlVALENCt H X U B O T f C H N A M ) , ( LNEXT.LBWEXT .LHNgXT), (
! ^MUB.CHNAME) , <pR lM,UP>; fTYPELB.LEDEX) ,
2 tNAMEL l ^yZBT^BDNAME) ! < IlB*RBT, LBA) i <FLB«ANQBT,
3
T OH F FOR UPPfc* 0« LOWER BOUNDARY









COMMON /CB / 8(300)
COMMON /CBITS / BITS,BLANK
COMMON /CCUBE / NBC<2>iCt(2),C2(2),FEND(2j
COMMON /CCURV / CURV(300)COMMON /CFB / i,MA,MU,PL.alPu8lwr,CHOKE,SUBSON. NK.PI.UC.PUBC,





COMMON /CGRAV / CG
C°MMON /CIQEX / Mi J|MU»MD, 1ST AG
COMMON /CUINES/ H NES i OM J TF K , PT I TLE
COMMON /CM / JMS(300>
COMMON /CDS2 / MACHM(«500)
HEAL MACHM
COMMON / CNORM / HHU • KM, AHL , ARM
COMMON /CPHll / PHIi(3QO)
COMMON /CPl / PI|TWOPI,PIQ2,PIQ4,
COMMON /CPRPRN/ PRP8N
INTEGER PMPflN
COMMON /CPSM / P.SM<300)
COMMON /CS2 / PTM(300>
COMMON /CR / R J 3 0 Q >
COMMON /CS1 / 51(300)
COMMON /CTHICK/ NTHKX
COMMON /CRMS / TTM{300)
COMMON /CVM / VM(300)
COMMON 'cZ f Z<300>
COMMON /ERASE?/ XI1<100),SW(100> ,zw
(6)
TODEG.TORAO















































DEFINE RbFERtNcE DYN AMlc HRfcSSuRE,
223
00 * 0,
IF(MACHA;Lfci,l) GO TO ?5
IF(GAMA|NE', 0,) CiO TO 92
00 « <RGA»TSA)/(PSA
GO TO »5
92 00 » 2,/<GAWA«PSA«MACHA»MACHA>


























AND, , I C > GO TO 167
GO TO 122
110 J2 » J2*l
IF(J2,EU,NJ .OR,
GO TO 110



















SW(p 5 SI< M >




IF (yK5Sv,Nt,-TSL) GO TO 126
ISfGN • 1
IF (LOWER) JSIGNS-1
IF ( <ABs(R<M)«R(MTSL»iGTaiE«5) , OR , (ABS( Z
& ,GT,1,E«5)) GQ TO 126
ANQW(I)» ,9»(PHI1(M




!F(lSTAGlNB,2 ,!UR. < T YP£LB< L I '. NS . KTE , AN6 , TVPEUBK) ,Nfe ,KTE ) ,3H',
0SQEXP(Lj,iO,8lTS) Go To U8
!F<l,NE.$iAND,BSOEXP<l),GE,Oi> 30 TO t32
v£(I ) * Qi




VtU) « MACHUJt tSQRTUl . /FQRTEl lpMl i >«Rf iTe(L>»T3X)
PS • P T M < M ) « ( T S X / T T H | M ) ) » » ( F G R T E a » * l ' . J
C DOWNSTREAM SIDi ONLY
132 IFU-11 I34i l3*»l34
ANGWU j*134 ANGTE<L>«TOUfc.G
GO TO IS*
C UPSTREAM SIDE 0NUV
136 ANfiW<I)**NGEXPfL)*TOPBG
C U R V W U U B J T S
138 AW( I) • R W U )
P S Q P T ( 1 ) * P S / P T M J M >
P T Q P T O ( I ) * P T M ( M ) f Q P T O






!F(N!,eQ1lJ GO TO 160
c CHECK FOR LEADING EDGS POINT
IFClSTAGi'NEii) GO TO 140
lF(TYPELBtL);EQ;ML.E ,OR, TYPEUB(L) .EQ.HLE} QO TO 170
C I9TAG*1
|F(DOUBLi) GO TO X6Q
DOUBLE* ,TRUi,
GO TO 125
C CHECK FOR TRAILING EUGB POjMT
140 1F<JSUG,Ni,2) GO TQ 1^0
C ISTAG42
!F(TYPELatLJi'EQ.MTE .OR, T»PEuB(L> .EoiHTEl QO TO
C IST4G.0.3 OR DOU«L,6»T
160 M » MD











200 !F(XKEYB .BQ.TSU GO TQ 220
90 TQ 2?Q
?EQ,0) 50 T8 220
LOOP TO FIND 90UNQARY SAME Or UPPER SIDE OF
LBX * L8
214 lF(LBA<LBX),QE,LiOEy(L@n GQ TO 220





D A T A ICDP!/4*CDPJ||4HIAHN/
LLCDPlf LCDPf .<2)
|F|NTHKX7H,t) 60 TO 220
CAUL L r J T 2 & < Z H i R ¥ . L A M W , N I >
DO 222







IF ( AKU I ARM «
DO 225
223 CPPt(l) « .SBDA(l)*QO/ARH
APDQ t •SfOASV»90/ARM
LLCDPJ* I.COPH1J
230 !F (PRPRN7EQ t » .2 ) ;AND,XKIYB,NE.8DY) Go TO 509
L I N E S f 64
CALL





1200 rORMAT (/2XiA6it?« BOUNDARY TO CHM.,A6V8iM, STREAMLINE COoRDlNAT
»E, XiattPTISj-lH,// 5X»3HX!tt6X,3HSlU.'9i[«9HXMiZW»ftX»9HYNi
. 4HANGH,5Xi9»CUAVW,5X^|HPS/PO(5X,2HCP;4X76HRS/PT,4X|4HMACH
« A4|t4H (AMAX-A)^AHAX|9H PT/PTQ / ( 2xi2f8 ,3 , F12 , 5, T 11 , 5 ,
W R I T E (6aai8> T T Q T T O
1210 PORMAT (X6Xi8HTT/TTO »iP9,J)
IF ( XHEYBJEQ.ASL ) WRITE <6il220) ADOG
1220 FORMAT (/6Xil5HABDlT!VE ORAQ »,f9,4)
IF( XKEYB.iQjASL ,OR, XKEyB, EQ" T$U ) 60 T6 309
c» •«•»*••»»»•«••••»»»»%»»«•»•« BOUNDARY LAYER »«»»•»»•*•••*»*••*»•»«•»
NAME » NAMEi,B{LJ
.NOTiLOWiR J NAMEsNAMEUBfL )
i LBPYBL(NAM£,LOH6R)
!F( LBUifO'.O ) GB TO 3Qf
• BLi<LBL*3)
tSAVE
S A B t N T R V )
} f ( MD.QY7P
NTRY « a
IF(TYPBLiU>:EO.IjiTE .OR,- TVPBUB(L> 11Q1HTE j ANQSV«ANCW











3091 1F<HD,QT?0) GO TO 183
INTEGRAL MOMENTUM BAU"G6 ON THE CHANNEL
1M, NOT, LQMIR) 80 tO 310
PFl.8 p SPPASV
QO TO 118







IF(J2,LE?NJ) GO TO 105
C SAVB TE DATA
CREBUILO WAKE TABLE AT ALL TE.9 ~
CALL RBWAKi














SCHQKE* STATIN CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF.I
MCL • SHARR CORNER INDICATOR (BlDTBS)





















































































& V M < ? 6 > i F . V X < 9 6 ) » F V Y ( 9 6 ) i ' F p X ( 9 6 ) i F P ¥ ( 9 6 ) » S V X < 9 6 > «
& S V Y i 9 6 ) t S p X t 9 6 > , S P Y < 9 6 ) , S T X t 9 6 > | S T Y t 9 6 >
EQUIVALENCE { A R E A O i X t 2 i F V X i S T X ) i ( D l S p i Z . F V Y . S T Y ) »
& ( S Q f l T V V j R . F p X ) , <VMSQ,PHHFPY) , < WKQKP,CURV, SVX ),





c NEW VARIABLES FOR NASA VERSION ONLY
C CAN USE FGR IF NEED6D
DIMENSION PFLOW(?6)(PSQpT<96),TSQTTf96),CP<?6»iAQAREF<96),
EQUIVALENCE fFLQW,PFLOW)i (LASBDA»PSQfrTI, <TS|TSQTT),
» iHHQ,CPJ .(FGR.AQAREF), (BG.'PTQPTO)
COMMON /IXO«IG/ LHOfLHEf LBDO.LBDE, LTO.LTE; LWOiLWEi LFO.LFE,
s MO.NM, NJ.NFCOLS, MAXNJ;MAXOL,MAXNM,MAXUE,
COMMON /CFRFLD/ FSAVOOO), STxU( 128» iSTXDf 128) ,ST*U< 128) ,STYD( 128)
COMMON /SLTAB / W<128)|X2(l28)iSLCHN(128I
INTEGER SLCHN







IF(MACHA,LB,,'1> GO TO 95
IF(GAMAiNEiO,') GO TQ 92
GO TO 95
92 QO • 2,/<GAMAfPSA»MACHA»MAcHA)






























I F ( S C H O K E I L > . N E ' . X C H O K b } GO TO 5lO




>|EQ|Tt ,OH, TYP£UB<L> • EQ'. TE)
BRANCH ANP ASTERP ARE PRINTOUT IMDICATORS






















CP MUST FOLLOW USE OF RG
C P ( K ) s ( P S ( K ) « P S A ) » Q O
CALL G E T I X
X 1 2 ( K ) S X 2 ( J )






525 J . 1*1
















!F(LOS,LT,LO) GO TO 533.
Xll * X11L)
1F<PRPRN;EQ,(*1M GO TO 6lO
LINEA « 4




J600 FORMAT </2?H STATION COORDINATE, X U3,F7 , 3, A2, 13H CHANNELS. •
110(A6,2X),A5// 5Xii3Hll2 STRM F.^CT, 6xi3NXisZ. 8x« 3Hy#R»9X, 3HPHI ,
16X|4HCUHV,6X,21HPS/PO PS/pT TS/TTi6X;8HCP» 6X, 4HMACH, 6X,
3 6H AR&A.3X.6HPT/PTO / <2X.F6, 3,rio;3.ri2,5iFni5»FV,3,rn, 5.
4 F9,3i2F8,3














CALL LSPFIT(AREA|FpX,NKf AHEA.SPX.NK, .1)'








!F(MU,NE70) 60 TO 635
STXU(J»SSTX(K)»STX(KA>
STYU(J)*STY(K)fSTY(KA)
635 IF<MD,NE;O) GO TO 640STYD< J)3STY«K)'STY(KA)
STXD(J)=STX«K).STX(KAJ
640 KA > K
!F(PRPRN;EQ,(-1» GO TO 8QO
WRITE <6il700> SVX(NK)|3VYtNK),SPX(NK),3PS'<NK),STX<NK),STY(NK)
LINES • LINES*4
17QO FORMAT(/6XE5HSUM,VM«COS(PHl )«DFLOH f F J072;36X, 25NSUM»VM«S JN(
• •DfLOW *flO,2i/6X25HSUH^(p«pSO)l>COS(PHIi»DA =f 10 , 2. 36X, 25HSLM- ( P
• *PSO)«SIN<PHI>»DA sF!Ol2i/6X25HTOT AXIAU MOMENTUM Ft,UX 3FlO'.2|34X.
231
»25HTOTAl Y. MOMENTUM FLUX *FiOf,2,>
RELOCATE DATA INT9 THE M»AR*AYS
800 CALL MOVE12, MACH,MACHM|MA)INK,1, PS,PSWlMA J, NK, 1 J
CALL MOVEtB.PT.PTMtMAJtNK.l, TT, TTM(MA) «NR, 1>
riUL IN STAfiNftTION POINT















INDEX TO NEXT STATION
8JO L « L*UNEXTJIJ





















CEDUMPX EDUMP FOR STC 6X£CUT£ SECTION »kDUMPXP
LOGICAL JPLOT
COMMON /CHDATA/ TABLESU },LNEXT{1),MLB(I)%MUB(97)
COMMON /ALLCOM/ MACHA(gO)
COMMON /CB / 8(300)
COMMON /CCURV / CURV(300)
COMMON /CDS2 / DS2<300>
COMMON /CEDUMP/ IGODMP
COMMON /CFB / L ~
COMMON /CIPEX / M.JjMU.MD.ISTAG
COMMON /CL1NES/ LIN6SjOMITFK,PTlTLE<6)
LOGICAL QMITFK




COMMON /CR / R(300)
COMMON /CRHS / RMS(30Q
COMMON /CSJ / $1(3001
COMMON /CS2 / $2(300)
COMMON /CTABpR/ UTAB
COMMON /CVM / VM(300)













COMMON /SLTAB / W(128) |X2(128)iSLCHN(128)
INTEGER *LCHN





W R I T E <6,1150) ( J i X 2 ( J ) v S L C H N ( J ) , M ( J ) ; j f l v N J )
IF(LMAX) 180,140»180
CALL TABpRT(5HCI5EX |M*5 t5 )





















CALL FHEAD< MB- MAt2>














GO TO <9oO«3lO»3JO,350<360i370i390)i IGODMP
C TLOBAL
310 WRJ T E <6,1000>
DO 315 UliNK
WRITE <6,1001) (AREA( JJf Jsl(672,96)
315 CONTINUE
WRITE <6,1002)
. DO 320 I«1|NK
IP » 472*1










WRITE <6.1006) (AREA(J)fJs JP, 1344,96)
340 CONTINUE
GO TO 900
350 WHITE <6.lfl07) ( A H £ A ( U f I?H52, 1183)






360 W R I T E <6,ieU) UR£A< I) I J »lQ24, 1037)
DO 365 I












390 W R I T E (6,iP16>
DO 392 Uli50
W R I T E <6,"1B01) A H E A { U | A R E A ( U l 2 8 ) , A R E A < I * 2 5 6 ) i
& A R E A < I + 5 0 ) , A R E A U + l 7 8 ) l A R E A < t * 3 0 6 ) .
& A«6AU»100) ,A«EA( 1*238), A R E A ( U356)
392 CONTINUE
W R I T E <&;iQ17>
W R I T E <6aei8)
CONTINUE
IF( IBLBt l> iNE,0 ) CALL. TABPRT15H8LBDY, lBLB(-60i 3)
IF( LUE,EO',0 ) GO TO 1321
UTAB « UDO
CAUU T A B P R T < 5 H B U T A B , C H N A M , L D E , 3 )
1321 CONTINUE
LSTOP * 5















1006 FORMAT -,,.- _.
1007 FORMAT C//2X,17H5UBROUTINE
1009 FORMAT ' ~ " " "






1014 FORMAT (//2X, 14H5UBROUTJNE OL,C//13X|2HZKVllX,2HRK«.8X,5HWeZPT»
1015 FORMAT ( / / t3x ,2HOS,10X,3HBET. lOX.3HODS.?Vfc4HWSTA,?X»4HUISPi i l x r
236
& 2HTT,i lX,2HBT»?Xi4Hc2cP|10Xi3HF«Ri
FORMAT (//BX^dHSUBROUtlNES ADOPTS, PLOTR!//uX, 4HANGB,1016   /gX , 26HSUBROUt 1N£S ADOPTS, PLOT /uX, 4HANGB, 11X.2HR3,
& 11X,2HZB)
1017 FORMAT (/2X, 2HRR/ ( 2X, 10613 ,5 > , 1
1018 FORMAT (/2Xi2HZZX2X»lOBl3l5),)
1019 FORMAT 12X|3B13 , 5,3 J 13 )
1130 FORMAT <//lX i 3HCFB.3X.9H1-LIMA, MB. 3X»25H*-PLBiPUB.WF, CHOKE, SU8S3N,
45X,32Hl7*QV(8)iOVP(8) 33-jSUM,
1150 FORMAT<///tXl7HSTREAMlJNE TA8LE»/17X32HJ X2
& W/(ll8JFl2,6,6xJA64Ft2,6i>»>
1200 FORMAT<5TX|16HFJ|UD TABLE DUHP/128H J M MU MD 1 Si
& S2 Z R PHtl CURV








A D D F P T U - N S * N R T S * j S A V i )
ADD FIELD POINTS
C INPUT-,
C INS B FIELD INDbX OF FIRST POINT TO 86 RELOCATEDi INDEX OF
C FIRST NEW POINT
C NPTS * NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE INSERTED
c JSAVI B INPEX VALUE OF NEW SL ABOVE WHICH THE FIELD J*HEFERENCES A





























































•ADJSL- ADJUST (TRgAMLINES BY DS2 »ADJSL»
C INPUT,
C ZiR * COOHDINATES ALONG THE STREAMLINB
.... g ._C PHU * STREAMLINE
C DS2 » DESIRED POINT MOVEMENT IN THE NORMAL DIRECTION
C OUTPUT-
C ZiR • ADJUSTED COORDINATES
COMMON /CB1TS / BITS,BLANK
COMMON /CDS2 / OS2<300)
COMMON /CINNBR/ INRCTR|I«DUM |NINNER<16>.CNVF(16)
COMMON /CMAXIT/ MAX ITjMAJCTR,GREFlNiEDU«
LOGICAL GREFIN
COMMON /CPHU / PHI1(300)
COMMON /CR / R<300)
COMMON /CZ / Z(300)
COMMON /1XORIG/ IHOfLHE, LBDO.L8DE, LTO«LTE,( LWO.LWEi UFO.LFE,
* LO,LESTA,LSO.LSE*LDUM<6>;











•ADPTSL ADD A POINT ON THE NEW STREAMLINE »ADPTSL»
LOGICAL
C INPUT-
C Ml « FIELD INBEX OF THE NEW POINT
C MUf « UPSTREAM.M F.QR NEW POJNT
C HQ1 « DOHNSTREAM.M FO* NEW POINT
C JX • INDEX OF SL OF THE NEw POJNT
C NEHSL i T IF A NiW SL» ?F OTHERWISE
C ACTION*
c iF(NEWsitT) RELOCATE FOR NEW STREAMLINE IN SL*TABUES
c RELOCATE FOR Ngw POINT IN FIELD TABLES AN& CORRECT POINTERS IN JMS
COMMON /tXQRj-G/ LHO|LHg» LBDO.LBDE* LTOiLTET LWO.LWE. LFO.LFEi
• LOiLESTAi LOUM(8),
» MQ,NM* NJ.NFCOIS, HAXNJ,MAXOL , MAXNM , M AXLE ,
DIMENSION LlMjTS(a4>
EQUIVALENCE (LIMITS*LHO)
COMMON /SLTAB / W(l28)1X2(128),SLCHN(l28)
INTEGER SfcCHN
COMMON /CIDEX / H, J.MUiMD, 1STAG
C ADJUST STREAMLINE TABLE
JSAV « 999999








c RELOCATE PIULD POINTS AND CORRECT JMS.CHAI&I
100 CALL ADDrPT(MlitiJSAV)










































































OF THE INPUT POtNT IN THE BOUNDARY TABLE
OF THE INPUT POINT IN THfc INTERVAL
THE BEGINING OF THE INPUT INTERVAL
THE CLOCKWISE DTRECTION FROM THE INPUT p
INDEX OF INTERVAL OF THE OUTPUT POINT
COORDINATES OF THE CALCULATED OUTPUT POINT
ANGLE OF OUTPUT POINT
CURVATURi OF OUTPUT PfllNT
FRACTION POSITION IN THE OUTPUT INTERVAL
ARC DISTANCE FROM THE BEGINING OF THE OUTPUT INT£RVAL
»GET» MINUS »ASK» PQlNT MOVEMENT DISTANCE
TABLE
POINT <nQ BEFOKg COALLATIO
DATA IS ASSOCIATED
INCREMENT TO Nb.XT BOUNDARY
INCREMENT TO THB FIRST BOUNDARY
CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOJNDARY
T OR F FOR UPPE.R OR LQW£R
RELATIVE INDEX OF L,E, POINT WHBN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTEDBA,19B=NAME ANg IN^EX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
PATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALUATED



















COMMON /CBITS / BITS,BLANK




COMMON /BLBDy / BUB(60)
DIMENSION IBLB(60)
EQUIVALENCE (IBLBiBLB)
COMMON /REBL / RESTBL
LOGICAL «bSTBL
COMMON /CPJ / PIiDUMPl(5)
COMMON /CIDEx / M,DUMX<3),ISTAG
241
DIMENSION BNAME<l l ,LHLNxT<l ) ,NSEP(2 i .SWREFU) ,
• S l G N ( l } r S W < l ) , D s T A R < l ) , D D s T A R ( l >
INTEGER BNAME






DIMENSION SWTUOO), DST ART UOO),DDSTRT( 100 J
F • FD
SID « SiDD
1F(F,EQ,0. iOR, F.,EQ.Xi» F«BlTS
0',
SEARCH FOR MATcHING BOUNpARY NAM£
US * LBF(NAME)
IF<UB,EQ;;OI CALU ERRORI
C I a INDEX OF POINT WHICH B^QlMS THE
C SFJ • D I S T A N C E FROM POINT (I)
C SFjPi a D I S T A N C E FROM POINT Un>
MINI « LB*L8Zl (La)
1 = M1NI t3«( INTVL-1)
M A X ! * LB*UBNEXT(UB)-12
75 CAut. BARCU)
c IF »i» is THE FIRST OF A DOUBLE POINT, BACK UP TO PREV INTERVAL
IF(SINTVL,NE,0.) GO TO 80
I t 1,3
FD * 1; •
lF(I fLT;MJNI) CALL b«RO«l
GO TO 75
oo IF<FD,EQ,I; ;OR, SID,GT,SINTVL> SID«SINTVL
SFJ >
c is THE NEW POINT WITHIN THIS INTERVAL
100 IF(SFI) 12o,lH(li4
IF(SFJPI) 160,16Q,140
C ( M O V E COUNTERCLQCKWlS fc l
120 IFU.GTiMINI J GO TO 125
DS1.GMAMSFI
SFI « 0, -
GO TO 23Q







JF(l,LT,MAXI} GO TO 145
SFI « SINTVL
GO TO 230







C CALC^LATb COORDINATES OF THE NEM POINT tPROPER INTERVAL FOUND)
160 !F(F,EQ,BITS) QO TO 230
IF(DSl) 210,220,220
210 F « F*SF1/S1D
r,o TO 2^0
220 F « HSF l *S lD>*<S lN .TVL»SF lUF> /<S lNTVL-S lD>
GO TO 2t>0
C (NEW INTERVAL)
230 F * SFI/SINTVL








INTVL » (I " <LB*UBZlUB)»/3 * 1
BOUNDARY LAYER ADJUSTMENT ••••*»••*•«•»••»••»»
in LDE,NE;O ,AND, BDUM<i 5 ) ,NE,o , > WRITE (6 .288) NAME,ZD,RD.
• ANGDiCURVDiSlDO
IF( LDEiBQ'.O ) GO TO 300
CALL GE^IX
IF( ISTAG.60,1 ) GO TO 300
LOWER * ;TRUE,
JF( NAMEUBaj,EQ',vNAME ) LOWER* iFA|.SE.
L8L « LBDYBllNAMEiLOWER)
If i tBL,EQ;o ) GO TO 300
NAMBL e TBLB(USL)-
LFOUT « VTRUB,
SEARCH FOR NAHBL IN BL TABLE
LD « LDP
270 IF(LD,GT:UDE1 GO TO 300
IF( BNAMS(LDj ,EQ;NAH0L ) GO TO 280
LD * LBLNXT(LD)
GO TO 270






281 LD1 * LD1*3
EVALUATE SWI FOR INT6RP9LAT IQN
SW] * S1GN(LD)»(BARCStNAHE,liINTVl.)»SiDD-SWREFtLD»




1F(PDUM<17) ,gO fOV) WRlTi(6ilOOl)
1001 FORMAT</6X,2lH« f t W A R N I N G * «,6X,




JF< ,NOT;LPWBR ) CANG»PI
ZD » 2DiiSlGN(
RD * RD*SIGN(LU)«DST«C»COS( ANGD.CANQ)
IF( PDUH(lf);EO',0, ) GO TO 300
WRITE <6,299) NAME, NAMBLi ZO, RDi ANQDiCURVD*StDD, SWli DSTHC, ANGC
288 FORMAT<//5X,A6*2X, 5616,0)
289





S U B R O U T I N E B r 3 ( X , Y , A N G A C U R V ( I A . I 9 )
•BF3 C B N T R A L 3 . P O I N T C U R V A T U R E
DIMENSION X(lQ)ly(iO>.ANQ<10)iCURV(lOT
COMMON /CBBND / NBCB { 2 ) » AN<*E < 2 ) , C JRVE < 2 » . TB< 2 )
DIMENSION! ANGX ( 3 ) fCU«X ( 3 )
N B C 8 ( 2 ) S 0
18M2 * l B m 2
IF( I8M27uT;i.A ) RETURN
DO HO Ul*i!BM2






•BFAC,., BIAM FIT EVALUATION OF AMGLE* CUQV*TURE
DIMENSION X(lO)(y(10)AANG(lo),CURV(10)
C INPUT-
c X»Y • COORDINATES
C ANQ - ANGUE IN RADIANS (I/ MA*})
C NK r LENGTH OF: X,'Y»ANG,CuRV«llSTS
C OUTPUT,
c ANa . ANGLE IN RADIANS
C CURV . CURVATUR6
COMMON /CB6AM/ MA^MB|KD,KQ*DER



















SUBROUTINE BFACSfX ,V , ANG.CURV ,S.KA,KB)




C X(V • COGRDINATfcS
c ANQ m ANSUB IN HADIANS (IF MA«U
C ANG(1» ESTIMATE? ANGLE AT THE Fl*ST POINT (MA"0)
C KA.K9 . FIRST ANP LAST INDEX OF VARUBL8S X t ¥• ANGi 6URV4E AND S
c KD . STORAGE INCSEM&NT OF x,Y,A^G*cuRv»a. AND s
C OUTPUT*
C ANG * ANGUe IN RAQIAN9
C CURV « CURVATURS
C S - AR6 LENGTH ALONS T«E CURVg, <L>
COMMON /CBIAM/ MA^MB|KD,






60 CURV(K)C (4,«B(J )*2,










SUBROUTINE BFASU,Y jANG f S,KA,KB)
•BFAS.w BEAM FIT EVALUATION OF ASGIE AND S
DIMENSION X ( 1 0 > t V (10>«ANGUO>iS(10>
C INPUT-
c XIY • COORDINATES
C ANQ m ANGLE IN RADIANS <JF MA>\)
C ANQ<1>« ESTIMATES ANGLE AT THE FIRST POINT (MA«0)
c KA .KB . FIRST AND LAST INDEX OF VARUBLSS X . V . A N G . C U R V ^ E AND s
C KD STORAGE INCREMENT OF X,Y,ANQiCURV*Ei AND S
C KORDERs fl JF ERRQR1 IS TO BE CALLiO WHEW PT3 ARE OUT OF ORDER
C « I IF RETURN IS TO 8£ MADE POR CORRECTIVE ACTION
C » -1 IF POINT ORP6R CHECK IS TO 86 SKIPPED
C OUTPUT-
C ANQ . ANGLE IN RADIANS
C S » ARC LENGTH ALONG THg cURVf, (L>
C KORDER« INDEX OF 2ND OF ADJACENT 9UT«,OF«ORD6R PTS (*i ON ENTRY)',
COMMON /CB^AM / MA,MB|K|)
COMMON /BRASg / A(3J,B(t),YP8(t)»DA<1),ACHD(l)|CH0(793J
NK « KB
CALL, BEAMtX(KA>,¥(KA>|ANG(KA> , ( K8-KA* KD> / KD7
!F(KORDEft,NE,0> QO TO 800
(K«KA)
SK « SKKA)
I * 9K « KA»KD




80 I g f*8
K * K*KD
QO TO 70



























 CHOKE INDlc ATOR (ADJ«F,BRHS,WRlOUT>
MCL « SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (Bj.DT.BS)


























, LTO»LTE,' LWO,Li«IE» LFO.LFEi
















VALUES OF M ON OUTER
Z MATRIX rROM ON SQLUTJON Of rAR
OUTPUT«»«








PRFFI»1 USE LSPFIT .—•FROM PHJ1







• D A T A KFAR/6HFARFUU/
JF( T Y P f c U B f L ) ,NE','KFAR ) RETURN
NlF * 0
NF s NF*1
RFF(NF1= R ( M J
Z F F ( N F » = Z ( M )
P H J F F ( N F J x PHIUM)
CALL GETTX
M « MD
IF( M,Nb;o ) GO TO 2
NFF * NF


















C LOCATE ENDPOINT INDICES
DO 200 K*li25
IF( ZDN<K);GE,ZA > GO TO 201
200 CONTINUE
201 LU * K»l
DO 210 Ksl,23
IF< ZDN<KJ;GT,ZB > GO TO 211
210 CONTINUE
211 LD * K







INTERPOLATE CQ^ORDlNATfc QtRlyATlvES ON FAR^FTF-LO BOUNDARY




FILL END POINTS Of ZDN|U«DN TAgUEs





557 DKDN(K)= B25«2 , «C25«ZDN< K )
ADJUST DERIVATIVE AT ZUN POINTS CLOSEST TO







DZA2;GT,DZA1 ) 60 TO 558
LUC * LU*1
558 AA = (ZAnZDN(UgC))/DzON
SP • Bl*2,«CltZDN(LUC)




561 ASSIGN 562 TO USD
5622 DRDN(UUC)* Sp*( ,





IF( A B S < D Z * 2 1 ,GT, A B S ( D Z A l ) ) GO TO 565
LUC • LD.l
963 AA « ( Z D N ( L U C ) » Z B ) / U Z D N
SP • 825*2,*Ca5*ZDN(LUC)
1F< PRFFV.NEVO, I GO TO 56'
CALL LFITKZFF,PNIIFF,NFF,ZDN<LUC),SB,1>
GO TO 566
565 CALL LSPFIT(ZFF,RHIFF,NFF,ZDN(LUO,SB, l iOj
566 ASSIGN 5 TO LGO
GO TO 5622
C
C CALCULATE ViUOClTlES ON CAR FIELD
C
5 DO 10 1*1,H5
SUM » e;
DO 9 J«li29
9 SUM » SUM*ZUn^J)»DKDN(J>
10 UDN(I>« (l,*SUM)tU?NF
IF< PRFFVEC.O, ) GO TO 20
WRITE <6.14)
WRITE <6»13) (I ,ZDN< I )*flDNt p |DRDM( I )»UDNCI 7,1«li25)



























LOCATION IN STATION.TABLE or NEW STATION
LOCATION OF flASfc STATION
LOCATION OF DOWNSTREAM (0* UpSTREAHJ STATION
T JF L3 IS AN UPSTREAM STA, OTHERWISE = F
NEW STATION FlLfcD PQlNT IMDEX LIMITS
ZiR'PHIl'FIELD VALUES
OUTPUT
UNEW * STATION FOLLOWING NgW
STATION TABLE
JNDtX- L»LOiLESTA
SCHOKE* STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF.BRMS/WRIOUT)
MCL » SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BuDTBS)
MCL « F1HD INDtX OK CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTrtOVE,
COMMON /CHDATA/ XIU ) iLNExT(1),ML3(1).MUB{1?,PRIM'
1 TYPELB(i)|NAHELB(l)(lLB(li,rLB(i)1






























































COMMON /CPI / RI,TWOPl,PlQ2,PlQ4.ToDE$iTORAD
COMMON /CPRINT/ P.UUH1<;5)|PHEFIN
COMMON /CVM / VMJ300)
COMMON /ERASE / ASLJ800)
COMMON /CFB / LN,DUMCFB<33)
INTtGbR BUYNAM, FARTED, FREE, T I ELD. PRES, SOU ID
LOGICAL
- D A T A FAKFLD/6HFARFLD/, F lEUD/5«Fl ELD/, FRgE/4HFREE/i PHES/4HPH=S/.
« SOLID/5HSOLIU/
C«»« RELOCATE TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW STATION
C I N I T I A L I Z E NEW* STATJON VALUE TO THP 8ASE»STATION VALUES

















C UPDATE THE POINTERS TO THE FIELD.TABLR
60 NPTS x MB«MA+1
LNEXT(LNJs20
CALL STTon<LN,NRTS)














C LOWER BOUNDARIES OF NEW AND BASE STATIONS ARE ON THE SAME SL
220 IF(TYPELBILB).EQVHELU) GO TO 250
!F<TYPELB{LB),EQ','F ARFLU) GO TO 260
C FREE B°UNDARY










230 T Y p f c L B < L N J * S O L l D
BPYNAM* NAMELB(L,)O






CALL S T A N O ( M D , L B | U P D )
DSi » V 5 » t B A R C $ ( B D Y N A M , I L B < L U > i l L B ( L D n * SiLBUO)-SJ,UBtLun
IF(UPU,OR;UPD) CAUL
! F ( G M A , N E . O , 1 CALU ERKORJ,
PHH(M)





J S 7 A G «^
CALL S A V I X
260
FLB(LN)=B1TS
C*« UPPER BOUNDAHY STATION-TABLE VALUES







UPPER BO^NDA«1ES 9F NEW ANp BASE STATIONS A^E ON THt SAME
1F<TYPEUB*LB) .EQ,°FIiLD) GO TO 35a






















1F(,NOT,UPU 'OR. .NQT.UP.D) CALL E3ROR1















C DEFINE THE FIELD POINTS BY CuBjC POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION ON SL»S
400 M 8 MA
RZONLYB ;TRUE,

























CHECK FOR POINT? ON A SLI? LINE










Z ( M )
R < M ,
420 M
2 3 * ( Z ( M U S V ) - Z ( M U ) * Z ( M D S V ) » Z ( H D »
Z t M U D Z
M + l
JF(M-MB) 410,425|500
425 |F(TYPEUB(LN) ,NE,'SOLIU) GO TO









DZ * Z ( M ) . 7 ( M » 1 )
S 2 ( M ) « S2 (M .D*SQRT(DH»DR*DZ«DZ>
CALL GETIX
| F < W C J ) i g o ; o , ) G0 TO 5)19
ANQ2 « A T A N 3 ( D R , U Z | P H U ( M » l ) )
AUANG * A B S ( O A N 6 » P I Q 2 )
IF (MX l ,NE ,0> GO Tu 515
I F ( A D A N G , G E , P I Q 2 }
MSV * H»l
515 I F ( A D A N G ; G i , P l Q 2 >
GO TO 520
518 IFMM-1) VEQ,MX2> MX2*M
52Q CONTINUE
C DEFINE THE FIELD PT LOCATIONS &Y UPSTREAM AREA DISTRIBUTIONS
!F(Mxl.fcQ,0) GO TO 999
MXl m MAXO(MXl.NORDER rMA>
MX2 < MINO(MX2+NORDbH,MB>
WRITE <6;i350) MX1,MX2
I5t»0 FORMAT(14H I NSTA.Mxi, MX2, 2 I 6 )
MXl * MAXO(HXlwl,MA)
MX2 • MINO(MX2tliMB)









A R E A * S O R T U R ( M g ) » R ( M U M i ) ) a ( R ( M ' J ) » R < M U M i ) T
1 < Z f M U ) , Z < M U M l > ) « < Z ( M U ) s Z < M U M i > J )
I F ( A X I A )
ASL(«)« ASL(K-l)tAREA
IftM.LTtMXZ) GO TO 562
ASLNK « ASL(K)

























•PTMQVE POINT MOVEMENT ALONG STREAMLINES »PTMOV£'
























ANGLE OF THE STREAMLINES
DISTANCES ALONG THE STREAMLINES
STREAMWlSE DAMPING FACTOR (NQRM=0,)
ADDITIONAL FACTOR ON DSlDMP FOR 1ST
REFINMTS TO USE SLC-ANGLES.CURV
INNER ITR (NORM-.5)






DISTA\|C£S ALONG THE ORTHOGONALS
ADJUSTED COORDINATES
STREAMLINE ANGLES (ADJUSTED POINTS)
DISTANCES ALONG THE STREAMLINES (ADJUSTED)
STATION TABLE
INDEX- L=LO,LSSTA
ScHOKFs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR ( ADJWF, gRHS ,'WR IOUT )
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR J'BLDTBS)
*CL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE <PTMOVE,FLOBAL>
COMMON /CHDATA/ XKD ,LNExT(ii,MLR<i>i'iuB(i),pRiM(i),
1 TYPE! .B< l ) .NAMELB( l ) i I L3< l ) ,F lB< l ) ,S lLB< l> i
1 T Y P E J 3 ( l ) i N A M E U B C l ) i I l J 8 ( l ) l F U 3 ( l ) » 3 1 U B ( l ) i
& V M O ( 1 > , D W D V U ) . X 2 C L ( 1 > » S L S W M 1 ) . M C L < 1 > .
& A M Q T . E ( l ) , P T T E ( l i . ' P S T E ( l ) i F G R T E ( l ) i R G T E ( l ) i































































EQUIVALENCE <?»HI IK, DSlO
INTEGER M5ZPT
C3MMOM /IXORIiG/ LMO.LHE, LBDO,LBQE, LTQ.LTE. LWO,LWE. LFO.LFE,
& LO,LESTA,LSn,LSE,"LDUM<6),
S M'3,NMt NJ.NFCOLS," M.AXNJ .MAXOL .MAXNU , MAXLE ,
s LEOiLEE* LRO.LHE.LRD




DAU FIELD/5HFIELO/. NOMCL/6HNO MCL/. SOL ID/5HSOL ID/ , TE/2HTE/
DATA LE/2HLEX
s 3
R E L A X A T I O N FACTOR
I, = I;-OSIDMP
IF( 1NRCTR.EQ,'0) RDSlsRDSIM 1 . -DS1DP1 )





8UJLD ARRAYS OF ARC DISTANCE ALONG CONTROL STREAMLINE
L = LO
LAST = 0
FIRST POINT 3N CONTROL STREAMLINE






l F t 3 C t l > . N E ' . 9 n S i 00 TO 2AO
MA s ML'B(L) , -
MB s MUB(L)
Do 233 M =MA,M3
CALL GE TIX
I P < X 2 ( J ) i X C M T . ^ L ) 2 3 0 , 2 3 2 , 2 3 0
230 CQNU'JUt
IFU'C'.EQ.D G3 TO 245
GO T,o 243
232 iF(tC'.EQ.l) GO TO 240 ,«n,inc
C (THE UPSTREAM 0|_ OF THE REGION IS AT A T.'E. AND DOES NOT INCLUDE
C THE CONTROL STREAMLINE)
Li = LCU)
S e l l ) - SK1U)





C 13 CONTROL SL INCLUDED -IN THE STATION STREAMLINES
iFfMjLT.MLBfi-)) CALL ERROR1
If (M.LE.MU3C:'u» 50 TO 244
C CONTROL SL DOES NTT CROSS THIS OL • CHECK FOR FIELD BOUNDARIES





C INDfc* TO THE NEXT STATION




C LASJ POIMT ALOMG CONTROL
NIC a ic
L O O P C ( l C ) a i
AVERAGE SPACING BETWEEN OL-S
STS cscMO-scci) > /FLOAT
C A R K t OUT O R T H O G O M A L 1 Z A T I O N FOR e ' i > - P R I M A R Y AND < 2 > a A L L OTHER OL'S
LOOP z 1
GO TO 300
REDEFINE P R I M A R Y S C ' S
260 L = LCU>
M
 = M C L ( L >
SCU) a SKMJ
L = L C ( M f C )
LOOP THROUGH STATIONS TO DETERMINE scx(ic) (LOoP*2 ONLY)
ScX s DESIRED POINT MOVEMENT ON THE CONTROL STREAMLINE
1F<NIC.EQ'.2) 30 TO 500
1 C = 1
265 Ic = ic*l
U « LCCIC>
P A R T I A L OL W I T H NO MCL. USE MIDDLE SL TO EVAL . S C ( 1 C >
IF (MCL(L ) ' . NE'.'^OHGl,) SO TO 276





IF<MCL(LX>;EQ;NOMCL) GO TO 272




274 CALL GE TIX
M - MDC A L L S T A N O C M . L X . ' U P P E H )
I F < M C L < L X ) ' . E Q ' . N O M C L ) 20 TO 274
SiljW = Si (Ml
M = r 1 C L ( L J X >
(SCD-SCUP).(SlfHSV)*SlUP)/(SlD«.SlUP)
276 iFUOOPCdO'.'NE.l) GO T0 265




C, , EMU LOOP TO SvAL SCX(IC)
C....CALCULATE ANGUE A«D ARC LENGTH A^NG THE ORTHOGONAUS
300 Jc si
302 inUOQP'.NE'.LQOPCUC)) 50 TO 45H
UST = uUC3TATlOM OF PREVIOUS REGION (ALREADY ORTHOGONALlZED)
'
C
' GO TO 450
MA =
MB = MUB(L>
BOUNDARY SURFACE ANGLES, PMIiCM A> * PHIl(MB>
t C - F t M ) 3Q3i306t306
PHll<MB)=ANGD-Pl
C RELOCATE Z.'R TO ALLOW FOR DOUBLE SL-S
306 NK - MB-MA+1
M s MA
K s 1
308 ZKtK) s Z(M)
IFA(W(!J)!NE;O: '.OR. K.EQ.D GO TO sio
GO 10 312
310 K * K+l
312 -M = M*l
IFCM.LE'.MB) GO TO 308
s K-I
BEA.1 FIT TO GET PH12 8 S2




C COMPUTE DE V I A T I O N " FROM 90 DEG BETWEEN STREAMLINE AND 'ORTHOGONAL'






DS1(K) = Dsi(K-l) + '.3«(PHl2{K)*PHi2(K.l))»(S2(M)oS2(M-i)>
K = K*l
M - s M+l
IF(K-MKX) 314,314,315
C LOCATE BACK PHI? AND S2 IF DOUBLE SL OCCURED




317 M s K-l+MA
= -(MKX.K+1)
U HOVE(3i DSl(K)iDSl(K*l),NMOvf iii S2 ( M) , S2 ( M* 1 ) , NMOyE • 1*
* MEZPT(K|. H£ZPT(K*l j.'NMOVt.l)
318 K
 = K-l
IFIK.GE',1) GO To 316
IF(NKX.NE'.NK) CALL
C
32ie Toubl s .02»S?(MB)/FLOAT<NK>






s C O S ( P H l l A V )
s S l N ( P H H A V )
= DR«CS-.pZ«SN










S2(M) s S2(M»D * S2HMM1328 CONTINUE
C EVALUATE ADSi FOR PROPER SPACING BETWEEN OL-S
329 lF(LOOP-2) 3295,3302,3302




I F ( T Y P E U 8 ( L > .EQ.LE) KKsNK
AQS1 = sDSl fKK)
GO 10 3303
C R f c G U L A K OL-S
3302 KK
 s K C L ( E C )
= S C X C I ' C ) = D S l ( K K )
C CHECK TO SEE IF MAGNITUDE OF DSi IS REASONABLE
33U3 IF( ABs<nsi(NK) ) .LT, ( , 5*< 52 ( MB ) +OLDI ST > j ) GO TO 3304
WRITE (6,1330) Xl(L),L
iFiNREFiN'.r,E'."2» CALL





1 = M + i
J F ^ M R - H j 3310,3306»3306




3313 D S K ; K ) = DSl ( K )/ ( 1 . * DSlC (K ) /nSl ( K ) )
3314 D s K K j = D S K K ) » R D S l
K r K + l
i F t N K . K ) 3316,3312,3312
C LOy fcR
 ANJD UPPER B O U N D A R Y POINT MOVEMENT
3316 A[)i>l s o'.
MOVE THE L O W E R B O U N D A R Y POINT
K = 1
332 GMA'LB - o'.
GMAWP = o;
CALL GETIX
IP(TYPELB(L)7ME.TE) GO TO 3321
ADSlLRs 0'.
GO iO 3324
3321 IrUSTAG.EQ.l) G.O TO 333
i F ( N O D E N S - N R E F i ?j ) 3323, 3322. '3322
3322 IF(TYPELB(L)VEQ.FARFLD ,OR, TYPELB( L ) , EQ . FREE ,OR,
* TYp^LQCL) ;EQ;PRES> GO TO 3324
3323 IF(TYPELB{L>'.'MF. SOLID) GO TO 334
3324 MA . MLB(L)
IFUDSILB) 3325,3.125,3326
3325 IF ^U'.NE'.O) ADSlLH3A 1 * |AXl (ADs iLBV' .5« .<S l (MU>sSKM» >G0 TO 3327
3326 InMD'.NfE.O) AlDSlLRaA.v) I Nl ( ADS1LB ,' '.$* i Sl( MD )»Sl (M ) ) )
3327 CALL B D Y P T M < N A M E L B C L > . I L B a ) . Z < M A l » R < M A ) , F t B < L ) , S l L B < L ) ,
& A D S i L H t G M A L B )
.
IF^TYPELB(L)';EO.TE) ANGTEX'L ) = AN6I1
JUMP OVER RELOCATION OF ANGLE/CRUVATURE IF ICOB (INTERIOR POINT
263
CURVATURP FORMULA ON BOUNDARY) IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO NREF1N',
IF<NREF1N'LE7ICOB ,0*. ( 1ST AG TEG .2 . AND .B( MA) .GT . 0 , ) > GO TO 333
Cu R V < M A > = C U R V D
333 MA s MA+1
K -
 2
c MOvt.THE UPPER BOUNDARY POINT
334 M =MUH(L)
CALL T.ETIX
JF(TYPEUBf.L»7NE.TE) GO TO 335
AnSlUSr 0.
GO H) 3352
335 iFUSTAU.FGKi) GO TO 336
IFINODENS-NREFIN) 3351 • 3350 ,"3350
3350 IF<TYPEUB(L>7EQ.FARFLD .OR, T YPEUBfL ) , EO . FREE .OR,
& TYPHUB(L>'.EQ'.PRES> GO TO 3352
3351 1FITYPEUB(L)7NE. SOLID) GO TO 338
335H MB - MU8(L)
IFUDS1UB) 3355,3355,3356
335b iF^D'.Nc.O) ADSlUBsAMAXl ( ADR1UB.".5»(SK M>-S1< MD» >
GO TO 3357
33b6 IF(MU'.NE.O) ADSlUO = A1I Ml ( ADSlUB ,". 5*( Si( M )»Sl<MU ) ) >
3357 CALL RDYPTM<NAMEU3(L) I IUB(L ) • Z(M8> iR JMB)'.FUB(L) .S1UB(U>-,
&
I F < , T V P E U B ( L 5 ."EQ.TE) ANGTE CL ) = ANGO-PI
IP(NHf;FlN'.LE7lCOB ,OR. ( ISTAG ."EQ'.2 . AND.B(MB) .GT .0 • ) ) &0 TO 336
CuRV(MB>=.CURVD
336 MR = MB-1
C CHgCK F0« NON PRIM STATIONS EXTENDING BEYOUND THE EMDS OF THE BOUND
338 IF(PRIM<L) ', SQ'il' GO TO 34f!
IF< (GMALB+GMAJB) ,NEiO, ) CALL ERRDRl
GO 10 348
C PRlM STATIONS, IF EITHER 'GET MINUS AS«» VALUE IS LARGE
c CORRECT OTHER BOUNDARY.340 IP<IC:NE.D GO TO 342
c (FIRST STATION OF THE REG-ION)
GMA a AMAXKGMALB;-GMAUD>
GO TO 345
c (LAST STATION OF THE REGION)
2 GMA s A M I M K G M A L 8 . - G M A U B )
345 ADSi * ADSltGMA
ADSil.Qs GMA-G'ULB
ADSlUBs iGMA-GMAUD
Ip(ABS{GMA);GE'.TOLSl) GO TO 332
c MOyfc THE INTERIOR POINTS
348 M = MA '
GO TO 410
K)= DS1(K)*ADS1
l F ( D S i ( K ) > 3 6 0 , 4 0 0 , 3 8 0(MOVE POINT UPSTREAM)
360 lF(1in 36i,'38l,36l
361 DELSI f. si(N»)'Si(MU)
DSlS'Kjs AMAXK».5«»DELSl,AMlNl<DSi(K), ,25»PELS1»
264







 s PHI1(:;1U)PHIB s PHiif'rn
GO TO 39Q
(MUVF. POINT D O W N S T R E A M )
380 I n f l D ) 3 8 i » 3 6 l » 3 8 i
381 DELSl = S i < M D ) - S l ( M >
DSUK} = A M A X l ( = . 2 5 « D E L S l , A M ! N l ( b S K K ) i .5»DRL'S1)>



















38J CUKV(M)=c|jRVf^),,G * CURV(MD




ANGM = YPA»^3'.»G-2i )»G * YPB» ( 3 '.
R { M > = R(M) * (FF«DR + YC3DX»DZ)





INDtX TO THE NEXT STATION
IF( IC.GE.MIC) GO TO 470
1C = IC+1
G0 TO 302
C LOOP A G A I N THROUGH STATIONS IN THE REGION
470 lF(LOfip;EQ'.2l GO TO 500
LOOP = 2
Go TO
C CONTINUE TO NEXT REGION
500 L = L C < N I C >
LAST r L

































" ~ ' DATA EXCEPT SLS
NEW SL EXTENSION C*
EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR
NEW OL EXTENSION CRITERIA
EXTENSION CRITE.«1A FOR NEW OL
EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR NEW OL
UPPER MACH NUMB.BR LIMIT FOR ot
NEW SL EXTENSION C RlTERlA
EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR NEW OL IN fcEGlON WITH SOME SS.FLQW
NE» OL EXTENSION C R1 TERJA
EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR NEW












CRHACH. UPPER MACH NUMBER LIMIT FOR OL BXTEHStQN
OUTPUT-
IN ftEQlON WfTH SOME
WHISK CROSSES SONJc LINE
WHICH CROSSgS SHOCK WAVE
6XTENSION
WHICH CROSSiS SONIC LINE
WHICH CROSSES SHOCK WAVE
AVS QF MiN AND AVENGE DlST BET OL"»S
STATION TABLE
INDEX- L*LO*LESTA
SCHOKE* STATJON CHOKE INDICATOR < ADJWF,"9RMSi'WRl OUT)
MCL « SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTflS)
MCL « FIELD INgEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE.FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ Xi< 1) ,LNEXT( 1) ,ML3( 1) ^ MUBilTiPRIMU) i




TYPEUB( l ) l NAMEUB( l> i IUB<i i iFU9( l ) *S lU
VMB< l ) iDWDV( l ) l X2CL< l ) , 3L *Wf ( l ) ,MCL( l )
A N G T E ( i J i P T 7 H ( l ) i P S T E { l > ; r G R T E ( i ) # R G T E
A N G i x P U i 8 S O E X p < 4 7 5 )






























8 ( 3 0 0 )
B J T S . B L A N K
GRXSL' j ;Q«XOLiCRXSSiCRXE,aRj<C|CRMACH
GREFJN





COMMON /CS1 / 51(300)
COMMON /CS2 / 52(300)
COMMON /CTABPR/
COMMON /CTOLRL/
COMMON XCVM / VM(300J
COMMON /CZ /
COMMON /ERASE2/ CK<128),D6LS(l28>,DELVM<l287iLSTAfi2a),MJ2Cl23),
COMMON /TXOHIG/ LHO;LHfcf |_BDO,LBDE, LTD,LTE/ LWO.LWE, LFO(LFE4




L O G I C A L D O W N B | f c X T N U i , E X T N D 2 i H A L V E » N E W S L « S S P , U P P E R
D A T A t X T , F I f c L P | H l N T ; T f c / 3 H E X T , 5 H F l E L D , 3 H l N T , ? H T E /
I G Q D M P s 4
« , F A L S E ,
s 1 , /VMGl
Q V M G 2 * i ; /VMG2
X1NOT * -li
c c«fccK TO SEE IF P A R T I A L OL SHOULD 3E EXTgNDEn
C CHEC* TO SEE IF P A K T J A L SL SHOULD 3E EXTENDED
C OMIT
C««« E X A M I N E GRID INCREMENT BETWfcE1^ ORTH060NALS






C CHEc*< FOK ADJACENT STATIONS A^D DET£RMlN6 THE BASE STATION
C A HASE STATION IS THb OL UpSTREAl OF LS STAG PT,
c DOWNSTREAM OF A TE, OR THE SHORTEST OF (PARTIAL)
C OTHFRWlSE THE'BASfc STATION CAN BE EJTHBR TMC UPSTREAM OK
C DOWNS * DOWNSTREAM BASE STATION
305 L2 « Ll*UNEXT(Li)



















IK((MA2,LE-,MAD1 '.AND, MADl,LT,MB2) ,OR,
1 (MA28LT,MBD1 ,AND, MBDi,LE,MB2> ,ORj
LT.MB1M GO TO 330
C CHECK FOR TE FOLLOWED BY LE
IF(MAJCTR,GE,1> GO TO 55Q
IF(TYPEUB(LD|NE.TE) GO TO 322
M = MAI
GO TO 324




C LXb,L*A ARE STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE THE TRAILING EUGE,
C IF L2 IS A LEADING EUGE STATION FOLLOWING Ll, THEN Ul MUST
C WE THE SECOND OF THE TwO TE STATIONS;
IF(L1,EO,LXA ,'OR. H.EQ.LXB) GO TO 325
325 JF(LXB,GT,L1 ,'OR, LXA,GT,Ll> GO TO 550
C INSERT AN ORTHOGONAL BETWEEN THE TRAILING EDGE AND
C LEADING EDGE STATIONS,
C DEFINE M j 2 < l i » C R ( I ) » N l i DQWNB,LiL3
I = 0
M = MLB(LXB)
326 I * Ul
MJ2<I)= M
CR(I ) s 2,
M r M + l
IF(M,LE,MUB(LXB) ) GU TO 326
M = MLP(LXA)
327 ! s 1*1
MJ2<1)= M
CR(I ) T 2.
M ' e M+i
IF(M,LE',MUB(LXA) ) GO TO 327





C NUMBER OF PRIMARY STATIONS
330 NPRIM s 0
JF( PRIM(Lt),OR;PRIM(L2))
U8ASE * Ll
c NO PRIM STATIONS
340 !F(MAU2iGT',MAl ',OK, MBU2,LT,MB1) GO TO 38{)
GO TO 370
C ONE PRIM STATION
350 I F < P R I M ( L 1 > > GO TO 380
GO T0 370
C BOTH Ll AND L2 ARE PRIM STATIONS
360 1F( (MB2-MA2) ,GT,{MB1"MA1)) GO TO 380
C UPSTREAM BASE STATION













390 IF(MAJCTR.EU,'0) GO TO 4QO
IF(TYPELBIL3) .Nfc.HLE ,AND, TYPEUB ( L3 ) , NE , WLE ) GO TO
NEW ORTHOGONAL IN FRONT Qt L,E;























































) »S1 ( M )
)*S1(M)
,OH,
»,OR, SlAJtT, (,2»S1A2) , OK , SIB , I* , ( , 2«SlB2 ) I GO TO 550
GO TO 400
NfW ORTHOGONAL B b H J N D L,E,







!F(S1A2,LE;RLE2»S1A) GO TO 550
GO TO 400
INHIBIT REFINEMENT AROUND A FlxEp STAGNATION POINT
395 M > MLB(L3)
CALU GETTX
IF(ISTAG,'NE,1) GO TO 39?
IF(DOWNB) GO TO 397





IF(SlA.LE,RLEl«S3A) GO TO 550
GO To 400
NEW OL BEHIND'STAG PT ON LOWER BOY
270
397 M = MA1*1





!F<S1A2,LE;HL£2«S1A) GO TO 550
GO TO 400
C NEW OL IN FRONT Of STAG pT ON UPPER
399 M * MUBCL3)
CALL GE^IX
IF( ISTAG.NE.l) GO TQ 400




C NEW OL BEHIND STAG PT ON UpPgR BDY
3992 M =
GO TO 398
C«« SWEEP ACROSS THE STR^ AML, I NgS TO CHECK F0« REQD GHID REFINEMENT
C BtTWEEN ORTHQGONAUS Ll AND l2










F(Mx,EQ,0) GO TO 430
CALL STAN9<Mx,LX,UUM>
1^(X1(LX)'.NE,'X1U3) SO TO 43Q
I » 1*1
I
C CALC LARGbST, NbXT LARGEST DISTANCES 8ETWREN ORTHOGONALS,
c FOR DETERMINING NUM«hR or EXTRA SL»S
I F ( M A J C T R | G E , J ) GO TO 425
J F ( D f c L S U ) . L T . S G M X ) G O T Q 4 2 3
SGMX2 = SQMX
SGMX * DELS< i)
GO TO 425
423 JF(DELS( I).G6,SGMX2) SQMX2 = DELS ( I )
C MI N I M U M DISTANCfc BETWEEN QRTHOG3NALS
425 SGlMJNs AMIN1(SG1MIN|QELS(1 »




CHECK FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW
IF(8(M)iLTiO, .OR i B(MX) ,(,T. 0. ) SSP = ', TRUE'.'
CHECK FOR TRANSONIC EXPANSION OR COMPRESSION





430 M * M*i
IF(M,LE|MB) GO TQ 420
IF<CRXSS.:LE«CRXL iAND, SSP) CRXL»C«XSS
IF (MAsJCTR.EQ.O) C«XL=0,
Nl a 1
CAU LFni<UR,SGR,NGH, K A V . S G Y . N l )
CALL L F I T 1 < B Z ( S G Z . , N G Z , Z A V . S S X . N M
HALVE * , 'FALSE,
DO 432 I * 1 » N J
RS * DELS( I > / A M A X K S G X ( l ) , S G Y < M >
CK(I) * RS * DEl>VM( J)«RS>»,2
432 !F(CR<J >,GT,1, >
PREVENT TOO NAPID CHANGE IN OL SPACING B* FORCING A NEW OL
IF(HALVfc) GO TO 440
X1D12 * ,5«<X1<L2>-XKL1))
IF<PRIM(L1') GO TO 436
IF«Xl<Ll)-Xl<LlM>),LT,XlD12> HAL YE*', TRUE?
GO TO 437
436 L1M s Ll




438 L2P * L2
439 IF( ,NOTiHALV£) GO TO 5!>0
LI) tEQi'FIELO iOR, T YPEL3(LlM) JEO ,F 1 ELD iOR,




C PRtVENT TOO RAPID CHANGE IN OL SPACING BY SUPPESSJNG NEW OL«S 1M
C fcARLY STAGES OF REFINEMENT
440 IF(MAJCTR.EO,0 iOR, MAjCTR,GE,4) QQ TO 445
c CHECK ONE POINT ONLY
I * NI/2 * 1
M * M J 2 < I >
CALL GETIX








C DOV)NB = T






442 DSlU s 0.




443 DSlU s 0.
IF(Mni.tQ.O) GO TO 444
DSlU r SUMDl)-Sl(MX)
IF(DELS<I ),GE, ( ,4«DSlU) .A^D, DEL S( I ) , GE , £ . 2«D3lD ) ) GO TO 445
X1NOT * XKL)
GO TO 550
ADD A NEW ORTHOGONAL Ll^fc BETWEEN LI AND Lg, FIRST CHECK
445 XlNfcW a , 5» ( X 1 ( L 1 ) +X1 ( 1,2 ) )
S ;TRUE,
r ;TRUE,
L) , EQ, FIELD) fcXT*Dl= , FALSE ,
!F(TYPFU9(L),'EQ,FIELD) EXTND2=,FALSE,
IHET s 0
iri(LESU*20) .LE.'MAXLfc) GO TO 8QO
WHITE (6,1440) XlNEW
GO TO 99
450 IF(NL,EQ,1> GO TO 455
WRITE (<>»145o) NLiXINbW
I4i>0 FORMAT(/3X| I2.1X1/HOL-S REQUESTED ATFS'.S.j
Jti(l) * IB(NL)
N L « 1
C*» ADJUST FIELD l*"^* FOH THE NE^ OL
^55 NPTS a I8( 1)-I A( l)tl
G«EFINs .TRUE,
CALL, ADOFPT(MA2»NPTS, 9??99V)




460 IF(UOWNU) GO TO 47Q
C (UPSTREAM BASE S T A T I O N )
C UPSTREM POINT

















C (DOWNSTREAM BASE STATION)
C DOWNSTREAM POINT






















500 CA|_L INSTA<U2,L.l>5, DOWNS, MA.MB)
C INCREMENT TO THE NfcXT OKTHOGQNAL IMTERVAL
•>50 HM a LI
LI « L2
GO TO 305
C A V E R A G E U I S T BET
99 S G j . A V G s S G t A V G X F l O A T ( N A V G )
C««« EXAMINE GRID INCREMENT ABOVE STREAMLINE J2k fJ2«l»NJ)
J2 « 1
100 J2NtXT« J2*l
!F(W(J2*lJ;EQ,o;) GO TO 200
C NgXTRA« NO OF fcXTRA S|,»5 NEAR THE BODV TQR CHN»6»T,JNT
NEXTRA« o
IF<MAJCTR;-GT;Q ,OR, tSLCHM(j2),NE',ExT -;AND;
i GO TO 104
M * M8EGJNU2)
DSQL * S G M X 2 / 2 ,
RROL « (R(M* i ) ,
IFUX1AI RROIB»(R
RR * 0;
inR(N);i,E.,l) GO TQ 101
C THE FIRST SL IS TO BE PLACED ABOUT ONE BODY RAPiJS
RRATlO* R|M*XJ/H(M)
RR x HRATjg-tl.
JF (AX! A I RR=(RH/.TIO«RRATlO«i;)/3|
101 RR « AMAXlJHR.RROl,)
C NEXTRA* MAXO(t,MlNO(lNT(ALOG(RR)/AL06<8,?)-t,8n
N E X T R A * M A X O ( i i I N T ( A t O G ( R R ) / A L O G C 2 ' i ) » )
104 M « M B e G j N ( J 3 )










c BYPASS UPFER BOUNDARY OF PARTIAL OL
274
J F ( U P P E R ) GO TO 120CHECK L;E; REFITMENT C K I T E R J A
I M T S T A 8 , N E V 1 > BO TO 1*4




JP«S2A;i.t,RLE3*SlA ,QR, S2A , LT , «LE3«StAa > ',ANp,
1 GO TO 200
114 LSTAmsL"
I)« H





IFjMNExT^Q.o .AND, MD|NE.O) EXTNQ2- i
C CHECK U7E; REFJNfcMiNT CRITERIA








lF<(S28;uT,RLB3fSlB .QR, 523 .LTi RLE3»SiB8) '.AND, HAJCTRjGE'.l)
1 GO TO 200
117 !F(W< J J i S E j W M l M ) iiO TO 119
WMIN • W(J)
X2HJN * X2<JJ
119 I « I*J
120 M » MNEXT
I F ( M , N E | O J GO TQ 110
NI * N|
CAUL Ur iT l (GR iSGH>NGRi R A V i S G Y » N l )
CALU L F l T K G Z . S G Z . N G Z ^ l A V i S G X t M l )
c cR(M=i is TME RADIUS OF PERMISSIBLE GRID SIZE
MAUVE * ,'fAUsE,
DO 132 I*ltNI
RS « ABS«DElS( I ) )/UHAXl(SQX( I ) , SQY (I ) J »SG2l )
C«<I) « RS * DELVMC I )«HS««,2
IF(CR(I),GTil, > HALVE=|TRUE,
132 CONTINUE
C««« IF HALVE*T ADD NEW SL FOR STATIONS (rOR WHICH CR,GTt:5









150 H . 1A(LI)
12 a IB(LI)
1F(!l,EQ,'OI GO TO 195
C DETERMINfc Jt. INDEX OF NEW SL
J a J2




170 Jl a J




• IFtNJ.LT/MAXNJ) GO TO 180
WRITE (6.-H75) X12
RETURN
180 L a LSTAfI)

















IF(,NOT,AXIA ,OR,' A8$( PR ) ,LT , . Ol»ABS( R(M.D T » SO TO 1904
T » R{M-l)/DH
F « 5!8N«SORT(T«T*<T+T*1,)»F)IDR) . T





R(H) a YQDX»DZ*F»DR * R(M-l)




SET isucas FOR PTS APJACENT TO L,E', AND BOUNDARV CORNER PTS,
IF( JPRIM(L) .EQ.O) GO TO 18§
M






IF< iSTAGM-.tQ.l) GO TO 18l




C < J S T A G M « 1 >
181 J S T A G = 0
CALL s*vix
132 M = Ml
CALL GETIX
ISTAG = 3





THE ST ATION, TABLfc POINTERS TO THE FfELD-TA8LE
185 CALL STTOFKL.l)
s TRUE
INDFX TO NEXT PT ON SL
NEWSL * .FALSE,
190 I s 1*1
MU1 e Ml
IF(l2"D
C INDEX TO N E X T P A « T } A L i>L
194 J2NEXT« J2NfcXT*l
195 LI « LI*1
IF(NL-LM 20Q,150|15C
C LOOP TO PUT IN ADDITIONAL SL-S FO^ EXTERNAL CHANNELS
200 IF(NEXTWA,EQ,0> GO TQ 210
NEXTRAs NEXTRA*!
GO TO 104
C INCREMENT THE STREAMLJNfc COUNTER J2
210 J2 * J2NEXT
1F(J2,LT,NJ) GO TO 100
C PRINT COMMENT IF AN OL WA$ SUPPRESSED AND WO OTHER GRID REFINEMENT
IF( .NOT.GREFIN ,AND. XiNOT.GE.O'.) WR I TE < 6> 1700 )
RETURN
C««« EVALUATION OF NEW LINE
C OUTPUT^
C NL NEW LIN8S ARE TO BE IN THE REGIONS J A < L I T TO 1 8 < L, I > i
c FOR IA<LM;NE,O,
C SEARCH FOR C K ' . G T i t , POINT
BOO NL «'0
I « 1
805 I F ( C R ( I ) , G E , 1 , ) GO TO 810
I » Nl
IFd.LEtNIV GO TQ 805
GO TO 8*0










Uli JAMD, (i,GE,(iSAVE«3>;o3,CR<i) ;GE,CRXL>' Qo TO 315
i
i * 1*1
J F < J ,GT,NI ) GO TO 840
!F< I ,LEi HSAVE*3) ,OR, CR( I ) , QE'.CRXL) GO TO 820
REPEAT THE ABOVE FOR THfc NEXT PARTIAL LINE
IF(1 ,LTiNl) GO TO 805
C ADD ONLY ONfc Lt*6 IF NL.EQ.lO
840 IF<NL,Nb,lO> GO TO 850
NL x 1
I8U) « !8<10>
C ELIMINATE THE SHOUT
 GAHS BETWEEN LINES
850 IF < N L , L f c « l ) GO TO 860
LILASTa 1
DO 855 Llag.NL







860 IF< U(l> ,LE,2 ,ANU, EXTNUl> lA(D*l
!F((Nl«lB<NL))tLE,2 .AND,
C, EXTEND EACH LINE TO A M J N l M l l M OF FIVE POINTS
NPTS a 0
DO 870 LIsliNU
IF(U<LI ) ,EQ,0> GO TO 870
865 IO£F « MAXO((5,{|Ban*lA(Ln »/2, 0)
J A J L I )s MAXO(IA(LI )-IUfcF,i)
NPTS s NPTS * 1BUI)»U(L1>*1
JF<NPTS|LT,5 ,AND, NPTS,LT,NI) QO TO 865
870 CONTINUE





1175 FORMAT(38H «*» STREAMLINE l,lMlT REACHED. (X l2*F6, 3,1HM
i440 FORMAT(73H «•» STATION TAB|.E STORAGE LlMTT DOES NOT AtLOW A N = W 0
»RTHOGONAL AT X U?F7, 34lH ,/6X6lHGRJD REFINEMENT BY JNSEHTJNG ORTHOG
aONALS IS BEING T6HMJNATE.D , >
J7QO FORMAT(J»iH «•• QR1D REFINEMENT OF ORTHOGiSNAL LINES NEAR XIi*F3;3.
«52H WAS DELETED BEEAUSfe OF LA«GE VARIATION IN SPACING, /4.1H R
ftEVjSED SGRiSGZ INPUT IS DESIRED,)
1881 FORMAT<7JH »»» RIELD POINT STORAGE LIMIT PREVENTS FURTHER QRJD RE





•REF8LK BUOCK DATA FOH REFjNE






«SLC*-« STREAMLINE CURVATURE ETC »S>L,C»
C««»«CALCULATE ANGLE, CURVATURE AND ARC LENGTH ALONG STREAMLINES
c INPUT,
C B * SUBSONIC SUPERSONIC INDICATOR, NEGATIVE FOR SUPERSONIC VEL
C Z,R e STREAMLINE COORDINATES
C B«A^CH* N O M I N A L UPSTRfcAM STRe AM LINE ANGLE FOR USE IN SbLECTjNG
C PROPER QUADRANT* =999, FOR EVALUATION FROM BOUNDARY TA3LE
C OUTPUT"
C PHIl s ANGLE IN R A D I A N S
C CURV . CURVATURE








































LBZ1 « INCREMENT TO
CHNAMEs CHANNEL WITH
UP s T OR F FOR UPPfcH QR
LEDEX « R E L A T I V E INDE* OF L
NEXT BOUNDARY
THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (:
WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS
LOWER BOUNDARY
E, POINT WHEN LOWER
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
8DNAME,L8A,L8B=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF


















STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMJNATING FROM T,E,
XlfCQORDINATE OF CHflKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T|E,
XI-COO"DINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T,E,
SI.COORDINATE OF T,E, <UP<>ER SURFACE).' THIS ITfcM
IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAK"E DELTA-STAR,
LFBiLFA=INDlCES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.'E,
NCHB,NCHA*NUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T,E,
LKF « INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THf T,E,
LKXF s INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T'.'E,
JORDERs 0 IF TOTAL FLOW AT XlF IS GIVEN
s 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T,E, IS GIVEN
a l IF FLOW BELOW T.E, IS GlyEN











SCHOKEs STATION CHOKE INDICATOR






MCL 8 FIELD INBEX OF CONTROL ST3EAMLINF: (PTHOVE* FLOBAL)










EQUIVALENCE ( 3DT ,XiF
 tX2W , XI),(L3NEXT,X2F.LWNEXT,LN£XT)
EQUIVALENCE (LB^l,X1BF,S1W,MLB>
EQUIVALENCE (GHNAME|XlAF,HuB)i (Up , S1FvPR1M)
EQUIVALENCE <LEDEX (NCHB>TYPELB>, < ZBT . IjCHA.NAMELB >
EQUIVALENCE (RUT, JUHDERilLB)i (A^GBT•VfclR.TLB)
COMMON /BENUIN/ NHCINC 2),ACF(2>
COMMON /CB / 8(300)
COMMON /CREAM / UBEAM(3 ), I ORDER
COMMON /CBEAMP/ DH , DZ i YPA , YpB , F , G, DX , YQDX , ZM , RM • ANGM» UURVM, SH,
& RZONLYi AN«CHD»SIMTVL« VPASQIYPABIYPBSQ
LOGICAL «ZONL*
COMMON /CBEND / NBCB(2)tFS(2>
COMMON /CBITS / BITS,BLANK
COMMON /CBDYPT/ ANGD|CUKVD
COMMON /CCUKy / CU«V(300)
COMMON /CFB / LiMA,MB,vl2l IA, iBi I ,LTSL
COMMON /CFB2 / PASSl
LOGICAL PASSl .
COMMON /CIDEX / M,JJMU,MD,ISTAG
COMMON /CINNER/ INRcTW
COMMON /CM / JMS(300)
COMMON /CMAXjT/ MAXR£F,I
COMMON /CPHU / PHJK300)
COMMON /CPI / PllTWOPl,PlQ2,PlQ4,TODEG.TORAO
COMMON /CPRINTX PUUMX ( ^ ) »PD|jM ( 20)
C.OMMON / C P T M O V / V E L P O T ^ I C O B , M O D E M S , i
COMMON /CQIREH/
COMMON /CR /
COMMON /CS1 / Sl(300)
COMMON /CSIC / BRANCH^)
COMMON /CSS / SSfMLi
INTEGER 'sbTML





COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO.LHE, LBQO.LBDE, LTQ^LTE,1 LWO.UHEi LFO.LFE,








PM(bSQ)=SQRT(RX)f A T A N < SORT < BSQ/G* M . ATAW<SQRT< RSU ) )
C FIRST PA*S ACROSS $TR£AML 1 NES • SKI? THOS6 SL»S WHICH TERMINATE ^iTn
C IN THE MELD IF J2PREVST, AT END QF PASS ALLJ2=T IF AUL STREAHL.I;
C HAVE BEfcN FITTED AND ANYJ 2=T I F OKJE OR MORE Su»S HAVE BEErt FITTED.
C JZPREVsf- IF ON THE PREVIOUS PASS MO SL»S WERF FJTTED BfcCAUSE E\JD




CALU S E T M C l i O i J2UONE|NJ)
a .FALSE,
C BEGIN LOOP THROUGH FIRST TO LAST STREAMLlNg, J2*1»NJ





101 IF( J2DONE(J2) ,EQ.l) GO TO l87
M * MBEGJMU2)
IF(PDUM(1);GT,0, ) WRITE (6.1160) J2
C BUILD ZB|RB,ANG ARHAYS F OK TH£ STREA^LlNfi SEGMENT
C 1STAG=3 IS A BOUNDARY OF A P A R T I A L ORTHOGONAL, SUCH POINTS
C ' ARE TO BE BYPASSfeU AND THEN FILLED IN B* INTERPOLATION
115 I si
S1B(1)«! 0,
120 IA « I
MA a M
121 CALL GETIX
IF«ISTAG,EQ,3) GO TO 128
RB(l ) a R(M)
Ztil I) « Z(M)
ANG( I )• PHII(M)
BI(I) * BCH)
MSV< 1 )= M
!F(lSTAa,EO,l ,OR, JSTAG,EQ,2) GO TO 130
124 I F J M D ) 126,130il26
126 I v 1*1
IB * I
128 M a MD
Mb c M
GO TO 121
c SET END CONDITIONS
130 NBCB(1)80
N B C B ( 2 > « ? 0
FB(1) * 0,




c PARSLAS PARTIAL STREAMLINE AT END A. T OR F
PARSLAa .FALSE,





IF<lA,EO;i) GO TO 1304
M s MA
CALL GETIX
IF( ISTAG,EQ,2) GO TO
1302 JfcNQ s 2
MX s MB
JF (MDSV,NE'tO) GO TO
USfc AVG CURVATUHfc B,C, FQK PA«lTAL SL»S
1304 CALL.. STANO<MX,UiUPPER)
IF(MX,EU,MLB(L> ,'QR. UPPbR .OR,
* L/(EQ,LO (ORi < L * L N E X T < L > > ,GE;LESTA> GO TO 1346
M s MLB(L>
CALL GETIX
i F f M U . E Q i O l O R i M U , E Q t O > GO To 1346
PARTIAL SU, SEARCH FOR NOfj. TERMINATING ADJACENT Si,




1306 M s M*MCHNG
CAUL GfcTIX
IF(MU;EQ.O VOK. MP,EQ,O) GO TO 1306
JFCJ2DONE<J),EQ,0 ,ANO, J2PREV) GO TO 5.86
IF(INRCTR,NE,0) GO To 1308
1F< J2DONE( J) ,EQ,0) GO TO 1306
13Q8 IF(M,LT,MLBft,) , OH , M,QT,MUB(L» GO TO 1310
SUM = SUMtl,
CUHVX = CURVX*, 5«CURV(M>













UPSTREAM END OF T R A I L I N G SL
JF(NREFIN*INRCTR«2) 1302, l3i9 , 1319




IF(LW,Q£,LWE) GO TO 1328
lF(X2Watt),bQ.X2tvJ2» GO TO 1324
GO TO 1320
DST(LSTR}*T,E, PL^S B,L» THjCKNESS
TE j GO TO 1302
IF(OST(L,STR)) 1326,1328,1326











1336 A N G E X P ( L ) = ,t>«
GO TO 1^42
1340 A N G E X P < L } * A N G T E ( L X A )
I M U . N E i L X A ) BSQEXP(U)» "1 ,
L TSL * UXA
L.SAV z LXB
1342 I l r ( f D U M < 4 ) « 2 | - ) 1348,1344,1344
1344 N B C B ( l > e l
F B < 1 ) s A N G E x P < U
GO TO 1348
c > IELD BOUNDARIES
1346 NBCB( IEND)sN8ClNtl£ND)
FB< IEND>«ACH 1END)
1348 IF I JPNO,EQ;i) GO TO 1302
C DEFINE ANQU> TO OBTAIN CORRECT ANGLE
135 IFcJA.Nt.l) GO TO 136
JF(BRANCH(i) ,NE,999, ) GQ TO 136
U = 0
M s M S V < 1 >
CALL STANO(M,L.,UPPER)
lF(M,NEtML8(l.) ) G" TO 1352
FIRST STREAMLINE





1352 M » M»l
IMM,LT,MLB<U» CALL fcKRORi
CALL GETIX
J> ,EQ,Q) GO TO 1352
PHIl(M)
1F(PDUM(19),EO,1,J) WRITE ( 6, 13&3 ) J, M , ANS( 1 )
1353 FORMAT (8H J, M, ANG , 2 I 6 , F1Q , 6 )
1J6 IFUSTAiiB.NE.l) GO TO 155
C THfc STREAMLINE IS TERMINATEU 3Y A STAGNATION POINT,
C PHQCEED TO EXTRAPOLATE FOR jTs POSITION IP STAG«1
C AND BOUNDARY TYPE=LE,
C F J N D THE STAGNATION POINT STATION
L * 0
CALL. STANO(MB,L, UPPER)
C CHECK FOK LEADING EDGE POJNT
CURVD s .0,
IF(UPPEH) GO TO 138
IHTVPEUBH.r.NE'.lfc) G° T0 155
GO TO 140
138 I(r(TYPEUB<L.),NElLE) GO TO 155
C BEiilN ITERATION FQK STAGNATION POSITION











147 NAMES « NAMEUB(L)jas * IUB(L>
FS a FUB<L)
SIS • SlUb(L)
148 CAUL, BDYPTM(NAMES|lBS|ZB<p,*B<I>iFS,SiS tSMOVE|GETASK)
IF(GETASK,EO',Oi ) GO TO 1482
WRITE (6,1148) J2iZB( I),RB(I)
CALL ERRORl
1482 Z(M) > ZB(1)
R < M > B R B < I )
JR£T » 0
GO TO 1*51
; (LOGIC FOR LEADING STAGNATION POINT ONLY)
149 EKRANGs ANG(I)»(ANQD-PIQ2)
I F < P D U M ( D ; L E , O J GO TQ 150f- ( DUM(l)il- J O  
WHITE (6,1149) QV(l),SMOVEiERRANG (Z3(I)»RB(I),ANGO,CURVD
1149 FORMATU4H STAG PT . QV«F5 , 0 • 2X , 6HS*OVE«FlO , 5 , 2X , 7HgRRANGs
*l^HZD=FlO,5<2Xi3HRD*F10l5,2xi5HANGD=FlC;3»2X.6HCURVD=F10,6
GO TO lt>01
150 IF(CURVD,GE,0,> G" TO 1901





15Q1 IF(PASSl) GO TO
IF(QV(1>,NE,0,) GO TO 151
YO 0,
l.E-5
ABS(CURVD) * l,/(SlB( I )«S1B< I«1H
«A8S(ERRANG)/DYOX
151 CALL QlNEMtSMOVE.tRRANGr XJp.QV)
IF(QV(1>,NE,0,) GO TO 145








C USE <SUBSQNIC) BEAM FORMULA TO CALC ANG,CURVATURE,SI
C SET lORDERsl TO CHECK FOR PfllNT ORDERIN6
155 JR£T B 1
. 1551 NORDERs 1
J552 IORDER« 1
CALL BFACS(ZB,RB,ANG,CURVB.S1B» U,lB)














1556 IF(SSFMl,EQ,(»l)) CALL BF3<Z9,RB•ANG,CURVfi, IA,IB>
156 !F(SSEF ,AND, ,NOT,PARS^A) AMG<1>=SSEANG«TORAn
C RELOCATE ANSWERS INTO FIELD STORAGE
160 M * MA
I = 1 Ail
L e 0
161 CALl GETIX
!F(iSTAG,EQi3) GO TO 166
I » 1 + 1
c SUPERSONIC POINT CURVATURE









C LOGIC FQR F I R S T PT D O ^ N S T R M OF T.E
1622 IF« U!A) ,NE,1 ,OR, L T S L , E O , 0 > G° TO
F G R X * FGRTEUTSD
F G T X s 1 , / ( F G R X * 1 , )
GX * F6RX*FGRX*1|
8ETSTE* BETSQ(PTTE
JF(Bt:TSTb,-LE,0,) GO TO 1629
PMTE * PM(BETSTE)
PEXP * PTTE(|,,SAV)
C CHtCK FOR T,!E, BUUNTN&SS
IF(L W,GE,LWEJ GO TO 162*
J F ( D b T l L S T R ) , G T , 0 .
1624 B S Q E X P < L T S L > = B E T S Q
l F ( B S Q E X P a T S L ) i L f c , 0 , ) GO TO 1629
DEUPM « 'PM(BSOEXP(UT5l)>










R(M) > RB( I)
!F(I,NE,U ,OR. I.EQ.l) GO TO 164
PHI1(M)=,5»<ANG< I)*ANUSAV)
CALL BF3fZB(I-l)iRBU*l>t ANG(iBl)iCURV(M-l)llt3)
IFdSTA^VNE.i) GO TO 164
CALL STANOtM^LiUPHER)
JF(TYPELB(L),NE,tt ,ANU,
 T YpEuB( L ) . ME , LE ) GO TO 164
286
CRVlEU>«CUHVD
164 S1(M) « SlBU)
GO TO 168
c INTERPOLATE CURVATURE AND LOCATION FOR ISTAQSS POINTS
166 OR • RB( Itl)»RB( I )
DZ » ZBU+1>»ZBU )
CS « DZ/CHD
ACHD a ATAN3(DR|OZ,ANG( I ) )
P * (CS»fZ(M)-ZB( I) > * SM*(R(M)»RB( I) }>/CHD
JF(F,GT,1. ,OR, F.LT.0,1 CALL ER&OR1
G « li»F
YPA * ANG(I)nACHO
YPB * ANG( 1*1). ACHD
CALL BFI
R < M > * RBU )*RM
Z < M > * ZB< I )+ZM
PHU(M)=ACHU*ANGH
CURV(M)=CURVM
S1(M) s SlB( I)*SiM
C 168 !F(1,GE,1B| GO TO 170
168 IFtPDUMtlJiUE.O.) GO TO 16*0
IF<PDUM<H ;to.i,) GO TO I&HO
I F ( P D U M < 1 ) , E Q , 2 , I'AND, B H p . L T i O t ) SO TO 1680
IF(PDUMd) ;EQ,4 ' , , A N D , I S T A Q . N E ' . O ) GO TO 1680
XJ2 a J2
! F ( P D U M ( i ) ; G E , 5 ; | A ND, y J2 , GE , p D^^( 8) ' .AND, PDJM ( ; ) ,GE
* GO TO 1680
GO TO l69Q
1680 WRjTE(6,H61) !,M, t ST Alj,Z ( M ) , R( M) , PHJ 1 ( M ) » CURV ( M ) , CURVB ( I ) , 8< M)
1159 FORMAT(lHl)
1160 FORMAT (12W I M t STAGr5X • iHz i 9X , iHR , 4X , 4HPH I 1 , 4X| 4HCURV, 3X.
* SHCURVB^XtlHB.SH J * » l 3 >
1161 FORMAT (lX|13,I4,I2;2F10l5»F8f4l2F8,5,riO';3)f
1690 IF(I,GE,IB) GO TO 170
M « MD
GO TO 161
C 1NUEX TO NEXT STREAMLINE SEGMENT
170 JF(MD) 172il80il72
172 IA * IB
MA s M
c I c IB
ANGU)
C (TRANSFER TO 126 KATHEK THAN 120 SJNCE 1ST POINT^ UIAMB, jS SAVE
GO TO 126
C STREAMLINE J2 HAS BEEN CU^VE-F J TT£D, INBEX J2 TO NEXT SL,
180 J2DONE(J2)?1
* ANYJ2 « .TRUE,
GO TO 187
C END CONDITION INTERPOLATION NOT 'OSSJBLFv RYPASS THJS SL
186 AULJ2 • tFAUSE.
187 j2 « J2*l
1F(J2,LE,NJ) GO TO 101
GO BACK FOR 2ND, 3RD PASS TO INTERPOLATE FOR CURVATURE AT PARTIAL S
GP TO 100
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SI-COORDINATE ON TOP or T.E, IN /ADJ*F/ POO «AKE THigKNbSS <TTPTJ
LF » LFO
301 lF(LF,GE,LFfc) G° TO 402
IF<JORDtR<un.Ur,'0) GO TO 320
CALL S T A X H X i F < L K ) i « l « i X 2 F < L P > » D U * t L X A )
M » M L B ( L X A )
320 IF « LF*NFCOLS
GO TO 301
C MODIFY WAKE TABLE FOR PROPER LENGTH
402 IF(NREFIN*INRCTR| 404|900,4o4
404 LF 9 LFO
406 IFd.F,Ge;LFE) GO TO 900
LW a LWO
410 !F(UW,GE;UWb) 00 TO 430
IF(X2W(LW>;EQ,X2F(LF» GO TO 420
LW « LW*LWNEXT(LW)
GO TO 410
420 !F(LWNEXT(LW),NE,8) GO TO 430
CALL STAX1IX1F(LF>,X2F(LF),X2F(LF ),LXB.LXA)
IF(NREFlN*lNRCTR-2) 422i424,424




425 BOT • ANGEXP(LXB)*ANGSXP<LXA)
F a PDUM(.3)
426 WLEN * 2,«(QSTaw*3)-D9T<LW*5M/AMAXi<BOTi,l>




1148 fORMAT(PO«»« iTiRATlON F0« STAG ?T LOCATION (JB»I3,»- ORTHOGONAL
*JTY COND REQUIRES PT TO MOVE OFF THE SCURRY,*/
*• •«« PRESENT LOCATION IS ZS»F10.5,» ft»»FiO,5,» (SLC)»)
1150 FORMAT(35H •*» NEGATIVE L«E| CURVATURE* Z*F;10i 5, 3X, 2HR«FlO, 5, 3
*X|4HANG=FlO,3|3Xt5HCURV«Fl2.6)









C SCHOKEs STATION CHOKE JNDjCAToR (ADJWF,BRMS.WRIOUT)
c MCL * SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BuDT8S)
c MCL » FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL ST.?EAMLIN- <PTMOVEIFLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ XI (1 > , LNExT (1)
 ( ML9{ 1) , MUBU 7 • PR JMU ),
i TYPELB(l)(NAlELaU),ILBUi,FLB(l>,SlLB(l),
1 TYPEUB(l),NA^EUB(l),lU8(lj,FU8(l)(SlUB(l),





COMMON /CB / 8(300)
COMMON /CCUKV / CURV(3l
COMMON /CIQfcX / M f J > M U
COMMON /CMAXIT/ MAX IT,MAJcTR,QR£FINiTL
COMMON /CR / R(300)
COMMON /CS2 / S2(300J




COMMON /CVM / VM(3QO)
COMMON /C2 / 2(300)






C BEGJN LOOP THRoUGM STATjQNS
L * LO
C CONVERT STAG PT FROM SOP T TO HARD U,E', SET ADJACENT JSTAG To 3)
c WHEN STAG VELOCITY is LESS THAN HALF ADJACENT VELOCITY.















35 M • MSV
289
36 IF(MINC) 38,37,37





38 MB s M
C RECOMPUTE NEAR SONIC PT CURVATURES 8* LINEAR INTERPOLATION
C LOCATE SONIC POINT
SQ IFfTSlCiiQ',0? iORi SLSWlU) ,EQi Ot ) $0 TO |4Q
M « MA*1
60 IF«B(M)«BfM.i))'|GE(0,> GO TO 65
CALL GETIX
IF(H<J),NE;OV) 60 T0 70
65 M « Mi(
IF(M,GT,MB> GO TO 140
GO TO 60
C F * FRACTIONAL DISTANCE TO SOYlC LINE ABOVE PT (M*l)
70 P « B{M.1)/(B(M.1>«B(M>)








ao jF(Fxi.GB;o, ,OR; (MXI-D.LE.MA) so TO 90
« MXt»i
GO TO 80
90 lF(FX2,LE'.li ,OR7 MX2iB8,M8) GO TO 100
FX2 * FXE-i,
GO TO 90
100 SXl « S2(MXl«l)*FXl»(82(Mxl)»82(MXl»liy
SX2 * S2(MX2-U*FX2«(52(Mx2)«s2(MX2^1))
CALCULATE UNBAR V A R I A T I O N Op CURVATURE BET JUHCTUR.6 PTS
CXI « CURVfMXl . i ) *FXl f (cURV(MXl) rCURVtMXl^ in
CX2 « CURV|MX2.1)*FX2«{CURV(HX2).CURV(MK2«1)>
MX • MX|




INPEX TO THi SEXT STATJQN
140 L « L*LN6XT(U)
IF(L,LT,LESTA) 60 TO 2Q
RETURN




•DECK ST±Q£L __ JSUBROUTINE S T T O F I < L * , M D i )
_»srron ADJUST THE S T A T I Q N ; T A B J J E pQtNfah^ »STTQFI»
C TO THE KIEL'D»TABLE UpWARO BY MDf
C INPUT- ' " '
C LI * tllST STATj_ON FOR W H I C H POINTERS HURlL) .'HLB(L) MUST
C "ffbi "a INCR~EMENT"Tp"BE~ ADDED To *PT[T)7IlD MUB(L57
_C MUg<L)«NLB(jJ) BOlNT TO T^F. FfPLh^TABLE
c STATION TARLE
C INDEX- L'LdLESTA
C_ SCHOKEs STATION-CHOKE INDICATOR ( AoJUFVBRfiS.'WRlOLiT )
"c """MCL s SHARP CORNER INDICATO'R <BLDTRS)
C MCL * FIlLb INDEX OF CONTROL STRP.AMLTNF ('PTMOVEiFLOBAL)





DIMENSION _ .__ . ... ,_^ _. ,
E Q U I V A L E N C E t SCUOKEf DWDy ) , < CRVi E. ANGt^ )'.'( ANGLE • PTTE )'
Tl^TEG'ET?
_cpMMj5N _/ixPRIG/ LHO;LHE» uv.u^.wOUC. .....,._ re. L.^W,U^C. ^*«
"« ~" LO.LESTA, LSO.'LSE. LDO'.'Lnp", LoUN(4)r "
_& MQtNM.NjjNFeOLS'.'
& LEO.LEEr
COMMON /CB1TS / BITS.BLANK
j, - = ii_
MD s MH1
>= MUB(L)*MB
IF,( ( M U B ( L ) « M L B < L H .LT .MAXOD GO TO 60
CALL
60
 L * L+LNEXT(L>


















•USECDM RSPlACE STQM USE CARDS
COMMON /CA2 / A2(76b)
COMMON /CA3 / A3(768)
COMMON /CA« / A4(76B)
COMMON /GA9 / A5(768)
COMMON /CA» / A6(768)
COMMON /CA7 / A7(J6B)













SCNOKEa STATION CHOKE INDICATOR <ADJwF.BRMS.WRlOUT)
MCL « SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BtDTBS)
MCL « FIgLQ INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)































LBDO.LBDE, LTOiLTE,' L W O . L W E , LFO.LFE,
LSO.LSE iLDO,LD6«LDuM(4 ) i
.NFCOLSt MAXNJiMAXOL.MAXNM.MAXLE,
I S T A G
C 2 ( 2 5 )
PHIK300)
R ( 3 0 0 )
RHS<300)
SK300)












COMMON /CVM / VM<300)
COMMON /CZ / J(300>
COMMON / CLINES / LINES,


























WRITE < 6,$200 )
DO 50 M»1,NM
CALL GET1X








W R I T E (6,1002) DDS2
1000 F O R M A T < 4 H t M , I J X , I M B ^ I O X ! 2HA2 ,10X |2HA3 ' , i tOX, 2HA4,;10X,2HA5, i f l X ,
1 2 H A 6 l 1 0 X , 2 H A 7 U O X , 2 H A 8 i 9 X , 3 H D S 2 « 9 K * 3 H R H S )
1001 FORMAT (1H i13,8Fl2,3i2Rl2i6)
1002 FORMAT(///8H DS3MX*,F13•6)
1200 FORMAT (57X,16HFJELD TABLE OUMP/98H J H MU MD I SI
1 S2 I R »H11 CURV v
2M>
1201 FORMAT (iXi 13. 3 J5» 12, 2FU, 6, 2F12,6, Fll'. 6VP12', 7 iFll il)
Iff iBLBflljNEiO ) GALU TABf»RT<5H8L9DY,"lBLB?60i3>











•MCQEF. MATRIX COEFFICIENT »MCOEF»
C INPUT.
C W<J) * SL FLOW
C S1(M) « DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINES
C 8«M> " COEFFICIENT OF THE CURVATURE TERM
C STATION TABLE
C
C Ai<M),A2tM)i , ,A8(M) * MATRIX COEFIClENT
C STAR AKRANGiMENT JS -
C A8
C Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6
C A7
C NOTE „ A4 IS ALWAYS NfeBATlV6 EXCEPT FOR THE FIRST OF DOUBLE
C THEN A4(M>n,i A8(M)a.i;







COMMON /CA2 / A2(300)
COMMON /CA3 / A3(300>
COMMON /CA4 / A4(300)
COMMON /CA5 / A5(300)
COMMON /CA6 / A6(300)
COMMON /CA7 / A"/(300)
COMMON /CA8 / AB(300)
DIMENSION AO(3oo)fAi<30o)
EQUIVALENCE (AQ;A6>,(Al,*5>COMMON /CATM / NX,XDIM,G(?5)
COMMON /CB / B<300)
COMMON /CBITS / BITS,BLANK
COMMON XCCUBE / NBC<2>»Cl<2J,C2(2),F£NDt2)
COMMON XCCURV / CURV(300)
COMMON /CFB / L»MA>Hf)«DFB(30)
COMMON /CFFINC/ GFF<6)
COMMON /CFRF1N/ ATjNF
COMMON /CIDEX / M,J^M
COMMON /CPt / PJ,TWOPI,PIQ2IP104ITODE6,TORAO
COMMON /CP^INT/ PDD<6>i^OUM(to>
COMMON XCPTMQV/ DPTMOV{2)(NQDENS
COMMON /CR / H1300)
COMMON /CRMS / RHS<30Q>
COMMON /CSj. / 5^(300)




COMMON /CVM / VM<300)
COMMON /CXG / X(6)
COMMON /CZ / Z<300)
COMMON /ERASE2/ HOUSED 768) ,LAM<96)
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HEAL LAM
COMMON /IXO«IG/ LHO.LHfc, LBoO.lBDE, LTO»LTE; tWO.LWE, LFO.LFE.
6 lO»LtSTA, Lo,LSE.lDUM<6> •& MO.NM, NJ.NFCOLS, MAXNJ,MAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE,
8, LfcOiLkfc* LHOiLRE.lRD
COMMON /SL7AB / W ( 128 ) i X2 ( 128 ) » SLCHNf 128 )
C STATION TABLt
c INDEX. L*LO,LESTA
C SCHOKE? STATION CHOKE INDICATOR < ADJWF.BRHS.'WRIOUT)
C MCL « SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (Bl.DTBS>
C MCL « FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVEi












DATA FREE/OHFREE/, FAHFLD/6HF ARFLD/i PRBSy4HPRES/* OLBU/4HOLBC/
8EGJN LOOP THROUGH THE STATIONS
L « LO
BEGIN LOOP ACROSS T HE










































IF(M,NE,MA) GO TO 820
IF (MODEMS Gt;NREF|N) GQ TO 818




818 IF(,NOT,SLBUY) GO TO 82?
820 IF(M.NEiMB) GO TO 826








822 JFtSUBDY) GO TO 826
SOLID MALL










BUILD X.TABLt OF plSTANCES TO NEIGHBORING POINTS ALONG THE STREAMLI
POINTS WITH ISTA(i*3 ARE TO BE OMITTED.
SPECIAL END CONDITIONS ARE TO BE UTILIZES if THE X.TAHLE is THRHI






















831 M • MU
IF(M,EQ,0) GO TO 850
CALL GETIX
IF(ISTAG,EO,3) GO TO 831
X(3) « SUM)
IC1 ... 3
IF(iSTAG.NEiO) GO TQ 850
IF( SSFML;LT.O .AND, B(MCENTR),GE,O, ,
& GO To 85Q
841 M » MU
IF(M,EQ,0) GO TO 650
CALL GETIX
IF(lSTAG,'EQf3) GO TO 841
IC1 4 2
846 IF( B(MCENTK),GTVO, ) GQ TO 850











C DOWNSTREAM POINTS, BYPASS FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW




JF(M,EQ,0) GO TO 870
CALL GETIX
IF(lSTAUiEO,3) SO TO 856
X<5> » S1(M}
1C2 a 5
IF(ISTAG,NE,0> GO TO 865
IF< SSFML,LT;0 ,AND. PDUM { 12 ) , EQ , < .1 '. ) ) 60 TO 865
861 M e MD
IF(M,EO,OJ GO TO 870
CALL GETIX
C IF(B(M),LE;0, ,AND, B(MU).LE,0,> 50 TO 974
IF<!STAG,EQ,3> GQ To 86^
X(6) s S1(M)
IC2 » 6
C SPECIAL DOWNSTREAM END CONDITIONS F0« UE«DTNG EDGE STAGNATION POINT
















C CALL CUBER TO OBTAIN SECOND ORDER OlFFERgNCE FORMULA, D2<DN)/D( Si ) 2
C ANSWERS ARE STORED JN GUG.JQ), JG = 1 , I G2. 1 01*1 , !G?MIU POINT
878 NIC « IC2"1CI*J
I F ( l S T A G c ; e Q , ' 3 ) 50 TO 880
1F(NIC,LE,2> GO TO 9Q6
CALL C U B E R S ( x O C t ) i N l C l
GO TO 900
C CALL CUFITR FOR INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS, DS8< 3) sF < DS2( 1) , DS2( 2 ) , OS( 4
C FflR INFJEtU BOUNDARY POlNT(
880 CALL CUFlTR(X(ICt),NlC,5-ICi)
299
C««««QEFINE AIL COEFFICIENTS OF THE EQUATION F08 FIELD POINT M
C IG * 4«lCi*l
C JG * IC-IC1**
C UQ « (J<B«1)«5 * IG
C 1JQ • CENTER POINT INDEX IN GwASRAY
900 !JQ 8 25.1C1«6
lF(PDUM(5)iLE,0; ) GO TO 9Q4
!F<lSTAGc;NE;3 '.AND, PPUH( 5 ) , £Q',3 , ) GO TO 904
!F(PDUH(5);QE,4; ,AND, N8C<2),NE,4) GO TO 904
WRITF <6,1904) JGtNTR 4MCENTR , I Ci , IC2,IJ$





C SET CORRECTION EQ DECELERATION
906 M » MCENTR




908 RHOWW * RHOWSS
* RHOCSS«BfM)
C CMECK FOH INFIELD dOUNDAKV PQlNT OR SPECIAL BOUNDARY
909 JF( ,NOT,SLBDy ,ANU, .NOT.sUBOy '.A^Di ISTA^C^NE
 t'3) GO TO 910
GO TO 926
C FIRST POINT OF A QOUBLfc SL , CHECK W(JCENTR*1>
910 M » MCENTR*!
CALL GETIX




C POINTS 7i 81 AND 4
























POINTS li 2, 3, 4, 5, AND 6
IF<NIC.LE,2> GO TU $38
IF(JC1,NE,0 ) GO TO 93Q
930 GO TO <93li932«933i?34),ICl
931 A i < M ) « BUSfc*G< JJGwi5)
932 A2(M) « BUS£»G( IJG,lO)
933 A3(M) 9 BUSEfG( IJG«5)




C MODIFY INFLyENcE C°ErFIcIENTS TO ACC°MMODATE
C MX * DUMMY POINT
C MT c TRUE POJNT
C MX IS THE FIRST POINT, EXCEPT FOR CASC PROG WITH UPPER OLBC
C THEN MX IS THE SECOND POINT,
938 IF(W( j> ,NE;O; .OR.SLBDY) GO TO 940
MT « M
MX s M-l
IF(TVPEUB<|.>,"NEiQII8C) 9° TO 9J92
MT 9 M»l
MX * M






IF(MX,NE',M) GO TO 9394















C FREEi PRESSUKH AND FAR-MELD BOUNDARIES
C LOWER BOUNDARY
940 1F< JSTAGC,EQ;3) GO TO 980
JF( ,NOT,SLBDY) GO TO 950




942 A4(M) > A4(M)»LAM(1)
A8(M) « LAM<2)
IF<TYPELB<L>;NE;F,ARFLU) GO TO 9eo
301




IFCBETA.Gr.O;) 90 TQ 94?
WRITE <6J1946) HCALL ERROR*








UPPER BOUNDARY930 1F(,NOT,SUBOY) GO TO 990
K * M-MAM1




964 A4(M) « A
A7(H) •
966 IF(TYPBUBU>;"NE;RARK|.P) GO TO 980
JF(AXIA) STAREA«R!«(R(M>«R<M*l))*STAReA
QO TO 94f
980 H i MC|NTR*l
1F(M;UE.MB) GO T0 8(0 -
c?,,; ,§NO LOOI* ACROSS IHE STRBAMLINES
C INDEX TO NEXT STATION
L • U*LNeXT<L>
IF(LiLT,LE8TA) 00 TO 800
C;,,; .END LOOP TMROUQH THE STATIONS
RETURN
J946 FORMAT(76H »»» IORRY » SUPERSONIC VELOCITY ENCOUNTeRfiU OH FAR FIE





•ATDMRS AUGUMENTED TK1QUGQNAL MATRIX REDUCTION »ATDMRS»










iVfcN TMb MATRIX gUUAjlQN A**BV»
FIND G SO THAT X*GY,
NOTE X AND Y ARE VECTORS,
NPUT,
A «• TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT M A T R J X OF X
B * TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT M A T R I X 8F Y (STORED IN G-ARRAY)
(OTHER OFF*DUGONAL ELEMENTS MUST BE INITIALIZED TO ZERO)
IDJM . FIRST SUBSCRIPT DIMENSION OF MATRIX B AND G
N » ORDER OF MATRACIES




A ( 1 , 2 I A ( 2 , 2 ) A ( 3 , 2 1
A<3,3)








C OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF
 B MUST BE SET TO ZERO
C OUTPUT*
C G * INVfcRSEU) a B
COMMON /ERASE / A(3,100),
COMMON /CATM / NiIDIM,G(25)
c«*« roHHARD REDUCTION









90 QA2I • !,/< A<2| I)*Ad| I )«A(3( U1M
95 A(3» I )= QA2I«A(3iI )
97 J i 1
U * T
120 G(U) B QA2U(G( IJ).A(X» I )°G( IJ.l))
140 ^ ( J - s N ) I 5 0 i l 6 0 , j i 6 0
150 J « J*t
u » U * I D I M
GO TO 120
170 I « 1*1
















190 I « l»t
C IF(I) 900.900.19P
190 J 9 1
IJ » I
C SPECIAL, LOGIC rO« INCUUpiNQ A(4,i> WHICH IS STQRED IN A(l,l7
192 IF(I.l) f09tl95f9QO
195 G(IJ) | 6CU).A(|,1)
200 G(IJ) B G(1J)-AIJ, I)









«CUHE-« FIT A SfKlES OF CUBlCS TO POINTS *CU8Ed
* END CONDITIONS ARt ARBITRARY
DIMENSION X(iO)i¥(10)iB<lO>
C ON ENTRY ,
C XiY * LISTS OF COORDINATES
C N « NO', OF POINTS <N,GE,2)
C ALSO DkFINbQ ON bNTRY - JN COMMOVCCUB6/ -
C NBC<L>* BOUNDARY CONDITION INDICATOR F0« LEFT<L?1> AND RIGHT<LS2)
C * Oi 1* OR 2
C YP(L) « FIRST DERIVATIVE IF NBC<L>»1
C YPP(L>» SECOND DiRlVATJVfe IF NBC(L)s2
C ON RETURN,
C BU> * FIRST D§«IVATJVE AT POINT I <U1,N)
COMMON /CCUBE / N8C{2 )
 t tP<2 ), YPp( 2 ) i FEK|B(ft >
COMMON /CCUBIC/ N i I A i I B











c NOTE >DXN» is THE DELTA x FOR THE <N=D INTERVAL* DXNMI WOULD BE
c MORE PRECISE SYMBOL,
c A STRAIGHT LINE is USED FOR N=2 IF NBcm8N8C(2)*o
NBCS = NBC(1]*NBC<2)




C CHECK IF PARABOLA <F*0) SHO^D 3E JSED
30 PARAB « (NiEQ,2 ,'AND, (NBC( 1) *NBC( 2)) ,EO .0 ) ,OR,i (N;Eo,3 ;AND, NBCS,EQ,O>
C NBC*01, Y AND
C LEFT END




120 IF(NBC(2},NE,'01) GO TO 210
A(2iN.)> 1*
8<N) • YP(2J
C N8Cs02, Y AND ^PP SPECIFIED
C LEFT END
305
210 I F < N B C U ) ; N E 7 0 2 1 QO T0 120
A ( 2 l l > * « ' ,
A (3,1)- 2,
C RIGHT END
220 If(NBC(2) ,'NE;02) GO TO 310A<I,N>* a;
A < 2 i N > » 4,
BIN) * YPP<2)»D*N * 6,«DYN/DXN
C NBCiO, YPPP s F « TPPPtOF ADJACENT INTSRVAL.)
C LEFT END
310 IF(NBC<1J,NE;0) QO TO




A(2il)f Atdl) * F£ND(D«DXiDX2
8<i) * 8tf> * F|ND(l)»t3,«DYl*DY2«DxiDX2*DXlDX2)/DX2
C RJGHT END
320 IF<NBC<2|;N670) 80 10 »QO
A(l,N)f 1,
A(2iN>> 1,
I F ( P A R A B J GO TO 500DXM «
DYM «
DXN/DXM
A( i |N)« A l f i N ) «
A ( 2 , N ) » AU»N) t








ftCUBERS YPP IN TERMS QF Y
C FOR CUBIC SPLINE
c SPECIAL SMALL M A T R J X VERSION WITH END CONDITIONS FOR >STC
DIMENSION x < i o >
C ON ENTRY .
C X « LIST OF PJSTANgES
C NN * WO; OF POINTS (N,Gfc.3)
C ALSO DEFINED ON ENTRY • JN COMMONJ/CCUBB/ =•
BOUNDARY CONDITION INDICATOR FOR LEFT(L«»1) AND RIGHT(L«2>
0 IF FENp(L) is SPECIFIED
1 FOR yp(L)=o.
2 FOR YPP(L)*Oi






C FEND(L)= END/NEXT TO END VALUE Of YPPP IF NBC(L)»0
C ON RETURN.
C G(I,J)« MATRIX DEFINED BY C'GY HHERE C tS A VECTOR OF SECOND DER
COMMON /CATM / N,IDIM,B(5»5)
COMMON /CCUBE / NBC(2>lCl(2),c2(2)lFEND(2}
COMMON /ERASE / A<3,266>»DRASE<2>







65 Fl - 0,
F2 • 0,




C NOTE »DXN» JS THE DELTA X FOR THE (N»l) INTERVAL, DXNM1 WOULD 9E


















210 jF(NBC{ir,NE702) GQ TO 22Q
c RIGHT END
220 !F(NBC(2r.NE,'02) GO TO 3JQ
A(2iN)» 1,
C NBC«0, YPPP « F • XPPPIOF ADJACENT INT|RVAL>
C LBFT END
310 IF(NBCUr,NE;0> GO TO S2Q
0X8
c RIGHT END
320 !F(NBC<2),NE;o> QO 70 410
A< 3 i N > "
A(2iN)« DXH
C NBC.Q4, ?PtCl»Y AND ?^PP«F»YPPP(NEXT TO END)
C LEFT END
410 lF{N8C<ir,NE';04) GO TO 420
CALL, ERRORS
c RIQHT END






C CUBIC RECURSION FORMULA BASED ON MATCHING YP AND fPP
900 IF(IB,LT,-!A) GO TO 600
DO 550 UIA.IB
550
C«»««06TERMINAYI0N OF fG» BY MATRIX REDUCTION; YPP>G«Y







•CUBICS SERIES BF CUBICS FjT TO COORDINATE POINTS PCUBlcS*
DIMENSION X(100)| YJlOO** B(1QO)
C INPUT-
c IA.IB ' RANGB IN WHICH THE COEFFICIENT MAT.RJX AND CONSTANT VECTOR
C BE DHFINfD BY EQUATIONS FOR MATCHING YP AND YPP,
c I,N RANGE OF x,v, AND B
c OUTPUT
C BU) SLOPE AT X<p
COMMON 'CCUBIC/ N.IA.IU
COMMON /ERASE / A(3j266>» DRASE(2)
C SET UP TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT M ATRJX A fcNO VECTOR B, ORoER OF
c STORAGE is ILLUSTRATED BY •
C M2,l> A(3| l ) 8(1)
C A ( l f 2 ) A < 2 | 2 ) A ( 3 i 2 > B(2 )
C A < 1 > 3 > A ( 2 i 3 ) A ( 3 , 3 ) B ( 3 )
C AU,4) A ( 2 , 4 ) 8 ( 4 )
C I a POINTS AT WHJCH YP A^D YPP ARE W A T C H E D
C IA.IB • L IMITS OF I
in iB ,LT7IA> GO TO 100
DO 70 I*IA,IB
70 Btni i
c ROUTINE TDSEO • TRJDIASPNAJ, SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS









200 I * ft






•OfcCK CUFlTSUBROUTINE CUFITJX.Y.NPTS, NEK, XC,YC.NXC,ND, 8)
•CUFIT. »CUFITI»
C INTEGRATE, INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES. 1ST, OR, 2ND
c BY A CUBIC SPLINE CURVE FIT
LOGICAL. NEW
DIMENSION X<10>iV(10>i XC( lQ > , YC< 10 >, BUD)
c NOTE, THE DIMENSION »io» DOES NOT NEED TO AGREE HITH THE CALLING
PTS, ON CURVE
NO; OF x
*1 (,'TRUi,) TO FIT CURVE. "0 <»FALSE,) TO USE LAST FIT
L1ST OF X AT WHICH CAlC TO BE DONE
INTEGRATION CONSTANT IF ND*«1
NO", OF XC


































COORDINATb OR D E R I V A T I V E AT XC
YC(lC)s INTEGRAL(Y«DX) FROM X C < t >
FIRST DEHJVAT AT POINT I d
OR
TO XC(IC) WHfcRE IC*2iNXC
AY BE IN EITHER ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER,
R NTEGRATION |Xc» MUST B£ jN THE SAME ORflER AS >X», FOR INT£RP
 SPECIAL ORDfcR JS REQUIRED;
LOGICAL WITHIN
c FIT THE CUBIC SPLINE
IF(.NOTiNEW) GO TO 100
CALL CUBE<X,Y,NPTS, B>
C INTERPOLATE







IF(NCOUNT,EQ';0) 60 TO 120
GO TO 110
/ < x < u i > « x m >
F ,1,1,0,
IF(l,EQ,l) GO TO 125
JF(ND,EQ7(«1J) GO TO 120
I = 1-1
GO TO 101
110 IF(F,UE,1.) GO TO 125
1F(I,EQ|N) GO TO 125
IF(ND,EQ,t»in GO TO Ig6




c PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR INTERPOLATION OR INTEGRATION
125 WITHIN«,TRUE;






130 IF! .NOTittlTHIN) *D = DX
s
* * t* (I> * (BU)/I, * (C/3, *
JF(WlTHiNJ GO TO 13|
C »f» IS BEING INCREMENTED TO FIND APPROPRIATE INTERNAL, HENCE,
C CUMULATfi THB INTEGRAL OF THE ITH INTERVAL.
SA * SA * 31
GO To 113
C APPROPRIATE INTERVAL FOUND, X< P-XC< IC>ix( J*l)
133 1F(IC,E071) SA=Y6(IB)-St ll
IF(IC,NE7i) VC(I6)=SA*St
GO TO 150
C MD*0, INTERPOLATi FOR COORDINATES
1^0 YC(jCJt Ytl) * (id) * 1C * 0«XO)«XO)«XD
GO TO 150
C NO*I» FIRST DERIVATIVE
141 YC(IC)> Bt1) * (i,»C * 5,«DaXD)*XD
GO TO 1.50
C NDf2i SECOND DERIVATIVE







•CUFITR T6MRORABV ROUTINE FOR »CUFITH»
C DiTgRMlNINQ INFLUENCE COEFFICICNTS
C FOR INFiELB BOUNDARY POINTS
C WHICH TIRMINAJi PARTIAL
01MENSION X«4)
COMMON /CATM / NX.XDlHfG<5,5)
DIMENSION V ( 4 ) , 9 ( « )
X3 « XMMID)
C SHIFT X.feLEMENTS ABOVE »lhlD» TO THE LEFT
NHQVE * N1C-IMID
CALL MOVEMlX(IHlD*i)tXllMlD),NMOvE,l)
Nl 1 NJC . 1
00 |0
DO 90 ll
50 vni) • o;
V < I > t ir,60 CALL cuF"rT<x,Y»Nic«ii
C SHlfT G<lM!DiI> Ti THE RIGHT FflR l,QT;iMlD
1 • NI
70 Q(IMID.UI) • GilHie,!)
I i T»t






CFFJNC ' INF-IUENCI COEFFICIENTS ON fAR FlEuD BOUNDARY -FFINC*
COMMON /CFB / L»MA,MB»DFB(30)
COMMON /CFflNC/ QFFU>
COMMON /CFRFJN/ QM<«>iZPNliZON29
COMMON /CIDEX / M,j:MU»MD,ISTAG
COMMON /CSl / $1(300)
COMMON /CZ / 2(300)
c
1 M « MB
CAU GCTTX
QDS1 * 2,/(Sl(MB>»Sl(MU))
C COMPUTE JNFUUgNCE COEFFJilENTS
GFF(2)» 0.
GFf {6 )P 0, „
1F( MU.EQ.e 70Ri MD.EU.O ) GO TO 20
6Fr(3) i .,865*0011
GFFU>« -2
G F F ( 5 ) « f i F I
GO TO 2
20 G F F ( 3 ) « 0,
!F< M D . E Q . O J GO TO 25
DSl « S1«MD)-8|(M)
GFr (5 )« -,969/DSi
ZL • ZtMUZDNi
R A T I O *
GO TO 2
25 QSl •
Q F f ( 3 ) «
ZL • ZDN25-ZJM)
RATIO • tUl..DSl)/ZL)t»8






•LFIT2D LINEAR SURFACfc INTERPOLATION
































































































TO * INTERPOLATED VALUES AT XiY
COMMON /CTHICK/ NXT ,'NYTf XT C 20 )»YT (20 ) iT<78 1
COMMON /ERASE / DUM{400),T1(200),T2<200)





105 IF(X(M),LT;XT(I)) GO TQ HO
JF(X(M),GT;XT(I*t>) GO TO 120
F 9 txtM)-XTMM/<XT(j*l>-XT<I»
GO TO 150
110 IF(l,EQ|l) GO TO 140
I « 1-1
GO TQ !25





140 F . Qf
GO TO 150
145 f m 1,
C INTERPOLATE WRT V
150 I F ( J , E Q , I S V ) GO TO 160
U2 « I « N Y T * 1
Ul » I J 2 - N Y T
CAUL L.FlTl«YT»WJi).N«Ti Y,TI
CALL LFlTlCYT (T(ig 2>,NyT ( Y,T2
ISV • I
C INTERPOLATE MRT X
160 TO(M) * F«T2(M)*Jl,.F)»Tl(M)
M • M*l
IF(M,LEfNXY) GO TO 100
314





«SS3PTI SUPBRSONIC 5-PT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS tSSSPTl*
DIH6NS10N XX<3)|6(2»>
C 1 NPUT«
C XX • STRfcAMWllE BISTANC6 OF FOUR POINTS, XX(|)*i»X(4>
C OUTPUT. ^
 CHANGE IH S6cONQ DBRIVATIV6, D2VD*2,' PER WNtT CHANGE IM
C VY(0)ri7.Y<4>
COMMON /CS85PT/ X.(4),YU), X2li X3l,X32;X*t,X42,X43, AOi Al, A2t A3, A4
X(0) » 0.
DO 63 I°li
































SUBHOU]MPUICIT ALTERNATING DIRECTION ROUTINB--STC
INPUT
MLBiMUB»LO»LNEXT---STATION TABLE
8<M) = INDICATOR < B , GT , 0» -SUBSONIC > <B.LE,0 -'
AliA2,AJ|A4iA5,At|A7.Ag * INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
R H S < M > = RIGHT HAND SIQES Op M A T R I X EQUATION
A4(M) B 1, FOR FJKST PqiNT OF DOU3LE STREAMLINE
IADM = -1 LINE RELAXATION ALONG STREAMLINE
IADM - 0 ALTERNATING QRTHOQONALi STREAMLINE RELAXATION
j ADM s i LINE KELA XA TIQN ALONG 0RTH050KlAL
-IAD»
STATJON TABLE
JNDEXi. L * L O , L E S T A
SCHOKE« S T A T I O N CHOKE INDICATOR < AD JWF ,'BRMS ;WR I OUT )
MCL • SHARP CORNER I N D I C A T O R (B'uDTBS)
MCL » FIELD INDEX OF C O N T R O L STREAMLINE (PTMOVE^LOBAL)
COMMON / C H D A T A / X I ( 1 ) , L N E X T ( 1 ) ,ML3(1 ) ,MUB(17•PRIM«1) i
1 T Y P B L B < l ) , N A M E L B ( l ) , I L B < l ) i F L B ( l ) l S l L B ( l ) ,
1 T Y P E U B < 1 ) , N A M E U B < 1 ) | I U B U } . F U B U > * S 1 U B ( 1 ) ,



























COMMON /CDPS2 / DDS2
COMMON /CDS2 / 052(768)
COMMON /CIOEX / MM2,JS,M;.. .
COMMON /CIDEXR/ M ,MJK 4) ,M3,M j2{ 4) .M5.MJ4M) ,M2,M J5(4) ,M6,Mj6( 4)
COMMON /CLBL / LBL,LSSt2)•LBLDUM(5)
LOGICAL LBL
COMMON /CM / JMS<768)
COMMON / CMAX4 / ES2MAX, ZMX, RMX, DS2MAX* L°UMY
COMMON /CMAXIT/ MAX IT»NREFINiDUMIT(2)
COMMON /CP1 / RliDUMPKs)
COMMON /CPRJNT/ PDUM(6)>PRT<20)
COMMON /cM / 8HS(768)
COMMON /CSS / SSFMLiS,SEF.SSEANG,SSD.F,SSFEND.SSFND*
1 ,SSDLE,A4FACT,BRLX,CURRLXfTSlC
INTEGER SSFML
LOGICAL S9EFi SSDF, SSDLE
COMMON XCTOLRL/ TOLRLi'MAXSMPi CLEN, DS2MX»TOLES2»NSWP, DTOLRLC 6) i
COMMON /ERASE2/ AA4(128),AA8(128),BB(128)»A4K128),A42(128),
COMMON /IXORI-G/ UHOJXHfct L8DO.LBDE, LTOiLTE,' LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,
t LO.LESTA, LDUM(8),





INITIALISE PS2 TO 0,i
CALL SETMlliO,iBS2,NM)
NSWP • 0
ASSIGN 235 TQ LGO
ALT* * SQRTl FLOAT(NM)










(.OOP TO SWEiP THROUGH
LSTART. LO
LEND • LESTA
JF( ,NOT;LBL > GQ TO I
IF( LSS(2J;EQ,0 ,'OR. LS8(2>«LT,LSS(1) > RETURN





LSS(2 ) * i
L S T A R T
0,
DOS2 * 0-
JF{ RHQAMP'.bQ.O; ) GO TO HH
C COMPUTE HMO
XXK * XXK*1,
IF( XXK.SE.A IJM \
TSIN • SIN( ,r5»XXK«RI*FNM)
RHQ • RH08AS*2;
1111 RHQl m 1,«RHO
60 TO (200i2.2) i
C LOOP ACROSS STREAMLINES




3 K « 0
4 K • K*l
C BUILD COEFFICIENT TABLES FOR ToSgO ON ORTHOGONAL
C GET M2,M3,M5,M6 INUlGES
CALL GETRLX
C CALCULATE MODIFIED KJGHT HAND SIDES







SUPERSONIC BRANCH q»-.».GET INDEX-- Ml
318
C SPtClAL 5 POINT CUBIC*- SSFML*3i PICK UP AD
20 Ml • M2
21 MM2 • Ml
CALL GETJX
IF( MliEQ.O I M1*M
IF< ISTAG.BQ.3 ) GO TO 21
M1SAV • Ml
25 MM2 * Ml
CALL GET1X












IF(SSFMU,EQ,3) GO TO 29
C TRIDUGONAL DECOMPOSITION
C IF A6<M)=0, ADJUST UOCALUY TO RHO*1
30 IF( A6(M),NE;Oi ) GQ TQ 3l
29 BB(K> * BB(K)*RHQl«AA41»OS2(M)
AA4K • AA4K«RHO}ftAA4l





C SPECIAL LOGIC FOR 2*ND Of DOUBLE POINTS
50 IF(A4(M),NE,1,) GO TO 51
GO TO 60
51 IF(A4(M*1)'INE,1,) GO TQ 6Q
!F( B(M),LB(0, J GO TO 92
AA41 * «( A2(M)*A-3(H)*A5(M)*A6(M) )
GO TO 53
52 AA41 c .(A2(M)*A3(H)*A1(M))
53 AA42 ? A4(M).AA41
AA4K c AA42tRHO«AA4l






60 AA4K s 1,/<AA4K.A7*M>»AA8<K«1»
AA8(K)e A8(M).AA4K
BB(K) » tBB(K)»A7(M)ttBB(K.l))ftAA4K





70 M » M»i
K « K-l




IF ( ABS(BB<K) . OS2(M) ) ,LT. DDS2 ) GO TO 75
MDDS2 • H
DUS2 « ABS(BB(K) - DSg<M) )
75 DS2(M)« BB(K)
DS2HX • A M A X K D $ 2 M X , A B S ( D S 2 C M M )
60 TO TO
C INDEX TO NEXT STATION
100 IF( DS2MX,6T,CLENX ) CALL fcR*ORl
L * L*LNEXT(L>
!F( L.LT.LEND ) SO TO 2
C INCREMENT SWEEP COUNTER
NSWP « NSWPtl
IF( PDUH|3»iNE,OV ) CAUL TABPRT<5*DS2sA*DS2»NM,NJJ
1F( PDUM(3>,NE,OV ) WRJTE (6,999) DDS2,MDt)S2,DS2MX,RHO
999 FORMAT<//6X,3HDDS2silPE.16,Bl6Xi7HlDDS2e VT4|6X(6HDS2MXstEl6, 8
1 6Xi4HRHOif ORF12Y8//)
!F( IAOH;EQ,I ,OR, IQI ) GO TO
C LOOP TO SWEBP C«05S. STREAM A i O N G STREAMLINgS









CONSTRU T MATRIX COEFFICIENTS ALONQ STREAMLINE
0
K*t
C GET INDICES M2,M3,M5,M6
205 MSAVF(K)« M
CALL GETRLX
C IF B(M) ,LE, 8, ..(SUPERSONIC-. SUBTRACT A1»DS2(MD FROM Bb
C IF SSFML,EQ,3 ALSO SUBTRACT AO»DS2<MO) FROM BB
A41K
 v •IA2(M)»A3(M)+A9(M)*A6(M))





IF{ B(M),GT,0, > GO TO 206
Ml • M2
2051
 MM2 . Ml
CALL GETlX1F< MI.EQ;§ ) MU»M
IF( ISTAG',EQ;3 ) GO TO 2051
M1SAV * Ml
2052 MM? • Ml
CALL GETJX
IF< Ml.EQ',0 ) Ml*M




C PENTA. DIAGONAL MATHJX.- QECOMPO
C ADJUST TO RHO*1 JF A7(M)?0,




207 1F< K,GT,2 ) GO TO 220
GO TO <2o8,2iO) i K







210 CM • l,/<AA4K»A3<M )»A4l<K-l»
A41(K>s (A9(M).A3(M)»A42(K-1) )«CM
!F( B(M),L6,o, ) A4l<K)*A4l(K)BA5(MUCM
A42(K)n A6tM)»CM
JF( B(M),LEjo, ,AND, SSFML.EQ.S ) A4?<K) e A42(K).A6(H)«CH
BB(K) . (BBm-A3(M)oBB<K.l) ),CM
GO TO 225
220 CMA « A3(M)-A2^M)«A4KK-2)
CM • l,/UA4K.A2(M>»A42lK»2>pCMA*A4l(K.lJ>
A41(K)« (A9(MUCMA«A42tK«i) )»CM
IF( B(M),LE,0, ) A4l(K)*A4l(K)*A5(M)«CM
!F< B(M)tLE,0, ,AND, SSFMU,EQ,3 ) A42<K» » A42<K) «A6<M) «CM
BB(K) • (BB(K)»A2(M)«BB(K92)«CMA»3B(K*1))*CM




230 ASSIGN 231 TQ JGO
GO TO 250
231 K « K-l




240 K • K-J,
M » MSA VE<K)
IF( KiUT'.l > GO TO 300
68<K) * BB<K|.A41<K)«6g<K+l)»A42(<)»BB(K*2)
C CALCULATE DUS2,OS2MX





GO TO JGO , (231,240)
300 IF( DS2MX,GT,CLENX } CAUU
J? « J2.1
IF(J2,GT;0) GO TO 202
!F( PDUM(3),NE,OV ) CAI.L TAflPRT (5HDS2»B|DS2TNMiNJ»
IF< PDUHf3»iMEio; > WRITE (6i999> DDS2,MDt)S2t DS2MX»RHO
C INCREMENT SWEEP COUNTED
320 NSWP « NSWP*l
C STREAMUINE SWEEP COMPLtTS-- CHECK CONVER8E||CE
•521 1F< DDS2'.LE|TOLRI*DS2MX } Go TO 9QQ
!F< NSHPi'tE.MAXSWP ) GQ TO 1
ASSIGN 234 TO LGO
902 GO TO LUO i (234,235)
321
234 CALL ERRQRJ
239 |F|PDUMt3r,EO,o;i GO TQ 260
W R J T E < 6 a O O O )
DO 4QQ 1*1, NM
400 CONTINUE
ITE (tillO,, J,B<j, „,,, ,A,M,l»«,,);Mmr».,,|,A7«,,lM<l ,;
N T I N E U'i«»»U>
RETURN
END
322
